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ABSTRACT
A project was conducted to develop and implement a

system which would facilitate (1) communications relating to career
education between and among the states and extra-state jurisdictions,
federal agencies, and national organizations and (2) the
strengthening of career education leadership personnel in the areas
of planning, organization and coordination, funding _patterns and
strategies, and information dissemination. To accomplish these goals,
the Committee on Career Education organized two task forces: the
Communications Task Force (CTF), which was comprised of six state
directors of career education, and the Staff Development Task Force
(SDTF), which was comprised of seven state directors of career
education. The CTF developed a newsletter (EXCHANGE) as a source of
information for chiefs and state directors of career education and
organized 'two national conferences for state directors/coordinators
of career education. The SDTF developed, field-tested, and modified
an information-gathering instrument designed to provide information
Ion competencies perceived to be desirable and the extent to which
'these existed. This instrument was used to collect data at the first
national conference, and the collected data served as a basis for
planning the second conference. The high priority needs identified by
the survey were need:* assessments, evaluation, utilizing advisory
councils, and implementation. In addition, the project produced
several print products related to these priority needs. (These
products, conference evaluation reports, and other conference-related

-° materials are appended. (BR)
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CIVIL RIGHTS COMPLIANCE

Discrimination Prohibited - Title VI of the Civil Rights Act
of 1964 States:

"No person in the United States shall, on the ground
of race, color, or national origin, be excluded from
participation in, be denied the benefits of or be
subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance."

Therefore, any program or activity receiving financial assis-
tance from the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
must be operated in compliance with tilts law.
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FINAL REPORT ',PART I

CAREER EDUCATION PROGRAM (13.554)

1. Project No.: 2.

554AH50020
Grant No.: 3. Nature of Report:
G007502289

Semi-annual X Final

4.

6.

Project Title: S. .Period Covered By This
Report:

Strengthening State Leadership'
in Career Education From: 7/1/75 To: 6/30/76

6. Category of Project (as specified in 4SCFR 160d.5 and 160d.11):
- ,

-Incremental Settings Populations Traifiing,

X Communications State Plan

7.

_

Project Director:

Dr. David L. Jesser

___

8. Grantee/Assistance Contractor
Address, Phone:

Council of Chief State School
Officers

--T201-1-6-th--St-reet--7-N-AIN---
Washington, D.C. 20036

9. MAJOR ACTIVITIES

During the period covered by this report (July 1,-1975-June 30,

1976) a varietY of activities have been carried out under the auspices

and the provisions of the project grant. All of the activities, it

should be noted, relate directly to the two major goals of the

project:

1.0 To develop and implement a system which will
facilitate communications relating to career
education between an among the states and
extra-state jurisdictions, and federal agencies,
and national organizations; and
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2.0 To develop and implement a system which will
facilitate the strengthening of career.educa-
tion leadership personnel in the areas of
planning, organization and coordination,
funding patterns and strategies, and informa-
tion dissemination.

Committee on Career Education (CCSSO)

Toward accomplishment of the first major goal noted above,

the project has wqrked closely with the Committee on Career Educa-

tion of the Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO) ;Thoth

to keep this group informed of developments relating to, the pro-

ject, and at the same time to help the Committee -- and the

CCSSO -- communicate its opinions and attitudes about career

education to the state directors/coordinators.

The 1975 Committee on Career Education wag informed of, and

seriously examined the proposal as it was written prior to its sub-

mission to the US6EDenver: April 1975)-7--TheGommitteel,subse-
.

quently reviewed the proposal after it had been submitted and had

been negotiated, but still prior to any grant award announcement

(Washington, D. C.: June 1975). As a result of these and other

communications (which actually took place prior to the period

covered by this report) the_Committee, and indeed the entire

'Council, was well informed as to the intent and scope of the pro-

jeci,proposal.

The Committee, as it haspeencongtituted during the past

several yearsi has been a major component of each career
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education projects that have been sponsored by the CCSSO. As

has been reported elsewhere, the Council of Chief State School

Officers has endorsed and supported the concept of career educa-

tion. Resolutions to this effect have been adopted at each of

the several past annual meetings of the Council, and for the past

four years, the Council has had either a.Task Force for Career

Education or a Committee on Career Education among its committee

assignments.

The growth -- as well as the continuity -- of interest in the

concept of career education on the part of the Council can be seen

in listings of the Task Force and Committee on Career Education:

1973 Task Force on Career Education
Jack P. Nix, Chairman

Donald Barnhart Cecil Stanley
Robert A. WitheyA.°W. Ford

1974 Committee on Career Education
Cecil E. Stanley, Chairman

Weldon Shofstall
David A. Speir
Robert A. Withey

Robert Benton
A. W. Ford
Marshall Lind

1975 Committee on Career Education
Robert D. Benton, Chairman '

Anne Campbell
A. W. Ford
Calvin M. Frazier
John W. Porter

Thomas C. Schmidt
Roy Truby
Carolyn Warner
Robert A. Withey
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1976 Committee on Career Education
--FGexrn71737fhTiTernaint

Anne C. Campbell
W. E. Campbell
Samuel H. Ingram

Louis Michot
H. Sawin Millett, Jr.
Newell J. Paire

The manner in which the Committee on Career Education functions

can be illustrated with an excerpt from the report subMitted by it

to the Council membership in July, 1975:

The Committee is of the opinion that the first Council
project played a key role in the growth, in terms of
both numbers and.quality, which took place in career
education efforts. In the opinion of the Committee, the
second Council project, "The Status and Progress of
Career Education", has occupied a similar role, and has
had similar results, including the strengthening-, as it
were, of the state directors/coordinators of career educa-
tion. An indication of 'this can be seen in the formulation
Of the recommendations which emanated from the second
annual conference An career education sponsored by the
Council. This conference held in Denver, had as its
theme, "State Leadership in Career Education". It was
attended by over ninety people from some 43 states and
extra-state jurisdictions. (Again, individual transpor-
tation costs of participants were borne by individual
state budgets or, in the case of some, individual private
or personal budgets.)

The recommendations alluded to were made a part of a
separate report to the Committee, and they in turn will
be shared with the Council membership after the Committee
has had an opportunity to review, refine, accept, or
reject them. Suffice to say, however, the Denver con-
ference and the products were an excellent capstone for
the year's activities; they were also a good introduction
into another year's efforts.

Consistent with the efforts of the Council and the projects
during the past two years, the Council has submitted a pro-
posal for a third4year's effort -- "Strengthening State
Leadership in Career Education". If this proposal is
funded, the Council project will be able to (1) provide

0
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assistance,for staff development needs (in terms of career
education); (2) provide a workable communications Network;
and function as a disseminationdevice or vehicle.L

During the period covered by this report (July, 1975 -June, 1976)

the Committee on Career Education met on three different occasions:'

Atlanta, Georgia
November 16, 197S

Washington, D. C.
February 29, 1976

Washington, D. Cr
May.13, 1976

,

Additionally, the Committee has been involved in other com-

munications efforts through use of the telephone, memoranda,

newsletters, and similar devices and/or techniques.

At'its Atlanta meeting, the Committee reviewed, considered,

revised and accepted the proposed position statement that was pre-

pared by members of the Communications Task Force. The position

statement, as it was modified, was'presentea by the Committee to

the Council membership on November 18, and the statement was

. officially' adopted at that time.

During both the February and May meetings the Committee was

concerned primarily with the status of career education legislation

and the Commissioner's National Conference on Career Education-.

In fact, it was at the February meeting that the Committee officially

--,

\
.

The entire report of the Coimittee' on Career Education (July,
1975) is included as Appendix A. ,.

.,
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endorsed the conference and recommended similar endorsement by the

Council. The Council, on March 1, 1976, unanimously endorsed the

meeting on the recommendation of Committee Chairman Robert A.

Withey.

As might well be imagined, the several Committees have indeed

functioned well over the past several years. The Committees have

provided directions, leadership and support for the projects, and

for this much appreciation must be given to the many chiefs who

have taken time from already crowded schedules to consider many

items related to-both career education in general and the project

efforts in particular. (Because the February, 1976 meeting was

fairly typical, a copy of the report prepared for the Committee

would serve to illustrate the concerns and considerations. A

copy is therefore included as Appendix B.)

Communications Task Force (CTF)

---Consistentwith_ the_overall___objec_tiv_e_of__the_project, a six-

member Communications Task Force (CTF) was organized in August,

1975. The following state directors comprised the Task Force:

James Athen - Iowa Margaret Ferqueron - Florida
Paul Bennewitz - Arizona Emil Mackey - Arkansas
Walter Faulkner - Vermont William Weisgerber - Michigan

The Communications Task Force, the members of which were named

only after approval of their respective chiefs had been obtained,

met formally on tweoccasionEM7d.ing the reporting period (Wash-

ington, D.C.: August, 1975 and Hch Springs, Arkansas: June, 1976).

r.-
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The group hLs also met informally on three other occasions

(Des Moines, Iowa: October, 1975; St. Petersburg, Florida:

November, 1975; and Phoenix, Arizona: May, 1976). Additionally,

the members of the CTF were asked by their respective chiefs.to

serve in an ad hoc capacity for the development of a position

statement on career education that would be presented to and

considered by the Council. In this capacity the CTF "met" on

several occasions via telephone conference calls; recommendations

and suggestions were made, and a "final draft" was prepared for
. . -

consideration, as has already been described.2

Newsletter. As a result of the guidance provided by

the CTF, a newsletter, EXCHANGE was developed and

implemented. The newsletter was intended only to be

'a source of information for chidfs and state directors,

and as a consequence, circulation was very limited.

During-the reporting period -- after the third issue

of EXCHANGE and at the conclusion of the project -- data

were collected from state coordinators and chief state

school officers as to its usefulness and effectiveness,

and this:is reported in a later section. (A representa-

tive copy is included as Appendix D.)

Bulle,tins 6 Memorada. In keeping with the recommendations

of the CTF,special bulletins or memoranda, have been used

A copy of the CCSSO Position Statement on Career Education is
included as Appendix C.
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as the occasion demanded. This technique was employed,

to gclod advantage when the legislation pertaining to

/

carelr education (HR 11023) was introduced by Congress-

man Perkins. More recently, it was also used.to good

advantage to inform state directors about the "Hathaway

legislation" demonstrated by the memorandum, Appendix E.

Teleconference Calls. A third recommendation of the CTF

related to the use of conference calls among groups of

state directors/coordinators.as the need arose. During

the period covered by this report this technique has, been

utilized on several occasions, but perhaps the most

significant use related to discussing and obtaining

consensus as to the position statement mentioned earlier.

(It.was also used to good advantage in developing a

"staff competencies instrument", which is discussed in

a later section of this report.)

Liaison with Federal Agencies and National Organizations,.

Consistent with project goals and the recommendations of

the CTF, the Project Director met regularly -- monthly"

with the Director of the Office of Career Education and

members of his staff. As a result of these meetings, it

has been possible for concerns of the state directors/

coordinators to be communicated directly to the Office of

Career Education. At the same time, concerns of the
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.
Office that are applicable to state agencies have been

communicated and ultimately transmitted to the state

directors/coordinators. Additionally, these meetings

have provided both the agency and the project with the

opportunity to discuss progress, lack of progress, and/or

problems.

In terms of liaison with the Office of Career Education,

mention should be made of the fact that a representative

of that office has. been able to attend each of the, project

functions noted in this report. (It should be noted,

however, that this representation has not always been by

the same person. This has caused some concern -- primarily

about continuity -- on the part of the Project Director and

state directors.

Still in keeping with liaison efforts, the project, through

its director and the CCSSO Committee on Career Education,

has paintained close communication with the National

Advisory Council for Career Education. As a result, there

has been two-way communication between the states and the

Advisory Council through the CCSSO project. As a case in

point, the director of the CCSSO career education project

was invited to present the CCSSO legislative position to

,the Advisory Council. In this instance,'the concerns of

the Council (which are first of all concerns of the states)
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were communicated. And it is gratifying to note that many

of those concerns were accommodated in the Interim Legisla-

tive Report of the Advisory Council (November, 1975).

National Conferences. One of the high priority recommenda-

tions of the CTF was the use of national and/or regional

conferences or seminars as communications devices. With

this in mind, and with the help of the CTF, two national

conferences for state directors/coordinators of.career

education were discussed and planned. The first such con-

ference was in St. Petersburg, Florida, in November, 1975.

'The St. Petersburg conference was planned-around the theme,

"Planning for Career Education". and was attended by forty-

three coordinators of career education and twenty-seven

representatives of other national, state, local, and other

agencies. The attendance must be viewed as excellent,

especially when considered in the.contextsof travel re-

strictions that are currently being.i.mposed by many state
1

agencies and state governments. A complete listing of

conference participants is included as Appendix F, and a

copy of the pr'ogram may be found in Appendix G.

According to an evaluation of the conference, most of the

participants were well satisfied. Needs apparently were

met, as will be noted in the evaluative remarks that follo'w,

in a later section.
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Staff Development Task Force (SDTP)

Consistent with the second major goal of the project, a

Staff Development Task Force _(SDTE)__was_o_rganized in September,

1975. As with the Communications Task Force, members of the

SDTF were named only after approval of the chief state school

officer was obtained. Eight state directors were originally

suggested for the SDTF, but only seven were approved for appoint-

ment by their respective chiefs. As a result, the SDTF has

functioned with only seven members, as listed below:

Anita Barber - Alabama
Niel Carey - Maryland
Saul Dulberg - Connecticut
Lynn Jensen - Utah
Paul Peters, - California
Walter Rambo - Texas
Jeanne Werschke - Colorado

The SDTF met in Denver in October, 1975 to organize itself in

terms of the project effort and to develop plans. At 'that time,

the SDTF determined that its initial effort must be related to a

determination, or an assessment, of need: 'As a result, the Task

Force developed, field-tested, and modified an information-gathering

instrument designed to provide information on competencies perceived

to be desirable and the extent to which these existed.

The instrument was administered to participants at the St.

Petersburg conference, and was sent to all state directors/coordina-

tors who were unable to attend. Information about .compeiencies was

13
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thus gathered, and served as a basis for planning ,of the contem-

plated spring conference. (The instrument and the results, as
r.

tabulated, are in Appendix H.) il

Following the St. Petersburg conference (November, 1975),

and utiliiing the information gathered from the "perceived com-

petency needs" instrument, plans were made for a spring (1976)

conference for state directors /coordinators of career education.

With the information just noted, and with the assistance of the

members°of both task forces -- the Communications Task Force and

the Staff Development Task Force -- it was decided that if a

conference were to meet the identified needs it would have to be

concerned with "Implementation of Career Education", and that it

(a conference) would have to focus on one or more areas of con-

cerns sash as: (1) needs assessment; (2) evaluation; (3) utilizing

advisory councils; and 14) the proceis of implementation.

With the above considerations in mind, a conference,was,

scheduled and planned for Phoenix, Arizona in the spring of 1976.

The date was later firmed up for May 2-4, 1976.)

As the program (shown on the'following page) indicates, the

four areas of need receiving higheit priority from practitioners,

were dealt with.

K

)

1t)
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The spring conference, held in Phoenix, Arizona on May 2-4,

1976, was ,attended by some 65 career education leaders, including

(by 'alphabetical listing) the following:

Dr. Dorothy Alexander
305 'College Street
Somerset, Kentucky 42501

Mr.
Md.
P.

Niel Carey
State Education Dept.

O. Box 8717

Mr. Jim Athen
Iowa Dept. of Public Inst.
Grimes St. Offc. Bldg.
Des Moines, Iowa 50319

Ms. Marion Bagley
9 Pleasant Street
Machias, Maine d4654

Mrs. Anita Barber
State Office Building, #607
Montgomery, Alabama 36081

Ms. Janet Beauchamp
2810 E. Via Estrella
Phoenix, Arizona 85'028

Mr. Paul Bennewitz
1535 W. Jefferson
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Major Louis T. Bowring
3488A McCormick Drive
Ft, Shdtidan, Illinois 60037

CDR John H. Brame
Navy Recruiting Command (Code 56)
4015 Wilson Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22203

Mr. Alexander L. Brown
Indinia Dept. of Public Inst.
120 West Market Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204

Mr. Hartley B. Campbell
U. S. Army Recruiting Command
Education Liaison Division
Ft. Sheridan, Illinois., 60037

Baltimore, Maryland 21240

Mr. Pat Doherty
N.J. Job'Corps Center

Bldg., #871
Plainfield, New Jersey 08817

Dr. Saul H. Dulberg
Dept. of Education, Box 2219*
State Office Building

Ms. Mary Ann Eagan
West Rutland High School
West Rutland, Vermont 05777

Ms. Bessie D. Etheridge
Browne Jr. High School
24th 6 Benning Rd., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Mr. Walter. Faulkner
State Office Building
State Dept. of Education
Montpelier, Vermont. 0.5602

Dr. Margaret E. Ferqueron
J6B Building .4.

Florida Dept. of Education
Division of Vac. Ed.
Tallahassee, Florida 32304

Dr. J. Leslie Firth
Project E/D Model
Div. of Occupational Ed.-
85 -95 Speen Street.
Framingham, Massachusetts 017')

Dr. Brian Fit,Ch ,

Center for Vocational Ed.
-Ohio State University
.J960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210
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W. Jack Ford
State Dept. Building, Rm. 903
65 S. Front Street
Columbus, Ohio 43215

Dr. Charles Foster
Department of Education
P. 0. Bbx 480
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Mr. Jerry F. Gaither
Cordell Hull Building, Room 115
Nashville, Tennessee 37219

Mr. Pat Garzillo
State Depart. of Education
120 East 10th
Topeka, Kansas 66612.

Mr. Bob Golden
Arizona Dept. of Education
1535 W. Jefferson
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Mr'. Denis D. Graham . .

Nevada, Dept. of Education
400 W. King St., Capitol Complex
Carson City, Nevada 89710

Mr. W. S. Griffin
P. O. Box 771
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Mi. Barbara 4utheil
State Dept. of Education
State Office Building
Montpelier, Vermont 05602

Mr. Robert Haakenson
State Dept. of Education
Boise, Idaho 83720

Mr.- Si Hancock
2619 Hallow Hook
Houston, Texas 77055

Mr. Mary Harmon
State Dept. of Education
942 Lancaster Drive
Salem,.Oregon, 97310 :

IJ

Dr. Gene Hensley
4734 Jackson Circle
Boulder, Colorado 80303

Dr. S. C. High, Jr.
U.S. Office of Educatiori
Washington, D. C. 20202

Dr. Kenneth Hoyt
U.S. Office of Education
Washington, D. C. 20202

Dr. Bill'Hull
4818 Larwell Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43220

Mr. Bill Israel
CCSSO'
1201 16th Street, NM.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dr. David Jesser
CCSSO
1201 16th Str eet, N.W.
Washington, D.C.' 20036

Mr. Lynn Jensen
Utah State Board of Education
2S'0 E. 500 So. ,
Salt Lake City, Utah 84014"

Mr. David Lowman
Mich. Dept. of -Education
Office of Career Education
P. O. Box 420
Lansing, Michigan 48902

°

Mr. Bruce Ludford-
Sun Valley Acres
Harrisville, W. Va. 26362

Mr. E. R. 'Mackey
Education Building
Capitol Mall
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201

Mr. Robert F. Martin
W. Va. Dept of Education
1900 Washington St., E.
Charleston, W. Va.- 25305
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Dr. N. L. McCall in'
Center for Voc. Education
.1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. J. H. McMinn
P. 0. Box 771
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Mr. Robert S. Meyer
Wisc. Dept. of Public Instruction
126 Langdon Street
Madison, Wisconsin 53702

Mr. Ray L. Miller
R.E.S.A. V
Career Education
1210 13th Street'
Parkersburg, W. Va. 26101

Dr. Jean A. Moorefield
Va. Dept. of Education
9th St.-Office Building
Richmond, Virginia 23216

Mr. Robert B. Murray
Route 1"
Palestine, W. Va. 26160

4s. Dell Ohning
State Dept. of Education
300 Don Gaspar
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503

Dr. Lee Olson
415 Ninth Avenue
Huntington, West Virginia 25701

Dr. Jean Page
State_Dept. of Education
Don-Gaspar Galistee Sts.
Santa Fe, N.-M. 87501

Dr. Phyllis Paul
Capitol Square Building/
St. Paul, Minnesota 5501/

)

Mr. Paul N. Peters !

Sacramento, California 95814
721 Capitol Mall

Ms. Kim Powers
Div. of Vocational Education
Dept, of Public Instruction
120 W. Market, 16th Floor
Indianapolis, Indiana 46240

Mr. Walter Rambo
201 E llth Street
Austin, Texas 78701

Dr., Earl B. Russell
The Center for Vocational Ed.
Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road
Columbus, Ohio 43210

Mr. Elan. Sandlin
Oliver Lodge Building
State Capitol
Oklahoma City, Okla. 73105

Mr. H. R. Stevens
Mountain Bell
-1512JCurtis, Room 200"
Denver, Colorado 80202

Ms. Mary Stickel
Rt. #2, Box 7C
Harrisville, W. Va. 26362

Mr. Bert Stoneberg, Jr.
State Dept. of Education.
Len B. Jordan Offc..Bldg.
Bbiie, Idaho 83720

Mr. Bill Taylor
104 .No. 4th Avenue

:Yakima, Washington 98902

Mr. John Thompson
-Dept: of Ed', Administration
University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804 s

Ms. Zoraida Toro
Career Education Project
Eight Floor, Dept. _of Ed.
Hato Rey, Puerto 'Rico 00919

.
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Mr. Vincent A: Troiano
110 Livingston-Street
Brooklyn, New York 11.201

Mr. Bill, Weisgerber
Box. 420

" Mich. Dept. of Education
Lansing, Michigan 48902

Ms. Jeanne Werschke
Corot ado Dept.. of Education
State Office Building
Denver, Colorado 80203

Mr. Larry WeStrum
233 S. ].0th ,Street
Dept. of Education
Lincoln, Nebraska 68508

Dr. Wiley Wilkerson
Greater Houston Education

Foandation
P. 0. Box 3645
Houston, Texas 77001

As was the case with the St.'Petersburg conference, efforts

were made at the Phoenix conference to obtain some kind of evalua-

tion (of the conference) from the participants. The actual

evaluation will be discussed in a later section; generally, ,speaking,

however, the responses of the participants were highly favorable

with regard to the stated purposes and goals of the conference.

Other Activities

In addition to the specific kinds of activities noted, the

,project, through the Project Director, has acted in an advisory and

consultative capacity to various state education agencies (career .

education personnel), regional Workshops/seminars, statewide con- 6

'ferences, and the like. All of these have contributed to-partial

attainment of both major project goals. Additionally, through the

state directors/coordinators, the project has participated with,

the American Institutes of Research in gathering information about

career education at the state level.3

'See Career Education in the -Public Schools, 1974-75: 'A National
Survey; USDHEW Publication No. (0E)'76-005-07, p. iv and Chapter 4.
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10. NOT APPLICABLE

11. EVALUATION

When the project proposal was initially developed, it was

anticipated that evaluations -- both general and specific -- would

be made by the Task Forces and/or Committees that have already been
...

described. Since then, however, it was recommended and decided

that the services of a recognized leader in evaluation should be

obtained in order to develop and implement a more systematic kind

of evaluation. With thii fn. mind, the services of Dr. H. L. McCaslin,

of the Center for Vocational Education, were obtained. By working

with Dr. McCaslin and others from CVE, it has been possible,to

obtain a considerable amount of evaluative information, both from,

state directors/coordinators of career education and chief state

school officers.

The evaluation efforts of Dr. McCaslin and his colleagues were

focussed on the basic project objectives which had' to do with (1)

communications and (2) staff development. Accordingly, instruments

designed to acquire information of these types were developed.

Communications

With regard to the general area of communication, instruments

were developed and used for the purpose of providing what might be

considered "pre- and post-activity data". However, some aspects

of the instrument, such as that portion relating to-the newsletter,

dealt with an already existing situation. The information gained,

.1

(2
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however, has-been useful. It should be noted, however, that the
4

portion of evaluative instrument concerned with sources of infor-

mation, has been useful in a "pre'-activity" sense, and consequently

in "planning" future activities.

Sources of Information. In an effort to gain some insight

into the need itself and at the same time to gauge the

effectiveness of the CCSSO project's,communications effort,

.state directors/coordinators were polled. as to sources of

information. Spe-Cffically', they were asked to indicate the

agencies from which they had received career education infor-

mation relating to evaluation, management, planning and

assessment of need, funding strategies, and legislation.

As the data presented in the following table indicate, the

Council project (CCSSO) ranked among the top three sources

of information for state directors/coordinators in all but

one of the categories.

(1) National

Sources of Information

I. EVALUATION

(2) State (3) Local

,

USOE - 32 Other States - 16 USOE - 10-.
CCSSO - 19 USOE . - 10 Other States - 8

NIE - 17 CCSSO -. 8 CCSSO - 5
Other States - 9 NIE

.

- 8

NACCE - 7

( et
t,
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II. MANAGEMENT

(1) National (2) State

USOE - 27 Other States - 20
CCSSO - 15 "USOE - 14
NIE - 10 CCSSO - 8

Other States - 9 Bus./Ind. -' 6
C. of C. - 7 NIE 5

Bus./Ind. - 5

(3) Local

USOE /- 9
Other Statei - 8

CCSSO - 5

III.

(1) National

PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT

(2) State

OF NEED,

r (3) Local

USOE - 24 Other States - 22 USOE .

CCSSO - 14_ USOE - 15 Other Statei
NIE: - 12 CCSSO - 9
C. of C. - 10
Bus. /Ind.' - 7

Other States - 7

NACCE - 7

.,,

IV. FUNDING STRATEGIES

(1) National (2) State ( ) Local

USOE - 23 CCSSO - 10 Other States - 8
CCSSO - 18 USOE - 9

Other States - 8 Other States - -9
NIE - 7

NACCE - 7

...

- 9

- 7

(1) National

4

V. LEGISLATION

(2) State

USOE 24 Other States - 11
NACCE - 7 CCSSO , 10
CCSSO 6.

USOE - 7

NIE 5

C

Newsletter. Of the state directors responding (45), most

indicated a very positive reaction to the newsletter. Thirty-

two indicated that it was read thoroughly and most indicated
,

...
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that it was distributed among staff members. In terms of

usefulness, state directors rated the newsletter highest in

the area of legislation. In descending rank order, the

other "usefUlness" categories were rated as Funding (2),

Planning (3)-(4), Nanagement (3)-(4). and Evaluation (5).

(See Appendix I) .,

According to information obtained from chief state school

officers (14), the newsletter was scanned by some, but was

circulated among the department by most. The rankings of

usefulness and format provided by the chiefs were somewhat

similar to-ithose provided by the state directors, as were

individual comments. (See Appendix-j)

National Conferences. An evaluation of the St. Petersburg

conference was made (on-site) by the conference participants,

and is attached as Appendix K. As can be noted, the results

indicate the perceived.value of the conferende in terms of:

(1) quality; (2) small group sessions; (3) major presentations;

(4) conference objectives; and (5) the conference in general.

AcCording to the data collected, conference participants

perceived the small group session dealing' with "Experience-
,.

Based Career Education".to be the most effective and most

t,eful. In terms of major presentations, the participants

felt that the most effective and most useful was that made

by Sid High. According to the participants, most of the con-

ference objectives were met, at least to a moderate to good extent.

;-

.
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As with the newsletter evaluation, conference participants

were invited to include individuil comments. These are

contained in Appendices K and M.

Similarly, participants in the Phoenix conference (May, 1976),

were given an opportunity to furnish an evaluation of the

conference itself, and at the same time of the "products".

Detailed results of these evaluations are contained in

Appendices L and M, but they are described in general in

the following'sectidn titled "CTF Evaluation Efforts".

CTF Evaluation Efforts

As is obvious, various modes of formal "third-party" evaluations

were employed throughout the project. Each of these has been.heapful

in terms of current and future project activities, and will assuredly

be employed again should the occasion warrant. .,But while the

importance of these kinds of evaluative efforts is recognized, the

importance of the less formal and less structured kind of evaluation

should not be overlooked.

One such evaluation took place when the Communications Task
_

,. Force met in June, 1976. Excerpts from the resume of that meeting

best illustrate the point, and also serve to contribute a part of

the overall evaluation effort;

The Communications Task Force (CTF) of the project,
Strengthening State Leadership in Career Education, met
in Hot Spring; Arkansas on June. 10-11, 1976 to review pro-
ject activities and suggest changes and/or modifications.
Participating in the meeting were:,

,. .

.

(

.
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Paul Bennewitz Emil Mackey
Margaret Ferqueron Dave Jesser
Walter Faulkner Bill Weisgerber

The meeting began with a luncheon on June' 10th, at which
time Dave Jesser outlined the purposes and objectives, viz:
to take a look at what was recommended by the CTF at its
initial meeting (August, 1975); to examine rather critically
the various project activities concerned with communications;
to comment on the effectiveness of these activities; and to
suggest changes that might be made in any future project
efforts.'

Following the luncheon, the balince of the afternoon on June.
10th was given over 'to a general free-wheeling type of dis-
cussion about project activities, individual state activities
and efforts, the commissioner!* Conference on Career Educa-
tion, and thetwo major coriferences'that have been sponsored
by the project.

Additionally, with the help of an amplified telephone device,
the Task Force was able to talk with, and obtain information
from various individuals, including Ken Hoyt, Terry Newell,
and Mac McCaslin. Ken was able to bring us up to date ye-
garding.the activities of the Houston Planning Group, and to
give.us information about the status of- pending legislation.
Terry Newell spoke briefly to the Task Force, and indicated
the possibility of one additional mini-conference for
secondary career education practitioners being held. Terry
specifically asked for, and received, suggestions ,for the
group.

Mac McCaslin reported to the group the evaluative data relating
to the recent Phoenix conference. Without reporting the data
in detail at this time, it is nevertheless clear that partici-
pants were of the opinion that the Phoenix conference was a
productive one. The vast majority of the responses were in
the "Above Average" and "Outstanding" columns. In his summary,
Mac suggested-that there was one concern that seemed to be
fairly common -- one dealing with a lack of time, both to
"get into the meat of things", and to engage in needed recre-
ational activities.

On Friday, June 11th, the CTF again, met and reviewed, in-a
more structured way, the Various points that had been outlined.

The CTF took a good look at project activities, and was quite
positive in its examination, as it were, of those activities.
The CTF first of all noted thit it felt the overall purposes
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and goals had been achieved. An effective communications
network had been developed, and that necessary information
,was being transmitted among state.directors/coordinators of
career-education. There were, however, several questions,
comments,46r suggestions about specific components of the
communications network as it had been envisioned.

It was the consensus of the group that probably the two most
effective communications devices and/or components were the
development and distribution of the CCSSO position statement
and the informative memoranda that have emanated from Dave's
office. There was agreement that the newsletter, while
good, was not as effective in communicating what needed to
be communicated. It was felt that the newsletter was too
"open ", and that it was literally competing with tens or
hundreds of other newsletters. With this in mind, the CTF
suggested that the newsletter concept be continued, but that
it be issued on an "as needed" basis rather than on a regularly
.scheduled basis.

The CTF..looked at the several telephonic modes that had been
included in its earlier recommendations, and made the following
observations:

The idea of a "hot line" is still valid, but the
cost of such a device makes it an impossibility
within the scope,of.the current project.

s' Telephone conference calls have' been used
effectively when a need has come up. It was
suggested that a "pre conference briefing" might
be useful when' possible. It was. also noted that
little use to date had*been made of the recom-
mendation that groups of states having common
problems might "get together" with a consultant
in this manner. The Task Force recommended that'
efforts to utilize and expand this technique be
continued on an "as needed" basis.

The telephone "Fan-Out" network is, in-the thinking
of the committee, a very useful technique. Again,
the recommendation was that this system be used
as it is needed.

With.regard to the conferences sponsored by the project, the
'Task Force was of the opinion that each one has' been "better"

han the previous one, and suggested that this was as it should
be. The summary report given by McCaslin was again reviewed,
and the Task Force noted its general agreement with'the evalua-
tion. The Task Force also suggested thatIn planning for any
future 'conference efforts should be madeto accommodate the
concerns expressed.
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12'. ANTICIPATED CHANGES AND/OR PROBLEMS

There were no insurmountable problems during the last portion

of this project. There was, however, one change that was made from

the original proposal: The automated information service was not

implemented because of misinformation relating to costs of toll-free

lines. This problem was discussed with th'e Proje'dt Monitor and the

change noted was agreed upon.

In addition to the technical kind of problem noted, there has

been another more or less tecurtingproblemthat has affected this

and similar projects. This relates to the availability (or lack

thereof) of funds for travel of state directors/coordinators to pro-

ject.sponsored conferences.

As has been indicated elsewhere, the project-Sponsored con-

ferencesand activities have been well attended, in spite of,tHe

fact that, project funds (travel) have not been available. However,

as the comments obtained in the evaluative efforts indicate, this

is bedoming a serious problem. (The problem may.be alleviated

with the advent of grants to states for development, of state plans.)

13. DISSEMINATION ACTIVITIES

Throughout the project period numerous and varied disseminatidn

activities have been engaged in. Conferendes, newsletters,'memoranda,

special. bulletins, and telephone techniques' have all been use& for

purposes of dissemihation,,and these hive all been described else-

,where in this report.
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In addition, however, the project has produced, or causedito

be produced, several tore.traditional print products, including:

Career Ed In Canal Zone Schools

Career Education: Evaluating the Process

Developing Adequate Evaluation Procedures

Needs Assessment: An Outline of the Components

Creating and Utilizing Advisory Councils

Copies of each of the _above named papers are included in the

"Products" section of this report. Each of these has been distri-
,

buted to,state directors/coordinators.

4
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FOREWORD

At the request of the Superintendent of Schools, Canal
Zone Government, the author, who is'employed as Director of
a Career Education Project of the Council of Chief State
School Officers, spent a total of four, school .days (September
24-29, 1975) meeting with various staff personnel of the
Canel Zone Schools about various aspects of Career EduCation.

In a more specific sense, it was hoped that the author
would during his visit be able to (1) discuss the concept
of Career Education with educational leaders of the Canal
Zone Schools, and 12) formulate recommendations relating to

-ways in which the Canal Zone Schools might proceed to either
implement or further strengthen the concept of Career Edu-
cation.

.

The report and recommendations' that follow are the re-
sult of a very brief, but at the same time Very intense
visit. The author recognizes full well the dangers, of making
recommendations based on perceptions gained during a visit of
such brevity. And the. author in no way would want to infer -

or suggest any degree of expertise in matters-relating to the
Canal Zone Schools. .

But during his brief stay in the Zone, the author did
have an opportunity to meet with several fairly representa-
tive- groups and the Lt. Governor of the Canal Zone. And
during the meetings and on-site visitations the a4thor did
amass a sizeable number, of perceptions. These and reflected
in -this report.

The author is indebted to Superintendent David Speir,
6Triculum Director Russell Annis, and Research Director
James Pfau,..for their hospitality and their help in coordin-
ating the various meetings that were held, both in the Balboa
area as well as the Cristobal area. Additionally, the author
is -most grateful to these staff members for the guidance and
advice on matters relating to unique aspects of the Canal
Zone, its' governance, and its school system.

1

Washington, D. C David L. Jesser
October, 1975

.1
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i INTRODUCTION t.;

. The process of transition from childhood to adulthood
--the process of growing up--has never been an easy one'.,
This would appear to be a valid point in any geographic \
region of the United States or in any,socio-economic setting.
And ix would appear to be equally valid In terms of the y§ung
people who spend some or all of their formative years in the
Canal Zone. In fact, it might well be that this process is;
in many ways even more difficult in the Canal Zone, because\
many.of the young people in the Zone, are actually engaged
in a process of preparing for an adult life in6an environ-
ment that is unfamiliar to them.

It is somewhat paradoxical that, in an era in which there \
is an abundance of sophisticated technology and of virtually

--"\' instantaneous devices that the.transition from childhood to
adulthood is difficult. Young people, because of modern com-
munications techniques and devices, are inundated with facts,
information, and other necessary,"tools" even before they
enter the formal school, setting. It has been said that-young-
sters entering the first grade today do so possessing more
basic information than most high school graduates possessed
only a generation or'two ago. In Like- fashibn, many young-

, sters entering the first grade today are familiar with a
technology and its related developments that were unheard
of only a few short years ago. In short, children in our
schools today are rich with information, and as a result, it
would seem= that the transition from youth to adulthood_should
be growing* easier. Yet this is not the case.

With all of the, apparent- positive aspects and. richness,
of their environment, children today are experience poor.
Children and youth, whether by design or' by accident, are
often not involved in adult types'of activities that might
help them to better understand themselves, their education,
their relation to society in general, and:to themorld of
work.

Because children and youth are educated within the confines'
of the four walls of the classroom,in a traditional manner, many
students do not know who they are, where they are going, or how
to get. there. Many students have'not been provided with ex-
periences which allow them to make and implement accurate
choices about the present and the future.. It goes without
saying that,the school and its instructional program plays
a vital,role in the development of young people. The student
develops physically, mentally, and emotionally.' And these
,developments are closely related to his,or her future, role in
society. But if proper or appropriate experiences related.to
self understanding,.educational endeavors, and career potential
are not provided, it'is doubtful that adequate-perceptions-of
those desirable and necessary relationships will be. gained.

:3
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The cost to society of providing an education which is

suited to neither the student needs or societal needs is
tremendously high. Society is drained of resources for every
individual, who cannot successfully cope with self, education,'
and/or employment. The unemployment lines, welfare roles,
drug centers, and mental institutions are filled with indi-
viduals who have not .been provided with the experiences which
are necessary to successfully meet and overcome challenges
and allow the individuals to become contributing members of
society.

School systems utilize taxpayers money to educate
children and youth, and it's expected that youth leaving
school will possess the necessary competencies (attitudes,
skills, and knowledge) to effectively function in' a work
oriented society. In the past, however, very few career or
work oriented courses were offered and then to only a small
percentage of the students.

\

\
'And so the paradox persists. On the one hand, too few

\ courses have 'been career oriented and then only at the upper
\ high school levels. On the other hand, all students eventually

enter the career world through paid or unpaid work. For many
students, the effort has been too little,:too late.

Career Education, as an innovative concept in education,
represents a response to the urgent need for basic changes in
the educational system. In the Short time since the concept
was introduced, it has met with what has to be described as a
"fantastic" degree of acceptance by people in all walks of
life. The concept holdS promize for easing or alleviating - -if
not solving--the kinds Of problems alluded to earlier.

To the degree that', these problems exist, or are likely to
exist, 'in the Canal Zone Schools, Career Education, as a concept,'
will be worthwhile, not only in'terms of the needs of the young
people, but also in terms of the needs of society.

I
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CAREER EDUCATION IN THE CANAL ZONE SCHOOLS

As was noted in the Foreword to this report, the purposes
of the author's visit to the Canal Zone Schools (and the
purposes of this report) were two-fold:

1. To discuss the concept of Career Education with
educational and other leaders in the Canal Zone
in order to gain a sense of awareness' and/or
readiness; and

2. .To develop and'present recommendations concerning
ways in which the concept of:Cateei' Education
might be made-a part of the educational system
in the Canal Zone.

The first. portion of the report, therefore, will contain
a description of the meetings held, with appropriate comments,
while the second. ..part,will contain rather specific recommen-
dations. It-should be again emphasized that the author spent
only a few days in thr Canal Zone, and by no means considers
himself to be knowledgeable about the school system. Some of
the perceptions gained through the various meetings might be
erroneous. Should such erroneous perceptions appear to exist,
they will have to be corrected, because some of the recommen-
dations, based as they are on the perceived'situation, may
also be less than adequate.

Discussions Held Relative to Career Education

Toward the firSt purpose a series of meetings were scheduled,
and the.concept was discussed. At the same .time,much in the
way of.valuable input was received from.the group participants.
The meetings and activities scheduled were as follows:

Wednesday 24 September

A.M. P.M.
vgt-Iff Meeting; nientation;
Central Office. Pacific Side.

Community College;
Curriculum Committee.

Thursday 25 September

A.M. 'P.M.
nifector of Curriculum, vPiEific.Secondary
and Directovof Research Administrators,
Development. 2:30 at Curriculum

Library.
*Lt. Governor's Office.

-1-
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Friday 26 September

A.M.
*Tinfic Elementary
Administrators;
Curriculum Library
- 9:00. ,

P.M.
MiTific Counselors
1:30; Curriculum
Library.

Monday 29 September

A.M.
nientation;
Atlantic Side.

P.M.
977ondary G Elementary
Administrators and
Counselors; Atlantic
Side. [Cristobal High
School.]

In a general sense, the several discussion sessions
seemed to be mutually beneficial to both the author and
the participants Virtually all of the participants seemed
anxious to know more about Career Education and how it might
be,used to benefit students in the Canal Zone Schools. At
the same time, the author was extremely pleased to be able
to, obtain from the participants suggestions and information
relating to Career Education and to idiosyncratic features
of the Canal Zone Schools.

As a result of the discussion meetings, several per-
ceptions were gained by the author: These include:

'Throughout the Canal Zone School System, many components of
Career Education can be identified.

From the discussions, it was readily apparent that at
every level of the Canal Zone Schools there are some com-
,ponentS of Career Education already in place. At the ele-
mentary level, several principals were able to describe
educational activities, currently in operation, that, were
designed to help youngsters to becole better aware of them-
selves and of the world of work: Counselors, as might be
expected, were able to describe many .activities designed to
help young people make wise choices. At the Junior and
Senior High School levels, principals were able to point to
various programs, such as those related to business edu-
cation, that could and should be perceived as a part of a*
Career Education program. And at the College level, the
Dean and several professors were able to describe many pro-
grams and activities designed to equip young people with
skills necessary for entry into a particular line of work.

'The existence of components of Career EduCation is, of
course, a real plus, and should be capitalized on. Such
existence, however, should not cause one to infer that the
components exist with any degree of articulation, linkage,
coordination, or universality. In fact, it is likely that
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there are teachers engaging in Career Education practices
without really being awarecof it--aware only, of the fact
that they are engaging in sound, relevant, and current
educational endeavors. But as long as sow! of the parts
are the:-e, and if ways can be found to fit them together,
a nucleus around which to build exists.

A wide range of understandings about Career Education exists
in the Canal Zone Schools.

The above may be an overstatement, because the .author
did not meet with all of the teachers and/or principals.
However, if the,panicipants in theAliscussion groups were
representative of the educational arena, then the statement
would seem to have validity.

Many of the discussants - -from all levels-I-seemed ,to be
quite knowledgeable about Career Education 1.1general- There
were those, however, who indicated by their comments a lack
of understanding.- For exampLe, there were several in every
group who seemed to be of the opinion-that Career Education
was some specific "thing" that was taught. Several references
were made to the fact that "Career Education is taught
Other references were made to the problems of "teaching
Career Education" in relation to other subjects. "How can
we justify teaching Career Education," one.. administrator
asked, "when we are kept busy enough just trying to teach
the basics?" At another meeting the question was "Why should
our students even have to bother with Career Education? Nearly
eighty percent go onto college."

Again, the comments above, may or may not adequately re-
present the overall situation. To the degree that they. are
representative, however,.they do point to a need for some
kind of mutual communication and understanding.

*There appears to be a general acceptance of the role of
Career Education in helping to alleviate other societal
problems.

This statement may not have been valid at the outset of
the discussions. By the end of each discussion, however, there
did seem to a fairly large group who could see things this way.
Many, however, would no doubt have opted for their own defi-
nition or meaning. Regardless of the, last point made, however,
if there are some who believe that Career Education can have
positive results, it is another place on which to build.

'Within the Canal Zone School System there appears to be a
sizeable group of people who could serve as resource people
for Career Education efforts.

Again, this may be an erroneous perception, but it did
seem that in every discussion group there were staff personnel
who could serve as resource people, or who could identify
people on their own staff to-serve the same purpose.
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While it would be premature at this point to spell out
roles for people such as this, it would be well to keep in
mind the thought that such people exist, and that they are
available for future work. At the same time, the need for
procedures by which these people can be identified must be
kept in mind.

. .

'The Canal Zone School System has". made an excellent start
toward the development of a resource center for Career
Education.

The school system has acquired, under the leadership
of Superintendent Speir and Dr. Russell Annis, Director of
Curriculum, a very good collection of resource materials
that can be used by teachers, principals, and counselors
as they proceed to develop and implement the concept of
Career Education.

More materials for the resource center will no doubt )e
acquired in the future, and a major,task of Mr. Jim Pfau,
Director of Research adDevelopment, will relate rather
directly to 'organizing'- cataloguing, and insuring effective
distribution of the materols. This of course implies the
development of some type of communications device that will
become, an integral part of any overall system that is de-
veloped.

At the present time, there is a lack of the various kinds
of information that will be needed.

Before any kind of long range planning can be accom-
plished, an informational base must be established. As far
as could be ascertained from the discussion groups, such a
base--or even the beginnings of a base, does,not exist:
Information' will have to be gathered from students, from
government and company officials, from teachers, principals,
parents, and other advisory boards or groups. (Examples of
information-gathering devices are included in a later section.]

*Certain programs in the Canal Zone Schools might be utilized
as demonstration projects.

As noted earlier, there are personnel in the schools who
could be utilized as resource people. The same is true for
many of the programs currently in operation. These of course
,would have to be carefully identified and then screened, but
should be considered as another valuable resource.

Specific mention might be made of the Career Education
,efforts at the L. A. High, School in Pareiso. The author was
very favorably impressed with the grasp of the concept that
was demonstrated by the principal, and with the overt attempts
of many teachers to help the students understand the relation-
ships between themselves and the world around them...

3z)
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The Lt. Governor of ;hiaanalZ..91.s lobe st ortivo
ort o concept of Career ucntion.

The author, together with Dr. Annis and Mr. Pfau, 'was
privileged to spend about half an hour with the Lt. Governor
and his aide., . During that time the concept was briefly ex-
plained, pnd he appeared to be favorably impressed' with, and
receptive to, the goals of Career Education. He did, however,
indicate that at this point in time the prospects of providing
additional funds for such an effort would seem rather dim.
[No mention was made during this discussion about any "extra"
dollars that might,be required. Again, the Lt. Governor's
comment in this regard might be the result of a misconception
of Career Education--i.e., viewing it. as an "add-on" rather .

than an infusion of integration of the concepts into.the,
existing educational program.]

It would seem that the Lt. Governor's office, and by in-
ference the office of the Governor, could be a strong ally or
supporter of Career.Educatioajn.the. Canal' Zone Schools and
throughout the Canal Zone "community". Stated in another
fashion, the executive offices of the Canal Zone Government
constitute a valuable, or at least a potentially valuable re-
source. It is a resource that needs to be further developed
and cultivated, however.

U



Recommendations R6 ardin Im lementation of Career Education
n. t e ana one coos

.As might be inferted from the preceding section of this
report, it is the considerod'judgement of the author that the
overall "climate" in the Canal Zone Schools [to the extent
that the discussants were representitive of the school system]
is conducive to incorporation of the concept of Career Edu-
cation into the system. The "climate" is no doubt in large
measure a result of the interest in and commitment to the
concept that has been demonstrated by the Superintendent of
Schools and other key members of his administrative staff.
As has been noted elsewhere, however, the "climate" is also
a result of the leadership that has been provided by these
same personnel.

..

a

But assuming the existence of a "conducive climate", what
steps should now be taken to capitalize on it? The comments
that follow represent some'suggestions, based on the author's
perceptions of the situation, and on his general experiential
background.

1*Creation of an Advisory Group or Task Force]

Concurrent with the suggestion that a comprehensive
planning mechanism be created is a suggestion ,that some type
of advisory body or task force be created and used as, a broad
base for support of efforts made toward implementation -of
Career Education. There already exists in the Zone an advisory
council for education, and it may be that this is really the
group which could be utilized as an advisory group for Career
Education. Or, it may be that the purposes of Career Education
could better be served if a separate group, broadly repre-
sentative, were to be created. There are advantages and dis-
advantages in either, and these will have to be considered.

It may also be that an even better approach would be to
create a task force representing the several levels of edu-
cation in the Zone. Again, there are both advantages and dis-
advantages.

Properly utilized, an advisory group or a task force of
the nature alluded to would seem to be potentially valuable
to the educational leadership responsible for implementation
of Career Education. If at all possible, it would seem appro-
priate to create. one (or to use the existing one for this
purpose).

IDevelopment of a Comprehensive Plan for kmplementation
of Career Education

The need for a fairly well detailed plan is no doubt
obvious. There may be, however, some concern about when such
a plan is. developed. There may be those who would suggest that
the comprehensive type of plan that is called for should be
developed by the person or persons who will have primary

4/
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rosponsibility for implementing it, while there may be others
who would hold that the plan itself.can be adequately developed,
and that appropriate personnel can then be found to implement
it. Neither stance, in the opinion of the author, is "gospel",
and either, if taken as "gospel" could serve to impede or
hinder the implementation of Career Education in the Canal
Zone Schools. Suffice to say that at some point in time prior
to actual implementation efforts. a comprehensive plan
should exist. The plan should have the mission and/or goals
clearly stated, and should contain a time-frame in which those
activities relating to goal accomplishment aro to take place.
Additionally, the plan should contain justifiable cost figures
relating to personnel, activities, and materials. In short,
a comprehensive plan of the type alluded to should enable the
Superintendent or other administrative officer. to indicate
that as a result of certain expenditures over a given period
of time certain accomplishments will have taken place.

Before any efforts are made to develop a comprehensive
plan for Career-Education Inthe. Canal Zone Schools are made,
however, it may be necessary for the Superintendent to make
certain assumptions that will serve as guidelines to those
who will develop the plans. [Using computer-programming
parlance, there are really a series of "Go-No Go" steps that
must be considered, with each successive step predicated on
a "go" on the previous one. "No-go" situations obviously
call for a modification or rethinking of the action suggested.]
Some of the assumptions, or considerations, include:

'The concept of Career Education will enable the
Canal Zone Schools to better meet the needs of
its clients.

The concept of Career Education can be introduced
and fully implemented in the Canal Zone Schools
within a reasonable time- span..

'Implementation efforts will require "start-up" and
maintenance funds which can be derived from (re-
directed) existing budget sources or be included
as new budget items.

'Implementation efforts will require the development
of some type of in-service program for most, if not
all, teachers in the system.

'Implementation efforts, to be effective, will re-
quire the services of one or two staff personnel
skilled in staff development, and knowledgeable
about Career Education.

Other assumptions or considerations might well be added.
[In other situations, some mention would be made of the
"readiness" of the community. This may or may not be necessary
when the Canal Zone itself is being considered.] But when
assumptions such as the above are made, and if they appear

.10....0
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Fto be valid, of orts can be made -- assignments can be made- -
to begin development of comprehensive plans.

LDevelopment of a Position Statement

The assumptions alluded to earlier will be made,-in
most instances, in almost unilateral fashion. They obviously
are made on the basis of knowledge or information held, but
by, and large are made by a single person or by a relatively
small group of people. One problem associated with assumptions
of this nature results from the fact that often people operate
from differing knowledge bases: what one person means may or
may not mean the same thing,to another unless there is some
commonality of understanding.

When discussing Career Education with teachers, parents,
or other groups,'- -there usually. exists a lack of such common-
ality of understanding. It would therefEnseem appropriate
for the Canal Zone Schools to develop a statement or.paper
in which clarification. of the.concept tight be made, and then
to distribute'it to such groups is have been noted.

Such a position statement should. contain at the outset
a statement about Career Education in general,-and then per-
haps a definition appropriate to the Canal Zone School's
philosophy. It could also contain diagrams, schemata, or
charts designed to further explain or clarify the,concept.

[..On 'the following pages are contained several defi-
nitions, charts, and models: -Any of these could be adapted,

, in the opinion of-the author, to the needs of such a position
paper.

Some Definitions

'Career Education is essentially an instructional
strategy, aimed at improvihg educational outcomes
by relating teaching and learning activities to
the concept of career development. Career Edu-
cation extends the academic world to the world

of work. In scope, Career Education encompasses,
educational experiences beginning with early

-childhood and continuing throughout the individual's
productive life. A complete program of Career Edu-
cation includes awarenessof self and the world of
work, broad orientation to occupations (professional
and non-professional), in-depth exploration of
selected clusters, career preparation, an under-
standing of the economic system of which jobs, are

a part, and placement for 4,1 students.

.11Y)
(Text continued on page 1S]
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ELEMENTS OF CAREER EDUCATION

K 12
Awareness -4 Exploration ----> preparation.

EDUCATIONAL AWARENESS

CAREER AWARENESS.

ECONOMIC AWARENESS

DECISION MAKING

BEGINNING COMPETENCY

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS

Career
Education,

Home, and
Community
Life

ATTITUDES AND
APPRECIATIONS

SELF-IDENTITY

EDUCATIONAL IDENTITY

CAREER IDENTITY

ECONOMIC AWASENE:35

CAREER DECISIONS

EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

CAREER PLACEMENT

SELF AND SOCIAL
FULFILLMENT

.s.
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'Career Education is a comprehensive, systematic,
and cohesive plan of instruction that will provide
each student the opportunity to plan and prepare
for a meaningful and satisfying role as a working
member of society. A total program of Career Edu-
cation should provide instruction for' individuals
at each stage in the lifelong process of career
development.

'Career Education is a comprehensive education pro-
gram focused on careers and an educational process
where people gain knowledge, attiiUdes, awareness,
and skills necessary for success in the World of
work (career success).

fi °"Career Education" is the totality of experiences
through which one learns about and prepares to engage
in work as part of 'her or his way of living.

1 °Appointment of a Director of Career Education]

Early on, as soon'as feasible, and assuming validity of
the assumptions noted, a director of Career Education should
be appointed. Ideally, in a situation such as the Canal Zone
Schools, there could be two--one.knowledgeable about Career
Education in the middle and upper schools; the other know-
ledgeable about Career Education in the elementary schools.
In any event, it would seem critical that there be some person
knowledgeable about Career Education and capable of working
with classroom teachers, princip-als, counselors, supervisors,
and other system personnel, who is responsible for implemen-
tation. [Such a person, or persons, would obviously have
responsibility also for the detailing of any plan that is
developed.]

i'Determination of Need J

Earlier it was suggested that the need for Career
.

Education was assumed. At some point 'in time, however, and
before broad-sEiTiaanges are recommended, an effort should
be made,to determine the needs, or perceptions of needs, that
are perceived by various groups, including students, teachets,
parents, and representatives of the business-labor-industry-
professional groups who function within the operations of the
Panama Canal Company; Such efforts need not be expensive or
time-consuming. They will, however, provide the staff with
valuable directions and guidelines as specific plans are
developed.

(Opinionnaires developed for these purposes are contained
in the next several pages.]
- _ - . . - _.

[Text continued on page 23].

. . .- . - --.... .......,... ... .:



CAREER EDUCATION OPINIONAIRE:STUDENTe

A
1. Have you' talked or done anything in school that

helped you find out more about yourself? YES yes ? no NO

2. Have you talked or done anything in school that
helped you find out more about workers? YES yes ? no NO
. - . 1. ,., taillitlp

3. Have 'y c,-g.tali.d..:41:-irrtat: au t ing in school thatcu x
,..4,-es, . .

/

helped you find out about the dducationjor
training that workers need? , YES yes ? no NO

4. Has your class walked to some place 'to see
workers at their jobs in school or'near school? YES yes ? no NO

S. Has your class taken a field trip in cars or on
a school bus to see workers doing their jobs? YES yes ? no NO

6. Have you gone on your own to see workers doing
their jobs even when you weren't told to do so? YES yes ? no NO

7. Has someone.other than your teacher talked to
your class about careers or jobs?

8. Has a worker shown your class things that he/
she uses in his

a .

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO
. .

9. Has a worker come to your classroom to show
you how he/she does something in his work? YES yes ? no NO

10. Have members of your class acted like you were
workers and did things that workers do? ? no NO

11. Have members of your class made things in
school that real workers would make? YES,yes ? no NO

12. Have some members of your class talked about .

real work that they did with a worker? YES yes ? no NO

13. Have some members of your class used math in
a project like real workers would use math? YES yes ?,no NO-

14: Have members of your class used speaking and
writing of correct English like real workers
would? YES yes ? no NO

1S. Have members of your class used-science in, a
way that real workers would use science? YES yes ? no NO

*Adapted from an instrument devised by Joseph Freund
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ITEM CONTENT

1. Self Awareness 9.
2. Worker Awareness (General) 10.
3. Workers Training 11.
4. Walking Field Trip 12.
S. Vehicular Field Trip 13.
6. Worker Observation - Individual 14.
7. Resource Person - Talk 1S.
8. Resource Person - Equipment

..

.1 t _P,

,

Resource Person - Demonstration
Role Playing
Hands.. - On Activities
Work with Reporting

1

Relationship: Careers - Math
Relationship: Careers - English'
Relationship: Careers - Science,

1

_.1,

.
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PARENT OPINION SURVEY*

The Canal Zone school system is interested in how you feel about
Career Education. There are no right or wrong answers to the following
questions.

The answers that you provide to these questions will be kept strictly
confidential. Your lame will not be used when the information is reported.

Please respond to each question by placing a circle around the "yes"
or "no."

1. Are you familiar with the concept of Career
Education? .Yes No

2. My child talks about career edication at home, Yes No

3. My .child has discussed my occupation with me. Yes No

4. My child shows more interest in discussing the
occupations of neighbors, relatives and other
people in the community. Yes No

S. My child's attitude toward school has improved. Yes No

6. My child is more enthusiastic about going to
school. Yes

7. My child is more enthusiastic about the study
of Math, reading, science, etc. Yes. No

8. Does your child relate school activities to
activities and occupations in the community? Yes No

9. Does your child attempt to relate career
education activities to his interests,
abilities and desires?

10. Has career education been what you expected?

11. Is career education worthwhile?

12. Should career education be infused in. our
educational program?

*Adapted from an instrument devised by LeVene A. Olson

5 5

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

'Yes No

F.



BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY OPINION SURVEY*

(Othor terminology -- more suitable to .

the Canal Zone -- may bo preferred.).... 1

1

I. Are you familiar with career education? YES yes no NO

2. Have you been contacted by personnel.
from the project? . . YES yes',?, no NO

3. Do you feel that career education should be i

provided by the schools in the Canal Zone? YES yes; no NO

4. Are students more interested in and aware of
occupations of people in the Canal Zone?

S. Is business and industry in the Canal Zone
more involved in school activities because
of Career Education?

6. Do students seem to be more interested in
school since career education was started?

7. Is the general attitude toward career
education favorable?

Should career education be continued?

9. Would you like to be involved with students
in career education activities?

YES yes. ? no NO

YES yes, ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? not NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

*Adapted from an instrument devised by LeVene A. Olson

56
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i

TEACHER OPINION'SURVEY*

This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers.
We are interested in your opinion about career education in your
school. Information obtained during this survey will be reported
on a group basis only. No information about individuals will be
provided to Local, State, or Federal agencies. The information
you provide will be kept strictly confidential.

Please respond to each statement by4dacing a circle around
the answer which best indicates your opinion about each statement
according to the following criteria.

YES: I strongly agree with the
statement. YES yes no NO

yes: I agree with the statement,
in general.

?: I am not sure.

no: I disagree with the statrement.

NO: I strongly disagree with the
statement.

1. The purposes of Career Education are clear
to me.

2. The purposes of Career Education appear to
be clear to most of the students.

3. The major purposes set forth for Career
Education are being adequatelyimet during
the school year.

4. The time allotted seems.to be sufficient
to accomplish the purposes set forth for
Career Education.

5. Students are able to gain first-hand know-
ledge of the world (field trips, resource
people, etc.)

6. Students are exposed to adequate hands -on.
experiences.

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES.yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yei ? no NO
0

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

*Adapted.from an instrument devised by LeVene A. Olson
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7. Students explore their capabilities in various ,

areas under a variety of situations pertaining .

to the world of work. YES yes ? no NO

8. Students learn to selfappriase their emerging
potentials. YES yes ? no" NO

9. Equipment seems to be adequate to accomplish
the objectives of the Program.

10. Adequate materials and supplies are available
for the Program

11. Career Education of this type should be made
. available to every student.

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

12. Students are able to become aware of the factors .

that contribute to success in an occupation. YES yes 4 no NO

I feel that the Career.Educ#tion should make
most of my students: YES yes ? no NO

13. More well-rounded YES yes ? no NO

14. More motivated and interested YES yes ? no NO

IS: More skilled in planning their careers YES yes..? no NO

16. More able to use their own initiative YES yes ? no NO

17. , More self confident YES yes-? no NO

18.

19.

More able to see that knowledge is relevant
to job success YES yes ? no NO

More able to make vocational choices that
are satisfying and productive for both
themselves and the society of which they
are a' part

20. Other teachers in this school appear to have a
favorable attitude toward Career Education.

21. Helping students to appraise their abilities,
interests and potentials is an important part
of Career Education.

22. Instruction in Career Education is relevant
to the needs of students at this level.

The local project coordinators have provided-
assistance in;

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no NO

YES yes ? no Z!O

23. Selecting appropriate instructional
materials YES yes ? no NO

,



.
.

24. Coordinating planning activities among
teachers YES yes ? no NO

25. Helping me to better understand my mission YES yes ? no NO

Li
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ldentification and' Cataloguing of Existing Resources
. .

8

evident. As has already been observed, it was vident from the
discussion ses'sionsthat there are many people already on
the staff of the Canal Zone Schools who are knowledgeable
about and engaged in various component, parts of Career Edu-
cation., However at present, 'there is no "catalogue" of
these potential resource people; neither is,there a "cata-
logue" of the Career Education activities in which they are
engaged. It would therefore seem .appropriate that early in
any implementation--and planning--activity, an inventory of
existing resources be compiled.. Such ail inventory should
include people, activities, and materials that are available,
within the school system itself. And at the same time., the
inventory should also include people,-activities, materials,
and facilities that are "outside" of the school system, but
accessible to it.

I.

tievelopment and Implementation of In-Service Programs
. , for School System Personnel

,

.

The probability of'success in attempting to effect an
educational change is;--in most instances, directly related
to the degree of understanding of the proposed change that
is held by those who. will be affected by it, (the change).

rn the case of attempting to implement or infuse Career
Education into the total educational program of the Canal
Zone, efforts will have to_l)e made to, ensure a high degree
of understanding on the part of the classroom teachers.
They, and in fact all educators, will have to be helped to

.understand that Career. .Edudation is NOT:

A separate course that is taught on Tuesdays and
Thursdays at-11:30 A.M. by Ms. Copperthwaite and
Mr. Appelgate;

°An elective course that is open to students' in .

the Ilth and 12th grades; F

A system or program of vocational or occupational
training; _,

A new name for occupational guidance; or.

A new prograin for young people who can't make
the grade in the -so- called academic subjects.

Instead, classroom teachers, as well as all other educators,
will have to be helped to understand that Career Education IS:

A system designed to help A L L learners to be
better equipped to make rational decisions about
themselves and their work/life ttyle in society;
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!A system that encompasses, in some form, all levels
of education and 'extends even into adult life;'

`A system of education in which the concepts (6f
Career Education) are built right into existing
curriculums; and

'A system of education in which all educators are the
.principal instructors.

There are, of course, other "learning objectives" that
might be listed, but.those listed here should serve as "openers"..
A position paper such as suggested earlier may well serve to
meet some of these needs, but it would appear that an organized,
well developed, and relevant in-service education program
would be the most effective method of accomodating the various
needs of the educators. It should be noted that such an in-
service program might well encompass a period of several years,
and might use as its point of focus in each of those years a
particular level..of.education..

From input received in the discuSsion sessions, there
seemed to be some doubts and reservations about in-service
programs. Several specific questions should be considered,
including:

Are teachers apt to be willing to participate in
an in-service program for, say, one day (3 hours)
a week for four weeks, either after 'school or in.
the evenings?

'Can teachers be paid for time involved in partici-
pating in in-service programs ?'

'Do teachers expect to' be paid for their time when
they participate in in-service programs?

Are funds available to bring in "outside" special-
ists for periods of, say, ten days?

'Are there ways in which teachers might be brought
together for two-day in-service programs? (Could
all teachers'be covered in four separate two day
sessions during a two week period?)

M 'T' 5
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'There are many ways in which a program might be organized.
The above' schematic represents only one. It is intended to
illustrate, however, how it might be possible to schedule a
series of programs utilizing the same consultant. An alternative,
obviously, would be to have all teachers involved on .the same
two days, but instead of one consultant, to have four (one for
each group). The latter approach might-be better suited to
Zone School needs and schedules, and perhaps could be handled
as a part of pre-opening activities.

Another approach, perhaps more manageable in .terms of
both numbers and dollars, would be'to identify specific, and
more limited, populations or groups with whom the Director
wishes to work and concentrate on, and which would be willing
to take a couple of hours after school every Wednesday, for
example, to learn more about ways of implementing Career Edu-
cation. *An approach such as this, if properly followed,
could well have a multiplier effect, with teachers who have

-become knowledgeable about the concept becoming "teachers"
of other teachers- .

Regardless of the specific approach, used, it would seem
necessary to include some provision for,in-service programs
in any plan for implementation of Career Education in the
Canal Zone Schools.

CONCLUSIONS.

Earlier in this report the author made special mention
of the fact that his personal knowledge of the educational
system in the Canal Zone is based on perceptions gained over
a period of a very few days. In this vein, he inferred that
his perceptions, and, similarly, his observations, may be'
fallible. But even allowing for some degree of fallibility,
the author is of the:opinion that he gained more than a little
acquaintance*with the Canal Zone Schools, the philosophy be-
hind their programs, and their operation. Because of this,

'the author feels comfortable with the suggestions made con-
cerning Career Education in the preceding section.

The leadership of the administrative staff in promoting
and advoCating the use of the concepts of'Career'Education is
much in evidence among school principals, counselors, college
instructors, and classroom teachers. The efforts of Super-
intendent Speir and Dr. Annis have paid off, and have re-
sulted in what has been described elsewhere in this report
as a "climate" conducive to implementation of Career Education.

With the existence of such a "climate"-, t'.e Canal. Zone
School System is already ahead, in a readiness sense, of
many other.state or extra-state jurisdictions-insofar as
installation and/or implementation of the concept of Career
Education is concerned. Using an_analogy derived from an
old saying, thedron seems to be hot. And in the opinion

.of the author, the time for the Canal Zone Schools to begin
to fully' implement the concept is now, while the iron is hot.

C
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The suggestions made earlier were intended both as
suggestions and as recommendations. As suggestions con-
cerning broad courses of action, they are valid. As re-
commendations concerning specific actions, they are purposely
vague. The degree; to which the reccommendations are practical
is an unknowil=t7Wa this will have to be confronted, explored,
and resolved. Demonstration programs in pilot schools may
be a more practical approach than a system-wide approach.
And separate emphases in the several levels may be more
practical, at the outset, than a more unified approach.

However, whatever the degree--pilot or system--and what-
ever the approach, it seems very clear that it must be well
coordinated and articulated. The work of the college, for
example, will have to be closely tied to the efforts being
made in the high schools, and the work in the high schools
must relate to the junior high school programs. And obvi-
ously, the efforts of the junior high schools should be
predicated on the work being done in the elementary schools.

Career Education, as a concept,. is being accomplished
in varying degrees, in each level. The various efforts,
however, appear to exist in some degree of isolation from
each other. A full time Director of Career Education could
do much to bring about a considerable amount of coordination.

This then, would be a primary recommendatidn: A Director
should be appointed as soon as possible. With such a position
and the right person, the other essential ingredients--the
plan, advisory board, inventory of need, inventory of,re-
sources, etc.--will be more likely to fall in place. Such
an appointment would literally be the biggest single under-
taking in the overall process of implementation.

1

In fairness, if a director were, to be named, "ground
rules" would have to be established, and operating para-
meters would* have to be made clear. If funds are limited,
so will be the magnitude of certain operations. If ther,e

',, are constraints created by policies of the Canal Zone Govern-
ment on the Panama Canal Company, certain elementsof a pro-

\

\jected program may have to be curtailed or restricted. But
with the "climate" that already exists, and with the leader-
ship that is present, any such "ground rules" would not seem
to be permanent--i.e., the possibility of change seems to
exist. And with the "climate" and leadership as it is, the
changes, as they occur, will be for the better. This, in
essence, would seem to describe the future of Career Edu-
cation in the Canal Zone Schools.
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PREFACE

(The Setting)
k

,

Energized by various forces in society, the new breed of

educators across America are eager'to spread the word about

Career Education. They are impatient in, getting to the heart

of the matter. They are demanding immediate results from

students. However, in their zeal to infuse career education

into current courses, they may by-pass people who are important

in the process of accomplishing both short term and long term

goals.

"But immediate student outcomes are required by the

bureaucracy" say the new 'breed with indignation. Many voice

the opinion that "innovative programs must bedesigned and de-

veloped by those of us who understand the concept". Due to

problems of agreeing precisely on what career education is,' the

.

number of people is reduced to a minimum. "We will involve others

once we have come to an agreement on the concept," others argue

peisuasively.

And so the argument goes until students begin receiving

career education experiences. "Now we can involve others," the

career education leaders say'with a feeling of accomplishment.

Evaluators are invited to submit proposals to evaluate

student outcomes. The contract usually is awarded to the party

who promises to collect the most data for the least amount of

money. And the evaluation begins.

ii
66
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The evaluators very crisply and business-like move methodi-

cally throughout the school system collecting vast amounts of

information which stymie the program leaders and confuse the

teachers and administrators.

Anxiously the program leaders query th'e evaluators. "We

have some very interesting results," they tell the program

leaders secretively, "but we need to conduct additional analysis

of the data." The program leaders pursue their line of question-
."

ing and the evaluators continue to provide evasive, answers and

research jargon.

At last, the research report-is released. Through page

after page the program leaders eagerly look for even the tiniest

shred of evidence that career education does make a positive

contribution to student outcomes. Finally, the last section of

the report. Surely this section will provide convincing evidence

of the value of career education. But the program leaders are

unable to pinpoint the evidence which they are confident is in

the report.

A telephone call to the evaluator confirms their suspicions.

Although the results are very interesting, there is complete

lack of evidence that career education contributes...to the

achievement of the program goals. "The fact is" reports the

evaluator tersely, '!that there is little indication that career

education is tieing implemented as you think it is."

i.
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In despair, the program leaders go back to the drawing board

to redesign the project. Too often this means more of the same

thing. The new design may look different yet it continues to

achieve poor results. Why?

The thesis of the paper is that (1) the design of innovative

6

programs is a complex process that requires input from many popu-

lations and (2) this complex process must undeile continuous
7

evaluation and redesign.

The paper then must deal with the two issues which are,

because of their nature, inseparable. To be effective in evalua-

ting the process, one must possess thorough knowledge of the

process. An important component of the process is continuous

evaluation. The writers contend that a large degree of the

success of an innovative approach to education is due to the

initial developments in the community and school system.

...,............_._
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UNDERSTANDING THE PROCESS

The challenge to career education leaders is to fabricate

an approach to career education which fits the social and community

expectations. This will require large scale collaboration with

representatives of all educational disciplines, grade levels,

professional services, levels of administration, and members of

the community. Career education leaders must look beyond them-

selves during the developmental process so that the concept of
" .

.

career education as implemented will reflect the social educational

realities faced by both teachers and students alike. New part-

nerships in education must be developed which will make con-

structive use of insights of the populations represented in the

school systems and populations served by the school systems.

Generally, career education leaders search for colleagues who

support the hypotheses, tenents, or principles of the concept of

career education. Because of their similar philosophy of educa-

tion, it is not too difficult to obtain agreement regarding the

what, when, where, and why of career education. During these

. developmental stages, opponents of career education are often

systematically omitted from the decision-making process. And

during these stages of development, barriers are often erected

which are difficult, if not impossible; to remove.

The hostilities and energies of these new partners must be

harnessed and directed toward the development of viable career

education efforts. The creation of an environment in which others
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feel free to express their feelings may, cause feelings of in-

security in the program leacWr. Yet the results appear to be

worth the discomfort encountered.

Thorough consideration must be given to mechanisms that can

be utilized to bring About the necessary group collaboration and

'broad base of decision-making. The framework for interaction

sessions may involve a sequential group building process which

takes all participants through four basic stages of team develop-

ment: (1) getting acquainted, (2) trust building, (3) formation

of helping relationships, and (4) group collaboration on a

common task.'

Any apparent defensiveness on the part of career education

leaders must be eliminated.' Obviously, they must be willing,to

accept those ideas from others which seem to make sense and at

the same time help clarify issues which provide controversy.

An atmosphere must be created which will support the needs of

the individuals involved. Opportunities must be provided for

personal involvement, ego support, social mobility, introspective

articulation, feedback and professional dialogue. 2

PROCESS .FOCUS

(1) Thomas E. Woodall and Le Vene A. Olson, Education for Reality:
In-Service Design for Teacher Orientation in Career Education,
(Bethesda, Maryland: Eric Document Reproduction Service, 1972)
p. 16.

(2) Le Vene A. Olson, A Study of Elementary and Secondary Career
Education in Lincoln County, (Huntington, West Virginia:,
Marshall University, January 1974), p.
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Ono method of creating an atmosphere in which defensiveness

can be minimized employs the dual functions related to process

(human relations) and task (conceptualizing, program, planning and

staff development). Care should be exercised so that the develop-

mental efforts begin with the process focus and.then move into

the task component. Initial efforts should involve group develop-

ment, team building, and the creation of a consultative helping

relationship.

Utilizing the process focus (human relations) early will help

the group proceed from a heterogeneous collection of individuals

to a cohesive, committed team unified around a common goal (the

ddvelopment of strategies for implementation of career education).

Appropriate utilization of this focus breaks down barriers and

facilitates the development of an effective communications system.

It is vitally important that. the process involved in con-

ceptualizing, program planning, and staff development be con-

tinuously evaluated and that the results of the evaluation be

incorporated into the process immediately. Care should be taken

so that career education leaders do not try to explain away the

arguments against a process which they feel is effectiire but

which, in effect, is questionable. Career education practitioners

must seriously consider the results of the process evaluation and

display the flexibility needed to make the necessary adjustments.

There is little need to attempt to develop and promote

career education when intervening variables are not recognized
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and dealt with openly. When intervening variables, (hidden agendas

and unanswered concerns) are not brought into the open and resolved, ,

they will continue to haunt those who are promoting career educa-
a

tion.
3

Professionals apparently have some resistance to being "sold"

a new idea. Experience in workshop planning and process indicates

that some processes bring about better results than others. More

specifically, the attitudes of the workshop presentors radically

affect either the acceptance or the .rejection of the initial

activities. Acceptable results have been attained when a basic

assumption was made that educators are responsible professionals

who want to achieve higher standards and are competent, productive

individuals. This basic assumption coupled with an open, non-

defensive attitude on the part of the presentors offers a high

degree of predictability to success or failure.

Workshops that incorporate the group -- re-group process- -

generally get better involvement from participants than do the

auditorium seating arrangement where participants are "talked

at" for long periods of time.

DECISION-MAKING

The rapid rate of change that confronts the world today

seems to allow decision-makers to rationalize that "a decision

had to be made and there was not sufficient time to consult others".

(3) J. William Pfeiffer and-John E. Jones, Structured Experiences
for Human Relations Training, (Iowa City, Iowa: University
Associates, 1973)
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This is often perceived as an acceptable and even expected approach

until the effects of decisions begin to surface. But people are

no longer willing to allow themselves to be, engulfed in activities

in which they have no control. People are now asking -- and even

demanding -- the right to be included in the decision-making

process. If this protess is to be successful, the groUps that .

are affected must be involved early in the decision-making

activities. Many pitfalls are present to make the process difficult.

However, if the designers of change are open, honest and promote

humane ways of initiating relationships, the probability of success

is strengthened.

Teachers are the final gatekeepers of information and methods

that reach the student. The career education leader must,. there-

fore, establish an open, friendly, and trusting relationship with

the classroom teacher. In many situations the career education

leader has responsibility for implementing programs but no

authority in the system. In the past (and to some extent now),

this would have been considered an impossible situation. However,

'in the light of new evidence, it seems that a helping relationship

is more effective in bringing about positive change in'the class-

room.

COMMUNICATIONS

Effective and meaningful communications is contingent upon,

-all persons concerned having the same understanding of the terms

used. Several factors hinder the communications process and

I I.
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therefore limit the rate and quality of support from community

groups. Most groups have their own jargon which has been developed

over, a perioi of time and which may unintentionally severely limit

both understanding and communication. It is recognized that this

situation exists in other career areas, but educators often

forget that they also speak in .a heavily jargon laden language.

For example; the very term "career education" has had numerous

definitions over the last few years. When persons outside of

the career education.novement Are confronted with the term

(career education) they often believe they understand what is

said but the communication is filtered through different experiences

and may actually convey several meanings.

Language must be meaningful to -its users. For many children,

youths and adults, experiences in the nonverbal world are necessary

to add meaning to symbols commonly used. The completely cognitive

approach of utilizing nebulous symbols in defining other symbols

(words) does not necessarily provide the meaning which is a pre-

requisite to full and complete understanding of our language.

The skill of communicating is the single most important

tool that men and women have at their disposal. The basis of

intellectual activity is the ability to accurately manipulate

*symbols so that others can understand the nonverbal world about

which individuals communicate. Coupled with the manipulation of

symbols .is.the need to understand the consequences of language

usage.
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To illustrate the need, the lexicographers (authors-editors)

of The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language

commissioned ausage panel of about a hundred members to expose

the lexical opinions of a large group of leaders with recognized

ability to speak and write good English. According to the lexi-

cogriphers:

is significant that on specific questions,
the Usage Panel disagreed more than they agreed,
revealing a fact often conveniently ignored --
that among those best qualified to know, there
is a very.considerahle diversity of usage.
Anyone.surveying the panelists' various opinions
is likely to conclude that good usage is indeed
an elusive nymph, well worth pursuing but in`-
constant in shape and dress, and rather hard to
back into a corner. (Page,,XXIV)

Experience has indicated that.the education community may

be the unit which is most severely handicapped by the definition

syndrome. When comparisons are made among edUcators, they fre-

quently have divergent ideas about the 'term career education and

what it means. One of the most effective means developed to

communicate the concept seems to be the utilization of examples

of activities that accompany what is generally understood as

career education. Persons or groups may feel that, after one or

/tWo examples they understand the concept.of career education.

But in reality, it usually takes many more hours of dialogue for

the individual to perceive the "big picture".

In defining career education, emphasis should be placed on

the need. to refocus courses so that they meet the needs of today's

students. Attention should be given to devising techniques which
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help pull together traditional thought and emerging social con-

cerns. Those who are being introduced to the concept of career

education must come to a realization that one of the most

promising approaches for revitalizing learning on the American

educational scene today is career education:

Career education is essentially an instructional
strategy,. aimed at improving educational'outcomes
by relating'teaching and learning activities to
the concept of career development. Career educa -'

extends the academic world to the world of
work. In scope, career education encompasses
educational. experiences beginning .With early .

childhood and continuing throughout the indi-
vidual's productive ,life.' A complete program of
career education includes an awareness of self
and the world of work, broad orientation to
occupations (professional and non - professional)
clusters, career preparation, an understanding
of the economic system of which jobs are a part,
and placement for all students.'

.Experience has indicated that one of the most important

facets of communication is sending) messages, which convey sincere

honest feelings. Group process procedures support the idea that

being defensive when beliefs or ideas are challenged actually

deters message transfer. Many persons find it difficult to ex-

pres-s4-a-belief and then when challenged; not return the challenge

with anxiety or anger. However, many group leaders have found

the non-defensive approachAo be an effective method of intro-
.

ducing a new concept.

It appears that an appropriate way to introduce career

education to the many different commtnities is to establish a

('4) Career. Education, (Washington, D.C.: The Coupcil of Chief
State School Officers, November 16, 1975), p. 2.);
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workable, comprehensive definition with usable language,, be willing

to engage in dialogue, exhibit patience and non-defensive under-
WAN..

gSin acceptance of the idea.

Communication techniques are recognized as having more effect'

.upon exchange of information and reaction of the various per-

sonalities involved than previously thought. In many instances,

how a statement is said may carry. more weight than what the

speaker *actually said. Thomas Gordon, in Leadership Effectiveness

Training Work, hd:5 tuggested that using tem: statements (e.g.,

"You ought to do", "You should do", "You did it to me", are

considered very threatening to the person who receives that state-
r." t

ment. On thd othc-i...1yezti;Uhen th'e "I" statement (e.g., "I feel",

etc.,) is used, the person receiving the communication knows that

feelings about the particular matter ,in question are being

expressed without a thieat. Of course it is absolutely necessary

that the "1" statement and the feelings be congruent; that is,

what is said must also be communicated by observable action.'
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EVALUATING THE PROCESS

Often concerns which have been caused'by inadequate attention
....,-,,

to the process phase of the venture' contribute to negative product

I'

evaluation results. Educators are often stymied by the negative

results and lack logical explanation for the findings.

Too often educators make clear-cut decisions about the worth

of educational programs solely on the basis of a single product

outcome (such as specific student achievelent). On the basis of

that outcome, educators may well decide to expand the program or

limit its role to some degree. It goes without saying that

product or summative research is an important part; of evaluation.

Yet its importance must not overshadow the need to establish on-

going procedures to evaluate the process.

P'rocess or formative evaluation involves a set of procedures

to determine the worth of specific educational endeavors during the

formative stages. In the context used here, the formative stages

are defined as'those 'stages which involve the conceptualization,

program planning, and staff development efforts which take place

prior to large scale implementation in the classroom. Process

evaluation often is concerned with evaluating the process of
. ,

learning for kindergarten through twelfth grade students while

failing to evaluate prior stages.

Programs often fail because of inadequate attention to the

important.human relations aspects of conceptualization, program

planning, and staff development. It may appear that once a plan

I

r'i :
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of action is devised to achieve the objectives of conceptualization,

program planning, and staff development, career education leaders

should be able to transport the plan from place to place. But

due to the changes in ourselves, emerging social concerns', politi-

cal issues, and the complexities of group processes, individual

plans Of action must be devised for each situation.
41,

Such plans must be based on the best estimate of the situation

(background, experience, and prior process evaluations). However,

career education leaders cannot be complacent with the knowledge

of prior successes. Each sitti-ation'must be evaluated quite early

in the process and changes made so that the process phase of the

venture is effective in accomplishing its objectives.

Evaluation, so long as it is used as a' means and
not an end, is a continuing, on-going prdcess.
And it starts, if done properly, when the initial
efforts -- the planning -- are made. Again,
evaluation is not a goal in and of itself; it is
not something that is accomplished and then for-
gotten. And because of its continuing nature it
is an invaluable tool t9 use in viewing changes
which have taken place.'

The writers believe that career education possesses far more

potential than is currently thought by theoreticians and practi-

tioners. Yet the potential cannot be realized until the process

phase of the venture is accorded the importance which it deserves.

This means that continuing process evaluation must be viewed as an

invaluable means to focus on the developmental process which takes

place prior to large scale implementation in the classroom.

(5) David L. Jesser, "Evaluation and Career Education: Some
Observations and Reflections" (Paper presented to the Alabama
State Conference on Career Education, 1975, Montgomery, Alabama),
p. 15. ...

-4

reit)
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The results of these evaluations may indicate.a need for

greater attention to human relations concerns. An on-going evalua-

tion must be incorporated into a process design which employs a

dual focus related to human relations functions and task functions.

INITIAL STEPS

The purpose of evaluating the process early and continually is

essential if immediate adjustments are to be made in the process.

Very early in the process, the career education leaders must

firmly establish.themselves as. persons who are committed to

° listening to tae group representatives and are committed to

adjusting methods and procedures.

Before any member of such a group can become secure to the

point of sharing information and experiente, he or she must be able

to answer the question, "Who am I" in relationship to everyone else.

The most logical answer to this situation appears to be personal

introductions of persons involved. Far too often the introductions

are very quickly dispensed with by asking each person to introduce

himself or herself.

To allow the process evaluation to' begin, adequate time for
,

introductions -- getting acquainted -- must be provided. At least

an hour should be schedtled for this purpose. Larger groups

should be broken down into groups of thiee or more. The individuals

should be instructed to obtain information about each other so that D

they will be able to introduce one of the persons the following
..,

day.

,

81
.
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The individuals usually will begin by asking each other for

official and unofficial background information for their intro-

ductions. But once they begin obtaining information of this

nature,.they will usually begin to discuss the design and develop-

ment process in which they are involved, the concept of career

education, etc. At his point, informal evaluation of the process

has begun.

The purpose of the introduction appears,merely to be a way

to determine who the people represent. Yet of greater importance

are two additional purposes: (1) to provide opportunities for the

participants to informally'evaluate the process and (2) .to achieve

social mobility in a group of strangers.

A mistake often made by worksh6p leaders is that of assuming

that because the individuals are from the same community or school

they are well acotpainted with each other. This is a poor

assumption -- even in a small community or school.

Through the initial small group discussions to obtain infor-

mation for introductions, members will begin to share feelings and-

concerns about career education. A person may feel alone in

relationship to a particular concern. As the participants begin

to share feelings, the person begins to understand that others

share his feelings. If members of the group do not know that.'

others feel as they do, the isolation is as'real as if each per-

son has separate and distinct feelings.
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-To confirm to the participants that the workshop leaders aro

sincere in their efforts to conduct a viable workshop, an activity
A

such as the ono-way two -way communications. 'exercises should \be

utilized. These activities very clearly indicate the need Ibr

two-way communications and bring to the surface barriers to

0mmuniCationS.

ESTABLISHING GOALS

In order for a group of persons to work together harmoniously

and make effectiVe decisions related to the design and development

of career education, they must have some experience in consensus

decision-making. The NASA" Decisions by Consensus exercise enables

members of the group to experience decision-making in a simulated

problem situation which is non-threatening. It enables participants

to evaluate the quality and e'ffectiveness' of individual decisions

as opposed to group consensus decisions.

Most of the participants will have had practical experience

with other methodsof decision-making. But it is likely that only

a few of the participants will have had the opportunity to explore

. the consequences of consensus decision-making under controlled

conditions in which they are not risking their reputations should

the dectsion obtained be unsatisfactory. An exercise of this

nature affords a practice arena in which immediate feedback is

provided. And it also premides individual members ,with skills in

handling disagreements. (See Appendix A for illustrative examples.)
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After persons involved in the career education process aim:

to some basic objectives and have common, direction in where they

want to go, procedures must be devised to achieve these goals.

Many techniques to assist in the evaluation process are

available to groups that initiate career education efforts on
v

either a large or small scale. The recent push.in education

circles for the use of MIS (Management Information Systems) has

caused educators to give more attention to detailing activity

and time charts. The use of Flow Charts, PERT Charts (Program

Evaluation RevieW Techniques), and simulated problem solving by

programming computers with base line data, are only a few of the

means used in today's complicated evaluation procedures.

Anticipating contingencies is one area that seems to become

more important than ever because of the quickening pace in educa-

tional circles. Contingencies exist today that received only a

cursory glance a few months ago. Many are so important that if

they are overlooked the total program could be in serious danger.

One major item, as an example, is the rapid change in energy costs

and 'supply which has often curtailed or eliminated field trips in

career education programs. This again emphasi es the importance

of incorporating a formative evaluation process as well as a

summative or final evaluation in the overall career education

process.
C

Individual techniques that are used by some career education

practitioners may diffe'r greatly but should not be discounted

because ,they are merely different. An effective evaluation will
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explore and assess the variation in technique and frequently the

different approach may be more effective -- or just as effective --

than the more conventional procedure. It is usually helpful,

however, if any planned variations can be anticipated earlygso

that adequate attention can be given to evaluation.

EVALUATION PROCEDURES

Since the process focus (human relations orientation) and

process evaluation are intricately intwined, there is no single

point in time whet' one can say,' "We have arrived". The need to

view evaluation as a continuous, on-going process cannot be over-

emphasized. The evaluation must take many forms (formal and

informal).

If the program leaders are willing to utilize evaluation

results which are obtained early, later evaluations will tend to

yield valid results. If they are unable or unwilling, later

evaluations will probably be less valid. And if the participantrs

evaluations are viewed as a formality which have no impact on the

program design, participants are likely to grow uneasy about being

open and, honest with them.

An evaluation approach which reduces the level of risk for

each individual utilizes small groups to discuss and record the

judgments, recommendations and questions during the first day.

These evaluations are collected and-time is allowed on the program

during the first day so that the judgments, recommendations, and

questions can be discussed openly. Changes are made on the pro-

gram to accommodate the concerns of the group. When concerns

of
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cannot be addressed immediately, the reasons are explained to the

group.

Once the participants recognize that the program leaders are

earnestly seeking their judgments, so that the program can be

altered to meet their needs, the participants can submit unsigned

cards which will generally provide more personal judgments,

- recommendations, and questions. This process should be continued

on a daily basis with ample time allocated for the preparation of

the cards and discussion of the evaluations.
"

Other, more formal evaluations Can also be utilized to obtain

process evaluation data. Semantic differentials and familiarity

scales- can be devised for use in measuring. changes in attitudes

and degree of. knowledge in pre-test post-test situations.

The semantic differential utilizes pairs of adjectives with

opposite meanings to describe the participant's attitude about a

word, term, or concept. The participants are asked to indicate

their feelings about the word, term, or concept by placing a check

mark alongside the continuum which contains opposite adjectives

on the extreme left and extreme right. (See Appendix B.)

The participants are pre-tested prior to the time that they

be$in receiving information about career education. At the con-

clusion of the workshop, the semantic differential is administered

a second time to obtain post-test data.

The degree of attitudinal change is determined for each

participant-by comparing the pre-test position against the post-

test position for. each set of adjectives. For example, one

point can be awarded for each shift in positions or weighted

6 .

a

rr
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scores can be arbitrarily assigned. The total score divided by

the number of participants will indicate the average change in

attitude related to a particular word, term, or concept.

The familiarity scale may be used in a similar fashion as

the semantic differential. Pre-. test and post-test scores can

be compared to determine the degree of change produced by the

process. The familiarity scale is included in Appendix C.

.,,
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APPENDIX A (1)

Consensual Decision-Making

Consensus

Group consensus represents a decision-making method in which

all participants contribute resources and all share in the final

decision. No decision becomes final which is not understood by

nearly All members; for this reason, consensus is difficult'and

sometimes impossible to obtain. It requires a fairly advanced
." .

skill in two-way communication, coping with conflict, and using

individual resources.

For us, consensus doei not mean. a unanimous vote; nor does

it mean that everyone agrees. It means that (a) everyone can

paraphrase the issue to show that he understands it, (b) everyone

has a chance to describe his feelings about the issue, and (c)

those who,continue to disagree or have doubts, indicate publicly

that they are willing to give the decision an experimental try

for a prescribed period of time. Consensus is a condition in

which every member is willing to -go along without sabotaging the

decision. This does not mean that the decision represents every-

one's first choice. It means that a sufficient number of people

are in favor to get the decision carried out while others under-
,

stand what is happening and will not obstruct it.

An essential technique for obtaining a consensus is AA!

survey. The full use of this technique, involves the following;

First, someone presents the issue clearly. Then, oneor two others
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attempt to clarify it by restating it. Then everyone in turn

states his reactions to the proposal. (This is taking a survey.)

Each person should be as brief as possible while still

being clear, but, he need not restrict himself to al or no.

He might say that he is uncertain,.that he is confused and wants

to hear more, that he is.experiencing some pain", or he can simply

say that he does not wish to talk.about it. A group using the

survey should not allow an individual to remain completely
o

silent. If someone does not want to speak, he must at least say

explicitly.he wants to say nothing. /This assures the group of

bringing up-to-date its knowledge of every member's point of view

on the qu'estion and of doing so through explicit statements, not

.presumptions.
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A Mini-Version of ProblemSolving and Action Planning

The following process is' intended to provide general guide-

lines for a group wishing to methodically, yet quickly, engage

in problem-solving and action planning activities.

. An organizational problem is herein defined as any issue

for which the'whole group wishes to plan, and which can be planned

or decided in a short period of time.

Stage 1: Define therproblem

. Given the issue for which you have convened, discuss
some of its broad parameters as a problem. Why is it
a problem? What are some of its facets? What are
the underlying issues that present problems?

Stage 2: Suggest alternative solutions

Each member of the.group will try to think of two
viable solutions to the above problem. Take sometime'
to think about these solutions and to list them below.
Then share them with the group.

(a)

(b)

Stage 3: Choose some solutions (not more than five)

From all of the alternatives before you, you must as
a group choose about five of the most promising
solutions. This must be a group decision based on
consensus. °
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In arriving at a consensus group decision,

(I) everyone should feel, free to state his reasons why
one or more items should be listed among the five

(2) the communication skills learned earlier should
be used

(3) a survey should be taken when actually making
the choices

(4) every member of the group should "own" or be
willing to support the'five alternatives which
are finally chosen

Stage 4: Make some action plans

Outline, based upOn the solutioni you chose,some plans
for implementing those Solutions and for resolving the
problem. The plans should be as specific as possible
(including When, where, who.and how). All of the members
of the group should agree to help implement the plans.
The plans should be recorded and every member of the
group should receive a copy of them.

Stage 5: Checkingon the group's effectiveness

You have been working together on a task. To help you
work more effectively in the future, it is important
that you review the process of how you have worked
together during the last hour or so. Do you personally
feel satisfied? Why? Why not? How could the team
work more effectively in the future? 4

".
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A. Encouraging mutual problem-solving

B. Maintaining a permissive climate

C. Facilitating the group's task activity

THEORY

1. Problem-solving groups typically progress too rapidly
toward a solution. Once a task is begun, psychological
forces operate to push it toward solution. Much
experimental evidence is available supporting the
value of delaying reaching a solution and spending more
time focusing .on the problem. .The convener must inhibit
his tendency to push toward solution-mindedness and
encourage problem-mindedness.

2. Disagreement is a valuable tool for creativity and
effective problem-solving. The convener should encourage
respect for disagreement and turn it into a stimulant
for new ideas.

3. Evaluation and criticism inhibit idea-generation. The
convener should delay criticism by seeking alternative
contributions.

4. Conveners have much power, even when they have no formal
authority. The convener's suggestions are often blindly
followed or resented, thus he should be aware of his
domination and try to control it.

5. Leadership is a. set of functions. The convener should
encourage shared responsibility of these functions.

ACTIVITY

1. Helpful behaviors regarding the task/content:

a. Organizing-agenda-building

b. Identifying resources-
%

c. Keeping group in phase:- %

d. Encouraging dispersed' participation
.

e. Diagnosing and evaluating progress

f. Seeking information and alternatives
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g. Clarifying ideas, paraphrasing

h. Summarizing or asking for a summary

i. Checking for agreement

J. Taking a survey

k. Asking for a decision

I. Encouraging disagreement

i

, 0

2. Helpful behaviors regarding group process/maintenance:

a. Attending to feelings of confusion'
O

b. Keeping members fnvolved

c. Reinforcing contributions by others t

d. Relieving tension e

e. Clarifying hidden assumptions

f. Debriefing or conducting other evaluation

g. Attending to physical surroundings

h. Checking perceptions

i. Listening actively (paraphrasing) and encouraging
others to paraphrase

j. Recording members' ideas

,
,

i
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0

Semantic Differential /-

This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers: We

are interested in how this group of educators feel about certain

concepts. Information used from this instrument will be reported

only on a group basis. 'No information on individuals will be pro-
,

vided to local, state, or federal agencies. The information you

provide will be kept..strictly. confidential.

At the top of the next page is a word. Beneath the word i.,

a pair of words with opposite meanings.

You are to place an "X" in the space nearest to the meaning

which tells how you feel about the concept.
i

For example:

Pleasant

Inactive

Friendly

SCHOOL

I 1 I
I.IX I

--r r

Unpleasant

Active

Unfriendly

In this example the person felt,that SCHOOL was sort of

pleasant, but not very pleasant so he placed an "X" in one space

away from pleasant.

Then he felt that SCHOOL was very active, so he placed an "X"

in the space right next to the word Active.

Then he felt that SCHOOL was not friendly and was not un-

friendly, so he placed an ".X" in the middle space between friendly

and unfriendly.

Remember, put only one "X" on a line.

95
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CAAZER EDUCATIwN

AIM

__Inploabent

Friendly I

1 Unfriendly
.

Energetic Lazy.

slow --- 1 Fast

)

Good - I Dad

Cruel I I M.nd

Soft _ Hatt

Unfair Fair

Rugged I ,Violent

Etong 1 I I area;:

.

Dull I I I Sha

0

4
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t.WILIAAITY WCALZ

This is not a test. There are no right or wrong answers.

The following teros represent concepts that may be necessary to

develo?, organize, and implement' career education programs. No

information on individuals will be provided to Local, State, or

Federal agencies. The information you provide will be kept strictly

confidential.
*

Educators vary in their degree of familiarity with these

concepts. You are not expected to be familiar with all of these

conee;:s. Indicate your fa.3iliarity with those concepts by rating.

each tor,. according to the following scales

Vt: I an very frOliar with this concept

1Z: I am rather 0.3iliar with this concept

lag I am modez with this concept

5c s i am slibtll_Inriliar with this, concept

are not familiar at all with this concept

Circle the rating that most accurately represents your degree of temiliarity

with each concept.
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t

1. Career Education VF RF MF

2. Career Awareness VP RF Mr

3. Career Orientation VF RF MF

4. Career Exploration VF RF Mr
. .

5. Vocational Education VF RF MF

6. Cluster Concept program VF RF Mr

7. Field Experiences VF RF Mr

B. Curriculum Blending VF RF MF

9. Resource Role Models VF RF MF

10. Simulation Activities VF RF Mr

11. Role Playing VF RF Mr

12. Psychomotor Activities VF RF MF

13. Behavior Modification _ __VP" RF Mr

14. Future Shock VF RF MF

15. Multi-occupational program VF ORP Mr

16. Cooperative Education VF RF MF

17. Articulation VF RF Mr

16. Behavioral Objectives VF RF Mr

19. Teaching Strategies VF RF Mr

20. ExperientialActivities VF RF ME

1
r

SP NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SP NF

SP NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NF

SF NB'
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"National Conference for State Directors of Career Education"
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INTRODUCTION:

Recent federal laws, rules, and regulations, including those

relating to career education, have specifically called for the

creation and use of advisory councils at the state level. The
aa a

framers of such la'ws and rules, however, should recognize the in-

dividual uniqueness of the individual states in the design of matters

concerning advisory councils. Some states, for example, mandate by

law the number of boards and councils a state agency may create.

In such states, a federal requirement that advisory councils be

formed with certain prescribed numbers and a restrictive description

of membership could cause serious problems when state advisory

councils for career education are created. It is therefore recom-

mended that the matters of membership -- who, how many, etc.. -- and

duties be left for the determination of each state and extra-state

jurisdiction.

The above in no way is intended to lessen the importance of

advisory councils. Such bodies are perceived as being essential

to successful implemedtation of career education oriented programs.

To the extent possible, however, formation should be a matter of

local (state) concern.
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...ADVISORY COUNCILS

AREAS OF CONCERN:

1. What groups should be represented on a State Career Education
Advisory Council?

It is a consensus that the list provided in the proposed

rules for career education programs should consist of at least.

SOI representative areas other than education. -The membership

of this council should be flexible to address the outcomes to

the state. (Attachment A contains the suggested list of members

which may or may not be adaptable.)

2. What are ways to achieve balance in an Advisory Council so as
to serve both political and content ends?

In establishing or identifying the council, membership must be representa-

tive to the major socio-economic areas of the state. This issue is further

elaborated in the following area of concern.

3. What-are the mechanics of establishing and operating a State
Career Education Advisory Council?

The state education agency should formulate by-laws to

determine goals and objectives for the group, and for establishing

whom the group is advising. SuCh.by-laws.should be quite

specific in terms of membership, appointing authority, role

of administrative personnel and should indicate funding sources

that could be utilized for implementation purposes. In some

instances, it may be desirable to "hand, pick" key_individuals

toterve on the council; in other cases it may well be more

appropriate if clientele groups named their own representatives.

After an Advisory Council is formed, it would seem to

be desirable to create several sub-groups or committees. Some

which might be considered include those in areas. of:'
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a. Budgeting, financing, funding resources and
legislation.

b. Program, operation, services, activities.

c. Evaluation, planning, research and special
studies.

d. State plan evaluation, guidelines and
recommendations.

e. Personnel, professional development and
teacher education.

f. Business/industrial development, industrial
skills, employment,.and manpower needs.

o

g. Public information, public relations) publica-
tions and reports.

h. State affiliations, structured and unstructured
relationships.

i. Ancillary services..

j. Exemplary programs and projects.'

4. What should be the relationship of the State Career Education
Advisory Council to the State Vocational Education Advisory
Council? "To Higher Education Councils? Others?

A positive and compatible working relationship should

exist between career education. councils and other individual

state councils. In some instances, however, career education

might be treated as a sub-section of several councils or as

joint membership to the vocational 'education council.

Suggested relationships to other state councils might be

summarized as:

a. Several members of the career education council
who are joint members on other' councils.

b. Exchange of meeting minutes and reports pre-
pared by career education council.
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c. Work toward establishment of sub-committee on
career education on existing councils.

There would seem to be considerable benefit if state councils

for career education were to have a relationship to the National

Advisory Council for Career Education. Such a relationship or

involvement might include:

a. Communicating to National Advisory Council
J concerns about needs, such as the establish-

ment of long-range pianning efforts.

b. Communicating areas of concern where federal
fonding.should.be sought.

c. Providing input concerning national policies
and legislation for career education.

d. Serving as a linkage between local and national
levels, especially in the areas of policies and
related concerns.

e. Providing the National Advisory Council an
annual report regarding activities of the State
Advisory Council, and at the same time indicate
state and local' career education needs as it
pertains to the items above.

5. What role should an Advisory Council play in communications?

a. To assist in the development of the State Plan for
Career Education.

b. To locate and enlist support and assistance-from
key state, and perhaps local, groups.

c. To provide a clear linkage at the state level
between education and Irk.

d. To serve as a catalyst for state action and involve-
ment.

e. To provide_ informaiion_regarding educational a_ nd
education-related needs in the state.

_._. __

f. To make recommendations about policy formulation in
the state.

1u3
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.

. s .

g. To advise on career education program development.

h. To conduct and communicate evaluations of career
education.

i. To play a role in assisting and advising local
advisory councils and communicating local and state
concerns to national advisory council on career
education.

'6. Now can a State Advisory Council be most effective in making
recommendations for' policy formulation?

a. Learning about policy, policy development, inter-
pretation, execution and publicity.

b. Determining the clientele and the services to be
rendered to each group among the groups composing

. .,
the clientele. This can be done by:

1) Finding out what groups are served and how
they are served.

Determining the educational needs of served
and unserved groups.

3) Studying the migration into and out of area
and educational implications.

4) Deciding how local schools should be affected
by state, national and world needs.

5) Determining what school can do best and what
should be left to others.

c. Determining the public purposes career education
should serve. To do this it will be necessary first
to:

d.

1) Identify the purposes the State system is
trying to serve.

2) Propose purposes definite enough in order
that evaluation can prope-rly be accomplished.

Proppsing arrangements for evaluating.

1) Learning how program is-now being evaluated.

2) Recommending other means of securing regular'
systematic evaluations. t

I L.,

,
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e. Studying and making recommendations regarding:
it 4

1) Organization and administration of program

2) Program planning

3) Staff

4) Funds

SUMMARY:

The following suggestions to each state coordinator of career

education were offered as an approach to preparing a preliminary plan
...

IV

of action.

1. Specify groups you plan to use in your council.

a. Show how you will achieve "balance" between political
influence and career education expertise on the council
(not necessarily 50-50).

Indicate names of individuals and groups you will
recommend to your chief, state board, or.governor.

2. Outline the mechanics of how you propose to establish and/or
operate your state council. This could be set forth in terms
of the following:

a. Status of council, purposes (critical iiportance),
and limitations.

-,- - _. - -

b. Membership and terms of members.

c. Committees of.the council.

d. Relationships to other councils (e.g., vocational
education, higher education, manpower) and duties
of members.

e. Organization of council (e.g., meetings, methods
of problem solution).

f. Role in communication.

g. Approach to formulating policy recommendations.
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GROUPS TO BE REPRESENTED ON A
STATE CAREER EDUCATION ADVISORY COUNCIL'

Major units of the state educational agency and where ,these
are separate organizations

la. The State Board of Vocational Education

lb. The state system of higher education

2. Other state governmental units whose assistance is considered
necessary in implementing career education

3. Business and industry
. .

4. Labor

S. Institutions of higher education which prepare educational
personnel

6. School administrators

7. Counselors

8. Teachers

,9, Vocational education personnel

10. Parents

11. Students

12. Federal government

Local board members

14. Professions
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DEVELOPING ADEQUATE EVALUATION PROCEDURES

A report
compiled as a result of a special

interest group
session at the

"National Conference for State Directors of Career Education"

May 2-3,-4, 1976 Phoenix, Arizona

INTRODUCTION

Because of the high degree of expressed interest that had

already been expressed, and because of the obvious need for

sound evaluative procedures to be incorporated into forthcoming

state plans for career education, a"special interest work

session" in evaluation was made a part of the spring conference

of state directors/coordinators
(Phoenix, May 2-4, 1976).

Conference participants who had indicated a desire to explore

and examine the issue of evaluation were given an opportunity to

meet, as a group, for the better part of two days for this pur-

pose. Dr. N. L. "Mac" McCaslin, of the Center for Vocational

Education,
served as a facilitator for the group. Ms. Barbara

Gutheil, from Vermont,
served as a recorder and "summarizer";

her summary paper has served as a basis for this somewhat expanded

rePort.

The group did examine the issue of evaluation in both broad

,and narrow contexts, but primarily confined its discussions and

deliberations to the topic at hand, viz., evaluation as it

applies to career education efforts and activities. (Obviously,

it is extremely difficult to separate evaluation of something,

from evaluation per se. The group recognized this and was able

to cope satisfactorily with it.)

:pa
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The group agreed that during the discussion periods several,

questions would be addressed:

What is evaluation of career education?

Why should we evaluate career education?

..0

What types of evaluation are commonly associated
with career education? ...

What problems are often encountered when con-
ducting career education evaluation?

What are appropriate indicators of career
education successes? Failures?. .

What resources are available for conducting
evaluations?

What are the requirements of career education
evaluation?

.

What are the essential components of an adequate
evaluation program?

As might well be expected, all of. the above questions were

not resolved or answered to the satisfaction of all participants.

In fact, as the seminar session progressed, some of the questions

actually evolved into different, but no doubt more meaningful,

questions. Nevertheless, the questions -- or more appropriately --

the concerns, were discussed as described in the paragraphs that

follow.

'AREAS OF CONCERN

Z. What is Evaluation of Career Education?

In addressing this particular concern, the group very

quickly noted the difficulty of arriving at a mutually

agreeable definition. But while differences in terms of

difinition did surface, the differences appeared to be on

J1
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various points, as it wore, of a continuum. in other words, the

differences appeared to be more in terms of degree rather than

°'

Durtngtlic initialexamination of the topic at hand, several

references were made to the recent publication that was prepared

by Development Associates for the U. S. Office of Education,

Evaluation and Decision-Making. It was noted that this publica-

tion could be an extremely usefultool for state directors/

coordinators, and especially so if they perceive themselves to

be program managers (at least in a broad context). It is in-

teresting to note that most state directors/coordinators did not

have access.to thr., rill-,lirttrn. until after their arrival in
. -At

Phoenix. The :fact that SeVeY'al took some time from an already

crowded schedule to peruse it speaks rather well for the interest

of the group.

In order to get at the basic question, "What is evaluation

of career education?", it might be well to first consider (as

has been suggested) "What is evaluation?" One definition,

and hence a point of departure, is found in the publication

already mentioned:

Evaluation has been defined as a process '...designed
to assist management to obtain reasonably objective
information about projects and programs in a regular
'fashion so that lesso "s learned can be applied to
current planning decisions and future operations.'

In a similar context, and still in the "point of departure"

area, a recent ASCD yearbook suggests that evaluation in education

is the process through which evidence relating to changes in

111
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student behavior has been gathered as the student progresses

through school.

These and other definitions served to 'stimulate considerable

disdussion and thought regarding the "what" of evaluation, and

resulted in a definition which seemed to have a consensus:

Evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining,
and Rrovidihq useful information for weighing or
Judglng decision alternatives.

In gathering and providing information for decision-makers, it is not

only desirable but essential that a clear understanding is had with regard

to "who wants (or needs) what information?" and "when are the bits ofinfor-

mation needed?" and "what format is desired,or required ? ". This, in a very

specific sense, suggests the need for a good delineation of purpose.

But at the sage time, the evaluative process should (or must) include

provisions for obtaining information. Such provisions should obviously

include information-concerning changes in student behavior. They should

also include, however, information and data concerning sufficiency of time,

adequacy and availability of funds; and strengths and/or weaknesses of

existing personnel.

Still in the context.of the consensual definition, information, in order

to be useful, Trust be provided to the right person(s) at the right time in

the right sequence. If information about student performance"or behavior is

needed in order for decision-makers to act, it -- the information -- must

be provided prior to the time when action is.scheduled to occur.

This, then, is a definition and an explanation that were developed

during the seminar session. In every case where "evaluation" is used, the

phrase "of career education" might be added. 'To the participants, it
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satisfactorily answered the "what". It is not, however, intended to be the,

definition for all people. Instead, it is intended as a "point of departure".

XI. Why Evaluate?

No doubt a question such as this will seem so simple that it

really should not be asked, let alone answered. interestingly enough,

however, the question itself seems to generate many, and sometimes

emotional, responses. One such response -- "A lot of evaluation is

unnecessary" -- seems to be fairly common, especially among state

directors/coordinators of career education and other state eduCation

agency personnel who might be perceived in the "program manager" role.

There are some who, in this context, would suggest that the primary

purpose of evaluation is to' provide information needed to complete forms

designed or otherwise put together by some bureaucratic type whose

motivation in turn is the perpetuation of a job.

Obviously, state directors/coordinators do not totally agree with

the above comments, but the comments dO tend to illustrate and emphasize,

the needlor a better understanding of the "why". State directors/

coordinators, in examining the question, have attempted to answer it

by starting with the idea that, if it is to be worthwhile, evaluation

must result in some form of action. Stated in another fashion, one

might ask "What action(s) will be taken -- if and when the requested

information is provided?" Evaluatioh is defined in the dictionary as

"... a process in which a value is assigned or one in which a determina-'

tion of worth is made." State directors/coordinators might well ask

(in terms of the above question) "so what?" What,actraicis likely to

follow?
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It has been suggested that improvement should be the raison d'etre

rrr .valuation.

.
State direcgirs/coordinators, in looking at the purposes,

(t
. ,

')"'%144: puip;..)se.of evaluation is not to prove, but to

improve. It '- evaluation -- is not an end unto itself, but is instead

a means to an end. The ultimate worth of any evaluation in education is

to be found in the benefits it offers to students.

But if evaluation is perceived as a means to an end, it must again

be emphasized that some type of action must follow. Decisions must be

made concerning LuuBe'ai;tions. And evaluation, properly accomplished,

will provide a sound base for the decisions.

III: What 'Inds of Made?

If, as has been suggested here and elsewhere (Evaluation and

Decision-Making), a primary function of evaluation is that of providing

decision-makers with information on which to base decisions, 'some

consideration should be given to the kinds or types of decisions that

can or should be made.

In considering this aspect of the evaluation process the state

directors/coordinators have suggested that there are intended decisions

and actual decisions, and that these decisions, whether intended or

actual,, will relate to either ends' or means. The following matrix

perhaps will illustrate this concept:

Intended Actiml

Ends Planning decisions to ' Recycling decisions to
determing objectives. ' guide and react to

4 attainments.
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Means

Intended Actual.

Structuring decisions
to design procedures.

I

Implementing deci-
sions to utilize,
control, and refine
procedures (moni-
toring).

Information gathered through the evaluation process

should enable decision-makers to know: (1) what is out

"there"; (2) what .is to be done about it; (3) if it is

being done; and (4) was it done? But if the information

is to be truly useful to decision-makers, it is imperative --

.this should go without saying -- that..objectives be well

thought through and clearly stated.

The procesS of preparing objectives in behavior terms

has been deicrib_d in various ways by many students -of

evaluation, and the TurPose of this report would not be

served by attempting review or report on all of.the_

sources. The state directors/coordinators did suggedi,

however, that several techniquei.might be employed. One

example, -taken from Evaluation and Decision-Making.,

(Appendix A) illustrates:the manner in-. which the goals of

career education can be.listed both as learner outcomes,

as"-in the USOE Position Siatement,,and how they can be

stated as behaVioral objectil4i for sttidentd. Another

technique- suggested is a three.columnstabIeAn.which the

actor is Listed, the desired behavior is' described, and

the conditions are specified.
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8

Actor " Behavior . Conditions
a

$

t

Still another, and much more comprehensive technique

that was examined and discussed by, the state directors/

Coordinators is the "Overview of Steps in the Evaluative

Process", found in Ivaluation and Decision-Making. This

model or schematic does not deal with objectives En se,

but it does identify the several steps that must be taken

during the evaluative process or cycle. As such, the model

provides additional insight into the types of decisions that

will have to be made throughout the process.- Hence, the

model is presented here:

Overview of Steps in Evaluation Process
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IV. What Sources of Information Exist?.

While it perhaps is obvious to some people,.the idea

that information can be gained from a wide variety of

sources is not obvious to many. Sources of information

will depend io a great extent upon the specific type of

information desired, but the.lact that theie are often

many publics involved should not be overlooked. As a'

starting point, the state' directors/coordinators would

suggest thepublies listed below, but at the same time

would encourage the identification and addition of others.

Students

Teachers
, .

Parents:*

Administrators

s' School Board Members

Advisory Committee Membert

Representatives of Business and Industry

Many other publics can and should be identified as

sources from which evaluative data can be 'gathered. The

preceding groups or publics are important, and are suggested

as' a nucleus or as a starting point. Again, however, it

should be emphasized` that the particular evaluation effort
.

hatsources should be used.will (or should) determine w

V. 'What. Are Minithal pre-requisites for an Effective Evaluation?.,

-.)
It has been said many times and; in many ways, but in

the thinking of state directors /coordinators; -it should be
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stated again:

Evaluation provides one of the most important bases
for decisions affecting the nature, scope, and
operations of the program because it tells what has
happened in the past as a basis for planning and
future action. Evaluation has been defined as a
process "...designed to assist management to obtain
reasonably objective information about projects and
programs in a regular fashion so that'lessons
learned can be applied to current planning decisions
and future operations".

The above, taken from Evaluation and Decision-Making,

is intended to illustrate the most essential pre-requisite

for any evaluative endeavor --'a clear understanding by all

concerned of "what it's all about". Without this under-

standing, there would seem to be two chances of an evalua-

.tion being effective: .slim and none.

It would seem imperative, therefore, that state directors!,

coordinators,or, in,a more generic sense, program managers,

,should make every effort to insure that all concerned -- the

several publics -- have such an understanding before the

mechanics of an evaluation are implemented.

Thisshould not imply in any way that the onus should

be only on the participating publics. Quite to the contrary,

the onus rests (or should rest) squarely on the program,
manager. The program manager (or in this case the state

director/Coofdinator) will have to do what is necessary and

possible to acquaint the various publics with the entire

process. Purposes, intended re,sultant'action, resource needs,

time requirements, and the like will need to be carefully
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considered and explained. If additional funds will be I

required, those responsible for allocating such.riseurces

will have to be made aware of the requirement. If additional

personnel are needed, those responsible for assignment of

personnel will have to know of the need.

These thought$ obviously' suggest another essential

pre-requisite for effective evaluation endeavors: A well

developed plan for the evaluition effort. Such a plan would

(or should) provide for the concerns alluded to in the pre-

ceding paragraphs. Such a plan, however, would in all proba-

bility include some consideration of available resources.

In any event, it would seem imperative that some type of

resource inventory be developed early in the planning stages.

With the above in mind, the state directors/coordinators

suggest several rather specific pre-requisites for effective

evaluation:

The administration must understand, support,
and be committed to the concept of evaluatidn.

,.

There must be a well defined purpose for
the evaluation.

Realistic goals for the evaluation must
be formulated.

An effective environment fdr conducting the
evaluation must be established. Establish-

, ment of this will
.
depend, in varying degrees,,

on:

4. role definition.

+ duties of evaluators.

+ organizational location.
2.
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Evaluation staff must possess the expertise ,

that is or will be needed.

One aid to the creation or establishment of a suitable

climate or environment has been mentioned in several con-

texts: the USOE publication, Evaluation and Decision-Making.

Another such resource is a publication prepared and dis-

tributed by the Center for Vocation Education, Developing
9

Program Goals for the Comprehensive Career Education Model

(1972). The former covers the:process, while the latter

deals primarily with the need for development of specific

programmatic goal statements. Both should beconsidered as

valuable tools or resources for creating the pre-requisite

understanding and environment.

VI. What Requirements Should be Expected' of Evaluators?

It has already been suggested, the program manager

(e.g., the state director/coordinator) may well be responsi-

ble for seeing that an effective evaluation is carried out.

This does not mean, however, that the program manager is

,the person who will actually conduct the evaluation. More

thin likely the specific evaluative tasks will be accomplished

by others, whether they be personnel already assigned to a

"Division of Planning and Evaluation", or "outside consultants"

whose services are utilized for the specific purpose noted.

In any event, the program manager must do what is possible
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to insure quality or effectiveness. As a guide, the state

directors/coordinators suggest that effective evaluators

should possess at least the following attributes:

A knowledge of career education;

A knowledge of evaluation;

Be open-minded;

Be non-reactive;

Be personable;

Be understanding;

Be honest;

Have a high recall ability;

Have access to necessary resources -- time, money,
materials, equipment;

Be capable of team work; and

Be confident that results will be used as intended.

VII. What Evaluative Methods or Techniques Should be Vsed?

While considering this concern, the state directors/

coordinators came to,grips wi)th several very real problem

areas that have to do with evaluation of career education

efforts. Many of the dilemmas faced by program managers

(of career education efforts) and evaluation specialists

alike seem to have roots in these problem areas. And while

the state directors/coordinators did not resolvi the

dilemmas, they have been able to suggest some directions

that might be taken toward such resolution.

Special problems dre encountered in' trying to evaluate
career education when integrating it into subject-matter
areas.

12.
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This consideration might well be considered as a

"cop -out" by some, but it is certainly not intendod. There

are, as noted, special problems that must be faced'when a

concept, such as career education, is integrated into

traditional subject-matter areas. Such problems may relate

to a determination of causal realtionships, i.e.,

determining if "this" caused "that". Should this be the

"special" problem, skillful and competent evaluative

specialists will be able to provide assistance. Basically,

however, one cause of problems of this nature would seem

to relate to a need described earlier the need for

adequately describing objectives or desired outcomes.

The Center for Vocational Education, in Developmental

Program Goals for the Comprehensive Career Education Model,

has been Able to handle this particular matter by treating,

with appropriate student goals, each of the eight identified

components of career education. In this manner, the

"subject-matter dilemma" is avoided. (Illustrative examples

are attached as Appendix B.)

Individualization of program operations in different
geographical locations necessitates different evaluation.

This of course is self-evident, and really needs no

comment other than perhaps to indicate that in most instances

there will need to be provision for localized characteristics

in evaluative efforts. This of course has implications for

both evaluators and evaluative tools.

4:"s'4.
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There is great difficulty in using standardized tests withk.
student T-1787-3ine rent EUITZTTI-1117diiinarinITERM75.F.----

Again, this is not intended as a "cop-out" statement.

It instead is intended to illuminate a basic problem that

exists universally across the nation in,any evaluative

effort. Efforts are being made, however, to eliminate or

alleviate the problem. Increasingly, ethnic, socio-

economic, and cultural differences are accounted for, and

while more work will no doubt be needed, the situation has

improved.

(The USOE publication, Evaluation and Decision-Making,

contains descriptive material about standardized instrument's.

See Appendix C.)

Utilize first-hand visits to supplement statistical data.

Quite often statistical data are cold, impersonal, or

difficult for a non-statistician to understand. State

directors/coordinators would not denigrate the importance

of such data. They would suggest, however:that in most

instances an opportunity to observe "what is happening",

by parents, legislators, or business people can also be an

effective form of evaluation.



APPENDIX.A (I)

GENERAL CAREER EDUCATION LEARNER OUTCOMES:

USOE POLICY STATEMENT*

Career Education seeks to produce individuals who, when they leave school (at any age or grade

level), are:

1. Competent in basic academic skills required for adaptability in our rapidly changing society.

2. Equipped with good work habits.

3. Capable of choosing and who have chosen a personally meaningful set of work values that

foster in them'a desire to work.

4. Equipped with career decision-making skills, job hunting skills, and job getting skills.

5. Equipped with vocational personal skills at a level that will allow them to gain entry into

and attain a degree of success in the occupational society.

. Equipped with career depisions baked on the widest possible set of data concerning

themselves and their educational-vocational opportunities.

7. Aware of means available to them for continuing and recurrent education once they have

left the formal system of schooling.

8. Successful in being placed in a paid occupation, in further education, or in a vocation

consistent with their current career education.

9. Successful in incorporating work values into their totalcersonal value structure in such

a way that they are able to choose what, for them, is a desirable lifestyle.

,6
. __

'Kenneth &Hoyt. An Irta;:14ction to Cue.ItEdt:c3tion. A Polity Poet' of the US. Office of Education, 1975. pp. 10.11.

No

12.-i.
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GENERAL STUDENT OUTCOME AREAS AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES APPLICABLE FOR ROUND II PROTECTS
FUNDED UNDER PART D OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ACT*

. General Outcome Areas Specific Objectives

I

1. Self Awareness a.

' b..

c.

2. Competency in
Academic/Vocational'
Skills ,.

3. Set of Work Values

4. Awareness of and
Knowledge about
Work

S. Career Decision
Making Skills

.
Work Habib

Students will identify and describe their own current abilities and limitations.

Students-will identify and describe their own current Interest; and values.

Students will endorse tositive attitudes toward themselves.

a.- Students will demonstrate' generally useful numerical skills.

b. Students will demonstrate' generally useful communication skills.

C. Students will demonstrate generally useful information processing skills.

d. Studentrwill demonstrate generally useful decision-making skills.

e. Students will demonstrate §enerallyuseful interpersonal skills. .
.

a. Students will identify the bases of various work vaItes.

b. Students endorsi positive attitudes toward paid and unpaid work..

IN

1.1

1 P4

a. Students will identify the major duties and required abilities associated With different
types of paid and unpaid work.

b. Students will distinguish between differences in work conditions and lice styles associated
with different types of paid and unpaid work. .

c. Students will distinguish between entry requiresmentt for major types of paid and unpaid
work.

d. Students will Identify the impact of Social and technological change on paid and unpaid
work.

e. Students will identify the importantlactors that affect work success and satisfaction
i0

a. Students will associate their own abilities and limitations with possible success in
present or future paid and unpaid work.

b. Students will relate their personal interests and values to types of paid and unpaid work
and their associated life styles.

c.. Students will identify, locate, and utilize sources of information to Solve career decision-
making problems.

d. Students will determine the porential for future advancement/pets coal growth in work of
their choosing.

e. Students will identify the sequence of steps to be taken and the factors to b_ e considered
in career planning. .

f. Students willdernor.strate active involvement in career decision making.

a. Student; will plan work effectively.

b. Students will adapt to varied work conditions:

c. Students will endone a positive attitude towards the concept of quality in relation to ro k
work task.

d. Students will endorse a positive attitude towards conservation.
.

e. Students will endorse a positive attitude towards responsibility- for their own behavior and
accomplishment of sell-knposed tasks. .

1. Students will demonstrate a desire for continuous kornine, both in s eh 'poi and out.

,,,

IT
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General Outcome Are,as

.

Specific Objectives

7. Workseeking and
Workgetting skills

.11;...
8. Successful Placement

of Students Upon Leav-
ing Educational System

. Students will identify, locate, and utilise sources that contain Linformatian about existi.rn
paid sad unpaid possibilities.

Students will demonstrate skills revired in triying for and accePtinsc work.

Students will be placed in a paid occupation, in further education, or in unpaid work Ulu
Is consistent with their currenr career plans.

":

9. Awareness of Means
Available for Cow._
tinued Education

11 ...MO I1. ..
. Students will identify sattras of additional education in major types of paid and unpaid

work.

. Students will idenrify means to support additional education for themselves in major q.pe
of paid and unpaid work. .

* Developed in June 1974 by US Office of Education and included in draft version of this guide, August 15, 1974.

.

0
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ELEMENTS OF CAREER EDUCATION

K , (0 940 . 12.
IAWAREINE4S ---f Et Ma I. OR AT I, ON .-+ 'P AUPARATI ON

I

EDUCATIONAL i

SELF-AWARENESS

AWARENESS

-

CAREER AWARENESS
CAREER

EDW A1161;-,

ECONOMIC AWARENESS
HOME

DECISION' MAKING

AND

COMMON STY

. LIFE

BEGINNING COMPETENCY

EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS
,

ATrIrtiDEs erAPPRECIIATIONS

12';

... .1. WY, .N11, -' NN.. MI* em 411.m.

SELF-IDENTITY
a.

EDUCATIONAL IDENTITY

CAREER IDENTITY

ECONOMIC UNDERSTANIDING

CAREER DECISIONS

EMPLOYMENT SKILLS

CAREER PLACEMENT

SELFOSOCIALFULFILILMENr

(Hauck, September 1971)
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Kindergarten

SELF-AWARENESS

The student becomes aware of-his interest in

He recognizes.fampy roles and the influence

of his body - space relationships and cultural

Grade One

APPENDIX B (2)

certai toys and play activities.

of o er people. He becomes aware

dif erences.

The student becomes aware of his interett.in certain games and his physical

abilities to perform tasks. He shows an increased awareness of himself and his

relationships to others. He recognizes his role and his rights and responsi-

bilities, at nom and schoal.
010.

Grade Two

The student becomes aware of his interest in seleeted activities and increased

ability to perform tasks. He is aware of the importance of his achievements in the

classroom. He enacts roles played by himself, family members, and-his teacher.

He recognizes that there arecertain'requirements for his. membership in a group.

Grade Three

The student becomes aware of his interest in tools and his abilities to.perform

`specific tasks. He becomes aware of his body's physical capabilities and spatial

relationships. He recognizes that people with similar roles)* behave similarly.

He recognizes the importance of his-achievements. He recognizes cultural dif-

ferences and the uniqueness of hiMself and Others.

Grade Four

The student-understands the importance of. his achievements'as related tolearning

tasks. He identifies his interests in major types-of roles-played by individuals

and becomes aware of harp .the roles complement each other. He .recognizes that.his

behavior can, be influenced by group membership and identifies.some.of his unique'-

personal characteristics and values. He becomes aware 'of the relationship be-

tween,his health and his physical development.

iz)
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Kindergarten

Se 1 f rettes

,TheMe 1

The student will recognize the
relationship of= his interests,
aptitudes, and achievements to
the realization of his career
goals.

1 The student will become aware
of his interest -In certain toys.

2 The student will become aware
of the tasks he performs best.

3 The student will become aware
of improvement in his performing
Physical tasks.

Serf-Awar'eness

Theme 2

The student will learn about
himself in relation to his
culture 'through. understanding
and experiencing roles.

1 -The student, will recognize
the role e4 eachfamily member.

2 The student will recognize
differences between his' behavior
at home and school.,

-3 The student lAall recognize
that roles are learned.

iv, The student will
that role playing
.dependenit on: others
complementary rotes.

recognize
is often
who play

ArricousA D t?)

telfrAtisusacia

Theme 3

The student will understand;
accept, and respect his own
uniqueness as a result of
learning, growth and maturation.

1 The student will become aware
of the importance of good
habits..

2 The student will become aware
of his body. .

3 The student will become aware
of his body in relation to
space.

4 The student will become aware
of himself within the context of
his family structure.

5 The student will become aware
of his' feelings.

6 The student will becothe aware
of his uniqueness.

Theme

The student vill understand and
recognize fo ces such as, social,
economic; educat,ional, and
cultural teat influence his
development.

I The stude t will become aware
of the inf uences of other
people on him.

2 The.studekt will become aware
that group-membership influences
his behavior.
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SUMMARY
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Level

SHEET

INSTRUMENTS
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ur Outcomes*
USOEPelicp
Statement '

FOR

irmairarntSiria70:m. ttco
Applicable for
Round II
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}
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.

Test

......

Test Outcome Objectives 1)

Outcomes
for Experience -
Owed Career Educe.,

tion
(If)

.

Ramasks
.

Assessment of Career Developments
Subscore 1

..

.,
Occupational Character-
silcs

8-11

--
.

..

4 -a 1-4

-
. i

Should no be used below 8th grade
except for groups having above:
average verbal ability;

.

Answer sheets provide for collect-
ing responses for up to 19 locally
constructed questions.

Subscore II
MINI.

Occupational Reparatiem
ReuttireQients
Exploratory Cccuputional .

JLpcs,rienees
Career Manning
Knowkecke

--

-

4-c
4-2
S-b
4-d
5-c e .

.i 1-4
1-4°
11.1

1-2

Subscore 111

Subscore IV
.

Subscore V Career Planning
involve:meat

4

4

5.c,f
7-a

1-2; I-8;
1-2 II-1

Career Development Inventory:
' ° Scale A Planning Orientation

esResources for Exploration

8-12 .
4
4,
.

5

e, f
5-c, f
7-a

1-8

I-8
1-2; 11-2

There is sex stereotyping In a few items,
but empirical studies show no sex bias;
revision to remove stereotypingis In
process. ,

' Scale II

Scale C
. .

Inforniition and Decision
Atu

4
c

1-d; 4-a, e;
S-c.e

1-4
1-2

Career Maturity inveworys
Attitude Scale

_b421

.

Attitude Toward Work
7-12k

3 3-b 1-3 Mitior degree of sex stereotyping;
evidence.of sex bias;

_

The Attitude Scale items May
permit the development of
meaningful subsumes. .

....m

i

.

Competence Tests
Part 1 , Self Appraisal

_

5
..

4-a, e
5-2,b,e..
4 -a .

5-a
5-b

1-4; I-5;
14;11-1
1-4

1-11 11-1*

Part 2 Occ2nLtional Information
Coal Selection

--
SPart 3

.

Pat 4 Planning .4
Self Esteem . Age 9-

adult

--
--

4-c
1-C

1-4.Coopctsmith Self Esteem Inventory
o fords

Differential Aptitude Test

LI...
. ..

8-12

....:

--

.

.

1 5-a,b

.

.

I-1; 11-1

.,

Career Planning Progrean is current-
ly formulated on an individual
student basis; publisher is prepared
to offer a group summary of findings

a Might be used In lieu of achieve-
'rent resting for outcomes 22,b,

. Table III.

Table II, Part IV,
Sixth trade rcatlitig level.

Table 1U, Part IV, Table IV, Part V.
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Statement
3 -12 .. 1-0 -:How 1 See Myself Self Esteem

..
New Mexico Caner Edsteation Test
Series: 9-12

Career Oriented Activities Exploratory Activities S-ad I -2
Piers - libels Children!. Self Concept .
Scale Self. Esteem 3-12 0.01. MY

Self Observation Scale Subscales:
K-4

Self Esteem
K-4

0001. 1 -c ...
MI MI

5-12 5-12

. O. ...

/

Youth Inventory Self Esteem; CareerAware 7-12 2, 6,9 1-e; S-tg. . I6
TIM' Career Attitudes 6-a 7-a
TEST SUMMARY FOR INSTRUMENTS CONSIDERED PROMISING

..
.

Employment Readiness Scale Readiness for Employment;
Work Values

lit 12-
adult

3 3 -b /*my

.

Vf
4

i: .

May encounter some scoring

nemesia

.. difficulties;

. Reliability of factor simonises at
the elementary level Is somewhat
questionable. ..

Further data needs to be collected on
the subscorts suggested by the factor
analysis.

This test was recommended by the
review panel only on the condititin
that the publisher provide users
with information regarding the
scoring keys and weights for the
caseates.

Local review for sensitive items,
recommended by review panel.

Further work oo validation needed.
p.

MI

Test is especially applicable for
high school students who will begin
working upon graduation;

Test needs some further psycho-,
metrie development;

Low correlations among test items.

.

Tattler .1111 rare IV.

1 4.:, ...)
. IC7

Table- HI, Past IV.
e

Table /V, Past V. .
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cont.
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for Experlonco.
Based Carour Educe-

tion(11
1-4
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Romarks

Some sex and ethnic group storeos
typing on written test horns and 1

iillustrations; .

Indorreet factual Content On some
items;

Forms overlap so that discrimina-
tion ability is lessened'botwcen
grade levels;

, Test needs to be scaled on a
longitudinal basis.

Minnesota Cognitive Questionnaire
for Career Education

.

,

Occupational Information

.
.

1-3.
4-6
7»9

.

New Mexico Career Education Test
Series:

Career planning School and Career Problem
Solvinx

9.42

6 5 -e NIL 213

.

lob Application Ability to Annly.for lobs 4 7-b 1-7
Career Development On the job Skills Adjust-

ment to Work
2 6-b, e, f I-5

VII -I.2
Orientation of Career Concepts

Tests 1-3
Tests S-I0

. .

13 3

'Occupational Information

.

.

. .

4-8*

,

--

.

4 -,tic

t .

...7

.

.

.1-4

.

Test contains some items with sex
stereotyping;

Further research needed on'internaI
consistency measures;

Needs to be reduced in length; t.,

Forms overlap so that discrimination
ability Is lessened between grade
levels.

.

.,

Table ii, Pnt N.
.!... 1.. t. Table Iii, Part IV.. 1Table IV, Part V. 13C) -
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT: AN OUTLINE OF THE COMPONENTS

A report compiled as a result of a special
interest group session at the

"National Conference for State Directors of Career Education"

May 2.3-4, 1976 Phoenix, Arizona

During the discussion of needs assessment by state directors/

coordinators of career education, it became quite. apparent that

there are "certain truths that are not always self-evident". With

this in mind, and to provide a setting for procedures in needs

assessment efforts, the following points were developed:

Educators are increasingly becoming more aware that the
local school district should reflect the aspirations of
the community and meet the diverse needs of the popula-
tions served.

The nebulous goals for public education hme often been
based on a philosophical stance of the past. The degree
to which students have attained these nebulous goals has
often not been measured.

?.-, The time has arrived for educators to design viable
methods i'nd procedures which will encompass comprehensive
planning, implementation, and evaluation efforts. Basic
to comprehensive planning is the recognition that educa-
tional planners must possess the data which answers the
questions: What ought to be?, and what is?

Comprehensive planning, implementation; and evaluation
must be based,on the discrepancies which exist between
what is and what ought to be. Educators must be
committe&to continuous change based on the discrepancies

t which result from the on-going needs assessment process.

The preceding points are essential to an understanding of needs

assessment endeavors. But what is, or what constitutes, a needs

assessment? According to the state diredtors/coordinators, needs

.M.MIMIM
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assessment is a systematic process of measuring the discrepancies

between what is and what ought to be within identified setting and

for specific populations. The components of the needs assessment

process are as follows:

I. Determine what ought to be in terms of skills, attitudes,
- and knowledge of students leaving the formal educational-

setting and of personnel serving the student, as well as
physical facilities and miscellaneous resources.

A. Identify the specific populations to be assessed

B. Define educational objectives

1. Panel of community experts (business, labor,
students, adivsory committees, parents, educa-
tors, employers, agriculture, professionals,
and competent research people)

2. Educational Philosophy

3. Adopt/adapt existing objectives

C. Design data, gathering system

1. Determ,\ine resource needs and availability of
resources

(

2. Determine when data is to be collected, analyzed,
and reported

3. Determine management structure

II. Determine what is (level,ef attainment) using objective
and subjective data for specific populations-within
identified settings.

'A. Select or develop instruments for specific populations

1. Select instruments (Standardized Tests)

Validity, reliability, utility, feasibility,
acceptability, ease of administration, cost

2. Develop instruments

p.
a

yr-
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/

Survey instruments, door-to-door interviews,
Likert's Scales, unobtrusive data, question-
naires, card sort, paired weighting, self
reports, observe behavior

3. Technical assistance

B. Representative sampling

1. Business, labor,, students, advisory committees,
parents, educators, professionals, competent
research people

2. Ethnic, S.E.S., male-female,_ rural- urban -..
suburban, geographic, state -local support
groups ,...,

C. Collect data

1. Determine procedures

2. Identify facilitators
,

3. Determine check points and follow-up procedures

III. Determine discrepancies between what ought to be and
what is.

A. Simple differences between two sets of ratings

B. 'Degree of difference in qualitative statements

C. Prioritize differences between two sets of ratings.

IV. Develop plan of action based on the existing discrepancies

A. Identify alternative strategies for diminishing
discrepancies

1. Identify individuals who are responsible for
determining plan of action for resolving
discrepancies

2. Prioritize needs based on analysis of data

3. 'Determine resources available to implement plan
of action

B. Gain concurrence for implementation strategies from
key interest groups ..
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C. Communicate proposed plan for addressing the
discrepancies identified

V. Initiate changes in the needs assessment process

A. Collect summative and formative input from all
participating groups

B. Incorporate findings into the on-going needs
assessment process
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APPENDIX' A (Olont' d)

For the past several years the Council of Chief State School
Officers has endorsed and supported. the concept of Career Education
as'a major needed thrust in American education. Resolutions to
this effect,have/been.adepted at each of the, several past aninual
'meetings of theCouncil, and for the past three years, the Council

4.4

has had,, either -Task Force for:Career Education or a Committee on
. Career Educati n, among its committee assignments.

The groWth--as well as the continuity--of interest in the con-
.

cept of Career Education on the part Of the Council is indicated
by listings of.the Task-Force and Committee on Career Education
which have existed:

1973 Task Force on Career Education
Jack P. Nix, Chairman

Donald Barnhart Cecil Stanley
A. if: Ford Robert A. Withey

1974 Committee on Career Education
Cecil E. Stanley, Chairman

Weldon Shofstall
David A. Speir
Robert A. Withey

Robert Benton
A. W. Ford
Marshall Lind

1975 Committee on Career Education
Robert D. Benton, Chairman

Anne Campbell
A. W.. Ford .

Calvin M. Frazier
John W. Porter

Thomas C. Schmidt
Roy Truby
Carolyn- Warner
Robert 4. Withey

As 'can be seen, the Committee has grown in size from five members
ip 1973 to nine'members in 1975. This, of course, has made-possible,
much broader representation of the Council. Also evident, in the

several years' listings, `is a,degree of continuity which has halva
positive stabilizing effect on the Committees. Two of the members
of the present Committee, for example, have served on all three com-
mittees,, while several chiefs have served on two of the three commit-
tees.

The increased representation and the continuity have made pos-
sible, in the perception of the present Committee, many of the tangi-
ble accomplishments of the Council during the past several years with
regard to Career Education. The same qualities, it should be noted,
have.also played a major role in the development and implementation
of' the,two CCSSO Career Education projects which have, been carried
out. Some of :the major accomplishments--of the Council itself and

:the projecti it'sponsored, are noted in subsequent parigraphs.
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Relationship with Bureau of Occupational and Adult' Education

During the past three years, the Council's interest in and
commitment to Career Education has made possible the development
of a positive relationship between the Council and the Vocational
Education segment of USOE. The original Task Force met with
William'Pierce, head of the Vocational Education segment, and
cooperatively developed plans dealing with implementation of the
concept of Career Education. fit should be noted that the Career
Education projects conducted by the Council were both funded under
Part X of the!, Vocational' Education Act.]

Indicative of the relationship that has developed between the
Committee on ;Career Education and the Bureau'of Occupational and
Adult Education is the fact that the 1974 Committee was actively
involved in the development of the proposed"administration" legis-
lation for Vocational Education. Comment on each of three drafts
was sought from Committee members, and at three meetings, BOAE and
Committee members met together to discuss the comments and recom--'
mendations. The Committee is pleased to note that most of its
comments and recommendations were accepted by BOAE personnel, and
were incorporated into subsequent drafts.

Relationship with Office of Career Education (USOE)

Uith enactment of P.L.93-380 the Office of Caieer Education
was established as a part of the U.S. Office ofEducation, and
Career Education, in effect, was transferred from its "location"
(and funding) in Vocational Education to the office just noted.
[Organizationally, the Office of Career Education is now respon-
sible to the U.S. Commissioner of Education, whereas the person
responsible for Career Education was responsible; o the Deputy
Commissioner for Occupational and Adu lt Education.]

./
Since the creation of the Officeof Career Education, an

equally positive relationship has existed with that office. The
Director, Ken Hoyt, has met with Committee members on two occasions;
input from the Committee, on vario6s matters, has been solicited
and provided.

Relationshi with National Inst ute of Education

The -three Career Educatio /Committees of the Council histor-
ic ally have not'had as much co tact with NIE personnel responsible
for NIE 'efforts in Career Edu.,ation. This does not imply any lack
of interest by 'either in the .ther, but instead is reflective of 2

the fact that, since its,cre)tion, NIE has tended to focus its
efforts in career Education .in directions different from those en- / .

visioned by the Council'as eing most desirable.. For example, NIE
his been involved for the past two years in efforts relating to
,"Experienced-Based Career Education", and has been working closely'
with varitous regional education laboratories. NIE has also been
involved with the so-called "Residential Moaelli_in Glastow, Montana.
Neither of these efforts, without any judgemental implications, have
been 'as- directly involved with implementation - efforts at the state

//' level, as have been."School-Based" efforts.

145
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The Committee and the Council Staff have maintained excellent
communications with the NIE staff, and willcertainly disseminate
and utilize pertinent findings to the Council membership.

CCSSO Career Education Projects

As has been noted, the'Council has been engaged in'the opera-
tion of a special projedt in Career Education for each of the past
two years, and a proposal calling for another project during the
coming year has been submitted to USOE. The initial project,
"Career Education in Public Education; Mission, Goals and Methods",
resulted in the publication and distribution of a rather comprehen-
sive statement dealing with the concept of Career Education,.purposes
'and goals of Career Education, use of newly developed curricular
materials, models and elements of Career Education, and the role of
the SEA in Career Eddcation, This in turn provided the CCSSO Commit-
tee with the bases for a set of recommendations made by the Committee
to the Council in une, 1974. [This set of recommendations, according
to USW.sdurces, as instrumental in keeping the "Career:-Education ".'
section of what hen was known as H.R. 69 'alive.)

Additionally, during the first CCSSO project, the first National
Conference or State Directors/Coordinators of Career Education was

-held in Da as, Texas, under the sponsorship of the Council. This
marked th first time the state people had had an opportunity to
meet together and share common concerns; it also marked the beginning
of an e fective communications network between and among the states
and oth r agencies. Some 45 states and extra-state jurisdictions
were r presented at the Dallas conference. The CCSSO Committee had
four mbers in attendance.

11 of the participants' travel costs, it should be noted, were
born: by the individual state budgets. The Council project assumed
only the direct costs associated with the conference.

There were, of course, many positive results. of_the Dallas con-
fe ence. However, the most important, in the thinking of the.Com-
m ttee, were those which effected or facilitated improvements in
ommunication among the various State Directors/Coordinators. The
improved,communication capability, together with the opportunity to
meet personally with other State Directors/Coordinators, also had
the effect of creating a lairly well solidified group--an.effect

*which has remained constant to the present time.

In addition to facilitating clarification ol.issues related
to Career Education, the communications linkage pkovided an ex-
cellent' vehicle for the .dissemination, as well as for the acqui-
sition, of information relating to developments in Career Education.

The Committee is of the opinion,that .the first Council project
played a.key role in the growth, in terms of bath numbers and quality,

. which took place in Career Education efforts. In the opinion of the
Committee, the second Council project, " The Status and Progress of
Career Education", has occupied a similar role, and has had similar
results, including the strengthening, as it were, of the State Direc-
tors/Coordinators of Career Education. An indication of this can be
seen in'the formulation of the recommendations which emanated from



the second annual c
Council. This conf
Leadership in Care
people from some 4
individual transpo
vidual state budge
personal budgets.)

nfercnce in Career Education sponuored by the
crence, held 'in Denver, had as itu theme, "StAto
r Education". It was attended by over ninety
states and extra -state jurisdictions. (Again,
tation costs of participants were borne by indi-
s or, in the case of some, individual private or

The recommend tions alluded to were made a part of a separate.
report to the Comm ttee, and they in turn will be shared with the
Council membership after the Committee has had an opportunity to
review, refine,(ac ept, 'or reject them. Suffice to say, however,
the Denver conference and the products were an excellent capstone
for the year's activities; they were also a good introduction into
another year's efforts.

Consistent with the efforts of the Council and the projects
during the past two years, the Council has submitted a propoial for
a third year's effort--"Strengthening State Leadership in Career
Education". If this proposal is funded, the Council project will
be able to (1) provide assistance for staff development needs ( in
terms of. Career Education); (2) provide a workable communications net-
work; and function'as a,disseminktion device or vehicle.

Problem Areas ./(

Obviously, the Committee is pleased with the' Council's efforts
in Career Education over the past several years, as well as with

. .the results to date. It should not be inferred, however, that either
the efforts or the results have solved all of the problems associated
with implementation efforts in Career Education: Some inroads and
progress has been made toward solving or alleviating some of the
existing problems, but others remain largely unsolved and perplexing.
Some of the remaining problem areas include:

The Role and Function of Higher Education

Establishment of a Viable Relationship Be-.
tweenCareer Educatioil and Vocational Educa-
tion

Determination of Proper Relationships Between
Guidance and Career Education

Definition and Implementation of Satisfactory
Relationship Between USOE and, NIE ( in terms
of Career Education)

Identification and Implementation of Proper
Role for the National Advisory Council for
Career Education

Adequate Use of Research and Research Findings
to Bolster Impleentation of Career Education

Meaningful Relationships Between SEA's and USOE

1
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Recommendationn

With the preceding accomplishments and concerns in mind, the
Committee respectfully submits the following recommendations to the
Executive Board of the Council of Chief State School Officers:

That theCCSSO Committee on Career Education
be continued for not more than two years.

That funds be sought.for continuation of
'special .Career Education projects, but for
nor more than two additional years.

[It is the opinion of the Committee that every effort be made
to avoid any implication that Career Education should be maintained
forever as a separate educational entity. The Committee is appre-
ciative of the fact that Careei Education has been a priority of the
`Council for the past three years; the Committee is of the opinion
that two more years--for a total of five--should be sufficient to
'!get it started,and keep it moving.")

That an ad hoc task force of five selected
State Directors/Coordinators be created to
work with Council staff to develop a strong
position paper on Career Education and the
Council; the paper should incorporate appro-
priate recommendations made by the State
Directors/Coordinators at the recent Denver
conference; tht paper shoUld be completed
for review by the Committee by September 1,
1975; the paper should be distributed for
review to Council membership by October 1,
1975; the paper should be considered as a
policy statement by the Council membership
at the 1975 Annual Meeting.

[It is the opinion of the Committee that while there have been
positive actions reflected in the various resolutions, the adoption,
by the Council membership, of a strong position statement would
enhance the faster growth or expansion'of Career Education in the
several states.)

Respectfully submitted,

Robert D. Benton, Chairman

Anne Campbell, Member
A. W. Ford, Member
Calvin Frazier, Member
John W. Porter, Member
Thomas C. Schmidt, Member
Roy Truby, Member
Carolyn Warner, Member
Robert A. Withey, Member
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Introduction

As members of the

State School Officers,

2

Committee arc aware, the Council, of Chief

with the help of a USOE'Orant, is sponsoring

a nation -wide project in career education. Tho project, titled.

"Strengthening State Leadership in Career Education", is anoutgrowth p%

of previous career education projects sponsored by the Council* and

is concerned primarily with establishing and maintaining communications

among-and between state directors/coordinators of career education.
.6

A second concern has been' related to identifying and providing opportu-

nities for in-service development of state directors/coordinators of

.career-education.

Toward these ends--communication and staff development, the

project has. engaged in activities and endeavors such as are outlined

in.the following paragraphs:

Committee on Career Education (CCSSO)

Toward accomplishment of the first major goal noted above, the

project has first of all worked closely with the Committee on Career .

Education of the Council of Chief State School Officers, both to keep

this group inforiaed of developments relating to the project, and to

help the Committee to communicate its opinions and attitudes about

career education to the state directors/coordinators.

The Committee on Career Education was informed of, and seriously

examined the proposal as it was written prior to its submission (Denver:

April 1975). It subsequently reviewed the proposal after it has been

submitted and had been negotiated, but still prior to any grant award
B

announcement (Washington, D.C.: June 1975). As a result of this type

of communication, which actually took place prior to the period covered

by this report, the Committee,i,and indeed the entire Council, vas well

informed as to,the intent of the project proposal.

EA!
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Outing the period actually covered by this report, the Committee

has met only once (Atlanta: November 1975).
0

Communication hoyever hee

been almost on-going through the use of ,the telephone, memoranda, news-

letters, and the like.

As a result of the communications with the Committee, and through

it -to the Council, a position statement on career education was
t.:

oped by state directors/coordinators. This was reviewed and modified

by theCommittee at the November meeting, and was officially adopted

by the Council'membership in its annual business meeting (Atlanta:
.

November 1975).

,
Communications Task Force (CTF)

Consistent with the overall objective, a six-member Communications

Task Force was'organized in August 1975, with the following state-di-

rectors serving on it:

James Athen
Paul Bennewitz
Margaret'Ferqueren-
Barbara Cutheil----
Emil Mackey
William Weisgerber-

ws

.111 Ow .. NM

Iowa
Arizona
Florida
VerMont
Arkansas
Michigan

The Communications Task Force, the members of which were named

only after approval of their chiefs, has met formally on -one occasion

(Washington, D.C.:, August 1975) and informally on two other occasions

(Des Moines, Iowa: October 1975, and St. Petersburg, Florida: November

1975).

At its initial meeting the CTF reviewed its role 4nd funCtion with

-regard to the project, and then determined priorities, in terms of

communicative efforts, for the project. These included a regular news-

letter, special bulletins, teleconfernce calls, and national as well
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as regional conferences or study seminars.

Newsletter. As a result of the guidance provided by the CTP,a

newsletter, EXCHANGE was developed and implemented. Three issues of

this newsletter have been produced, and a fourth,is to be distributed

momentarily. During the reporting period- -after the third issue of

EXCHANGE, data was collected from state coordinators and chef state

school officers about its usefulness and effectiveness. \

)

Bulletins and Memoranda. In keeping with the recommendations of
:,

the CTP, special bulletins or memoranda have been used as'the occasion

demanded. Most recently,,this technique was employed to good advantage

when the legislation pertaining to career education (HR 11023) was

introduced by Congressman Perkins. (As a point of fact, it was possible,

through this system, for state directors/coordinators to have copies of

the legislation even before their own congressional representatives had

access to copies.)

Teleconference Calls. A third recommendation of the CTP related to

the use of conference calls among groups of state directors/coordinators

as the need arose. During the period covered by this report this tech-

nique has been utilized on several occasions, but perhaps the most

significant use related to discussing and obtaining consensus as to the

position statement that was mentioned earlier. (It was also used to

good advantage in developing a "staff competencies instrument", which is

discussed in a later section.of this report.)

Liaison With Federal Agencies andNational Organizations. Consist-

ent with projec t goals and recommendations of the CTP, the Project

Director has met regularly--monthly--with the Director of the Office of

Career Education and members of his staff. During these meetings it has

-1,5:.

1

1

1
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been possible for concerns of the state directors/coordinators to be

communicated directly to the federal agency. At the some time, concerns

of that agency, applicable to state agencies, have been communicated and

ultimately transmitted to the states. Additionally, these meetings have

provided both the agency and the project with the opportunity to report

on progress, lack of progress, and/or problems.

'In terms of liaison with the Office of Career Education, it should

also be noted that a representative of that office has been able to

attend each of the project functions noted in this report; (It should

also be noted, however, that this representation has not always been

the same person, and this had caused some concern on the part of the.

Project Director and state diretors.) Still in keeping with liaison

efforts, the project, through its director and the CCSSO Committee on

Career 'Education, has maintained close communication with the National

Advi ory Council for Career Education. As a result, there has been

two-way communication between the states and the Council.

National Conference. One of the high priority recommendations of

the CTF was the use of national and/or regional conferences or, seminars

as communications devices. With this in mind, and with the help of the

CTF, a national conference for state directors/coordinators of career

education was held in St. Petersburg, Florida, in November 1975. The

conference was planned around the theme, "Planning for Career Education",

*and was attended by forty-three coordinators of career education and

twenty-seven representatives of other natio-nal, state, local, and other

agencies; The attendance was very good,eespecially when considered in

,the context of the t"-avel restrictions that are being imposed in many

state agencies. (No project funds ere available to help defray partic-

ipants' travel expenses.)
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The St. Petersburg conference was viewed by most participants -in

a highly favorable light,.as will be noted in the evaluative remarks

that follow in a later section.

Staff Development Task Force (SDTF)

Consistent with the second major goal of the project, a Staff

Development Task Force (SDTF) 1446 organized in September 1975. As

with theCommunieationd Task Force, members of the SDTF was named

only after approval of the chief state school officer was obtained.

Eight state directors were ori Rinally suggested for the SDTF, but only.

seven were approved for appointment by their respective chiefs.- As a

result, the SDTF has functioned with only seven members, as listed

below:

Anita Barber
Niel Carey
Saul Dulberg
Lynn JenHen
Paul Peters.
Walter R4mbo
Jeanne Wereehke

Alabama
Maryland
Connecticut
Utah
California
Texas
Colorado

The SDTF met in Denver in October 1975 to organize itself in terms

of the project effort and to develop plans. The SDTF determined that

its initial effort must be related to a determination, or an assessment,

of need.

modified

As a result, the Task Force developed, field-tested, and

an information-gathering instrument designed to provide infor-

\Elation on competencies perceived to be desirable and the extent to which,

these existed.

burg

The instrument was adminint ered to participants at;thi 'St.:Peters-1

conference, and was sent to all state'directors/coordinators who

were unable to attend. Informntton about' competencies was thus

gathered, and is presently serving as a base for the contemplated
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spring conference. (The results, as tabulated, are contained in a

separate report that is currently in the process of preparation.)
..

.

.

Legislative Developments

In addition to the activities described, the career education

effort of the Council has been concerned with legislative developments,

and the Committee on Career, Education, working with and through the

Committee on Legislation, has had considerable opportunity for input

into the planning of and for career education legislation. The Chair-

man of the Committee on Career Education, Robert Withey, was invited

to present testimony in support of HR11023 on behalf of the Council

to the House Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational

Education on February 21, 1976. (Copies of this testimony have been

distributed to all chiefs.) In a similar vein, the state directors/

coordinators of career education were also invited to present testimony,

and this was provided by Ms. Jeanne Werschke of Colorado. (Again,

copies of Werschke's,testimony have been distributed all chiefs.)

As part of the project's communications efforts, both chiefs and

state directors will continue to be informed about legislative develop-

ments that will affect career education efforts.

Future Activities

The. project, continuing as it will, through June, 1976, is engaged

in planning for a national conference for state directors/coordinators.

This conference, which will be held in Phoenix on May.2-0,4, 1976,- will

provide.state directors, As well as other key SEA personnel, with the

.opportunity to engage in an in-depth exploration of any of four interest

areas:

i
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Creation of and.Working With Advisory. Councils
Organizing and Conducting Needs Assessments
Developing Adequate Evaluative Procedures

'Fundamental Implementation Steps

All of these interest areas, which were identified by the state

.directors. themselves, relate directly to the work that each will be

doing in connection with the development of state plans for 'career

education.

National Leadership Conference. The project, through its

director, is and has been cooperative, in the planning for two other

national conferences that will be.held this year. The first of these

conferences, to be-held in Vail, Colorado in June, is a Ca(eer Educe-

(tion Leadership Conferences, and will involve leaders from business,

industry, labor, legislatures, as well as leaders from education.

Ms. Jeanne Werschke, who is coordinating plans for this confer-

_

ence, has indicated the program planners would like to have this

CCSSO Committee represented on the program inthe form of a.panel.

discussion. This perhaps could be discussed by the Committee. (A

publicity release about this conference is attached.)

Commissioner's Bicentennial Conference on Career Education. As

/..a part of the observance of, the Bicentennial, the U.S. Commissioner of

Education has scheduled some five national educational conferences,

including on Career Education. The Bicentenniil Career Education

Conference will be held in Houston in November, and plans are being

made for a conference involving perhaps 15,000 participants.

The Council, through its Committee on Career EdUcation, has been

supportive of the concept of such a major national conference since

the idea was advanced a couple ofyear ago. It is the hope of the

conference planners that continued support (moral rather than financial)

N
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The process of transition from childhood to adulthood--the
process of growing up-has never been an easy one. But it
is somewhat paradoxical that, in an era in which exists an
abundance of knowledge, sophisticated technology, and
virtually,instantaneous communications devices or techniques,
the process of transition from childhood to adulthood remains

. difficult.

Young people, because of the modern devices with which they
are surrounded, are literally inundated with facts, information,
and other necessary "tools" even before they enter the formal
school setting. It has been observed, with a high degree of
validity, that youngsters entering the first grade today do so
with more basic knowledge than many high school graduates of. a
generation or two ago possessed when they left the high school
environment. In similar fashion, first-graders today are
highly conversant with the numerous components of a technology
that was only dreamed of a generation or two ago.

In short, the young people in our schools and society are rich
with information. And as a result, one might assume that the
transition from youth to adulthood would be made easier. yet
this is not the case.

With all of the apparent positive aspects of their environment,
together with the abundance of knowledge and information, many
young people in `our schools and society remain experience poor.
Children and youth, whether by design or accident, are often
not involved in adult kinds of activities--activities that are
needed to help young people to better understand themselves,
their education, their relationship with society, and their
relationship to the world of work.

Young people often experience difficulty in determining who _they,
are, where they want to be going, and how they might expect to
get .to where they want 'to be. The schools must be able and
'willing to assist the young oeople to develop an awareness, but
the schools alone--the insulated and isolated classroom--cannot
be expected to accomplish the task. Those elements of society
that are external to the schools, but which are an integral part
of the young person's life_ , must also be brought into the
educational process. The home,* the family; the community, the
business/labor/industry/professional segments-of society--all

. must assume and accept the impertant roles which are theirs,
and help young people experience those activities that will
develop the needed awareress and attitudes, and which will
provide rational bases forithe choices--decisions--that young
and old alike are called upon to make as they proceed through
their life careers.

1 ,ea=% ,w . gmra 11....1.=
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It goes Without saying.that the cost of providing an education
that is.suited neither to the needs of the individual nor to
those of society is high. But while the immediate cost to

isocety is high, the long-range costs assume even more gargantuan
proportions. Every individmal who cannot cope with self, with
educations and with the world of work causes extremely valuable,
and not unlimited, resources to be drained from society.
Unemployment lines, welfare agencies, drug centers, and corrections
institutions are filled with individuals who have not been pro-
vided with the experiences which are needed in order to prepare
one to meet and overcome challenges, and to truly allow the
individual an opportunity to become producing as well as contribu-
ting member of society. Clearly, this type of condition cannot
be tolerated in our modern society.

Career Education, as a major emphasis in American education,
represents a response to the call for basic changes in the edUca-
tional system that: are urgently needed. In the relatively brief
time since the concept was introduced, it has been met with a
very high degree o acceptance. The Council of Chief State-School
Officers believes that the concept of Career Education offers
considerable promise for resolving some of the problems that have
led to .a call for reforms in American education. The Council is
therefore pleased to issue the position statement contained in
these pages.

CAREER EDUCATION What is it?

Career Education is essentially an instructional strategy, aimed
at improving educational outcomes by relating teaching and learning
activities to the concept of career development. Career Education
extends the academic world' to the world of work. In scope, Career
Education encompasses educational experiences beginning with early
childhood and continuing throughout the,individual's productive
life. A complete program of Career Education includes an aware-
ness of self and the world of work, broad orientation to occupa-
tions (professional and non-professional), in-depth exploration
of selected (occupational) clusters, career preparation, an under-
standing of the economic system of Which jobs are a part, and

. placement for all students.

While it is not likely--or desirable--that all people would agree
what should be learned.in the name of education, most would likely
agree that were are several basic purposes inherent in the
educational process. The educational process should provide every
learner with opportunities:

. To acquire the basic skills essential to all
other learnirg;

. To develop the ability to think in a rational
manner;
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To be able to understand how wise choices
or decisions are made; and

To develop those attitudes essential to a
productive, rewarding, and satisfying life.

Thecouncil s
.

ouncil of Chief State School Officers ubscribes to the
purposes of education, and believes that Career Education, as
defined in the opening paragraph above, ;gill provide a vehicle
that can lead to accomplishment of the purposes: In addition,
the Council_ believes thatt

CAREER EDUCATION IS FOR ALL LEARNERS

Career Education is not for any one economic, social, ethnic,
or ability group. It is for learners of ALL economic, social,
and ethnic backgrounds. It is for ALL levels of ability. It
is learner centered, and seeks to achieve the goals of justice
and equality of opportunity in education.

.

CAREER EDUCATION IS IN ALL LEVELS OF- EDUCATION

Career Education is included from kindergarten through university
education and.in adult continuing education. It is infused into
the regular curriculum and it enriches the traditional disciplines.

CAREER-EDUCATION INCLUDES ALL WORK -- BOTH PAID AND UNPAID

Career Education provides jcb-entry skills to all learners prior
to' or upon leaving the educational system. It provides awareness
of all occupations and professions. It provides preparation for
those occupations requiring minimal knowledge and skills and those
professions requiring very high levels of specialized competence.

CAREER EDUCATION INCLUDES THE. TOTAL COMMUNITY

The environment and resources for Career Education inclUde both
the school and the total community. Education does not take place
in a vacuum. Learning occurs at all times. No single agenty or
institution should attempt to assume full responsibility for all
aspects of education.

1

CAREERFOUCATIOX IS LIFETIME EDUCATION

Career Education is education that is intended to meet career
needs at every stage during one's life.

I

ti
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.CAREER EDUCA,T'ION Who is involved?

Since Career Education represents a concept whose general, purpose
is to provide students with a better education, then it is only
fitting that students be the primary clients (or beneficiaries)
of this new effort. And students are, indeed, the target audience
for Career Education.. However, in order for students to be exposed
to Career Education concepts, various other groups must be activei-
involved. These include:

STUDENTS

Career Education is designed to provide ALL students--including
adult learners--with a more credible, realistic and functional
learning experience throughout the school system. Career Education
concepts are for first graders...for fifth graders... for twelfth
graders...for community college students...for technical training
students for university undergraduates...and for adult and con-
tinuing learners. Career Education is for all studentsregardless
of intellectual ability, economic background, race, or ethnic origin.

PARENTS

One of the basic premises upon which Career Education is based is
that parents will become actively involved with school activities
and projects. Parents are increasingly playing a collaborative
role by emphasizing the home, in part, as a family work place and
as a major influence in life careers. Additionally, through Career
Education effortsi parents are becoming increasingly more involved
in such ccoperative capacities as guest speakers, teacher.aides,
career observation tour chaperones, and as members of active
advisory councils. No only do parents represent a rich resource
of talent and, knowledge, but participation of parents in school
activities has a tremendous positive psychological and motivational
effect on their own children.

EDUCATORS

Career EduCation ideas cannot be imolemented without the under-
standing and interest by classroom teachers, building principals,
district superintendents, and school board members. And under-
standing how Career Education can be of benefit to the 'students
is not scmething the educational community can be expected to
know by osmosis. Teachers at all grade levels and in all subject
areas (as well as counselors and administrators) must be provided
with opportunities.to attend orientation seminars, in-service
workshops and other activities designed to acquaint them with the
techniques and potential of Career Educatibn.- Career 'Education
Is not keyed tcwards any particular subject areas--academic
classes, social studies, vocational programs, and fine arts classes
should all tie in with and impact on Career Education. Therefore,
-ALL teachers need to be involved with implementing Career Education
within their regular subject areas. 1

t)
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COMMUNITY

A significant part of Career Education has to do with providing
students with meaningtul understanding and awareness of the
World of work. In order to accomplish that, representatives
from business, industry, and organized labor must become tuned
in to the needs of Career Education and need to be willing to
provide continual support in the form of observation tour sites,
guest speakers, instructional aides and materials, work stations
for on-the-job training programs, assistance in developing new
curriculum and individuals to serve on community advisory councils.
Career Education cannot be implemented with any great success
unless community support is active, enthusiastic and aggressive.

It should be clear that Career Education is not perceived as just
another program existing in isolation of the rest of the school
process. Career Education is a concept that is integrated into
and throughout the existing educational structure--in all subjects,
for all students, and involving parents, teachers and the community
at large.

CAREER EDUCATION Why?

Throughout the history of our. nation, the efforts of both youth
and adults to identify and engage in activities that contributed
to their own well-being have been, by and large, through their,
life's work.

Our nation, however, is now in the midst of a worldwide revolution
in technology that is causing major changes in both values and
in standards of living--in essence, major changes in lifestyles.

The accelerated rate of change challenges education specifically
to provide all individuals with more assistance in developing an
ability to cope with the changing lifestyles and to contribute,
in productive and satisfying ways, to the society in which they
live. This challenge calls for every effort that will increase
the ability of individ-4als to develop their own potential, to
contribute of only to their own well-being but to the well-being
of their society.

A major purpose of education must be that of facilitating the
career development of the individual it serves. Career Education
provides the stimulatio,. and support for those specific educa-
tional:objectives which'assure that each student has an opportunity
to became more produc:live and satisfied through the way he or she
contributes goods or services--the job(s) held (paid or unpaid) .

'6%



Career Education offers to the educational community and to the
community at large the stimulation, the emphasis and the means
to deliver educational. experiences which prepare individuals
for a changing and increasingly complex society.

CAREER EDUCATION A Lifelong Process

The concept of Career Education will not be new to the many
discerning individuals who recognize and understand that learning
is a lifelong process, and that no one, either consciously or
unconsciously, can stop learning. Career Rducation.is an
.instructional strategy designed to meet the career development
needs of all individuals. It therefore must be provided for
individuais at. varying stages of life.

cf

Career Education is predicated on a belief that both education
and the work that education prepares us for can be meaningful,
satisfying, and rewarding to our lives. It is also based en an

'assumed ability to create a learning environment that meets the
Career needs of young people and adults in all settings--and at
any point in their lives. Such an, environment would make educe-
tional opportunities--it all levels-Javailable to every individual
wishing to learn, whether for vocational purposes or for &voca-
tional pursuits.

The "open door" policy of Career {Education acknowledges that
individuals change occupations or jobs three to five times during
their careers, either because of personal changes or changes in
,the employment market. Career Education will assist individuals
in developing competencies and acquiring skills needed at every
successive career stage.

iJ
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***********************************************************************************

SPRING CONFERENCE

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

MAY 2-3-4, 1476

***********************************************************************************

PLANS FOR THE PHOENIX CONFERENCE are moving along, according to
Dave Jesser and Paul Bennewitz, who is handling arrangements in Phoenix.
The conference will be at the East/Airport Ramada Inn, located at 3801 East
van Buren, Phoenix, and the rates are $16.00 for singles; $22.00 for doubles.
Special registration cards are to be mailed out to State Directors/Coordinators
shortly.

INTEREST AREA SELECTIONS .... are coming in to the office, Jesser noted.
In this connection, State Directors/Coordinators are reminded to develop, and
send to Jesser, questions about the are of special interest that they would
like to have answered or concerns they would like to have considered. Send
the questions and concerns directly to Jesser; he will see that the resource/
consultant gets them.

0
THE CAREER EDUCATION POSITION STATEMENT .... of the Council of Chief

State School Officers, iii foldover form, was recently distributed in limited
numbers to State Directors/Coordinators. Tice project has been able to obtain,
another 1,000 copies at no charge, and will be happy to send multiple copies
to each requesting state so long as the supply lasts. -[The print-is small,
but as Ross Henderson and others have commented, it fits nicely in an
envelope with other materials, letters, etc. A suggestion: If you do mail
out copies, use your SEA or State Director stamp on.them.]

'ma Education Exclunoe FUtti..1 tiors.2::61 by the Ptoject, St4enathenina Vac Lendwhia in Ca ;ea Educ.atiOn, et-
on.ced og A ;Pt Ara =750 22491 i4,411 the it.S. 0164.ce Eduzczcon.-t_Tite 4-cor4 .4.A aided 4.r: AO_ r.z:
y Aciteek UWE cut CaS0 potio.
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FROM KENTUCKY .... comes now about Career Education Legislation.
Ross Henderson, Kentucky Coordinator for Career Education, is very pleased
to let its all know that on March 16, 1976, Governor Julian M. Carroll, of
Kentucky, signed into law a comprehensive Career Education Bill. The
funding proposed in the legislation is $2 million over the next two years.
And as Henderson points out, some 98Z of the funds will go to local school
districts to facilitate further expansion and implementation efforts.

-- Congratulations to both Ross and Kentucky --

4.

LAB ASSEMBLES RESULTS OF NIE CAREER ED PROJECTS TO HELP LOCAL SCHOOL
PLANNERS .... The results of nearly 100 career education projects funded by
the National Institute of Education will be used by the Northwest Regional
Educational Laboratory to prepare a "planner's guidebook" to help school
district personnel develop and implement local programs.

In addition to the guidebook which organizes the results of many research
and development efforts around key questions, the Laboratory is preparing
a summary of results of each project, including information on where to
obtain reports, products, information on adoption, use and impact.

Completion of the guidebook is projected for May.

Contact: Larry McClure, Experience-Based Career Education. Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratory, 710 S.W. Second Avenue, Portland,
Oregon 97204

SEVERAL SUPPLEMENTS TO THIS ISSUE OF EXCHANGE .... are included with

this issue. State Directors/Coordinators will no doubt want to peruse the
supplements, and to use them where appropriate. The supplements are:

UAW Career Education Statement

Career Education Plus

Career Education and the Local Church
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DATA INDICATES THAT CAREER EDUCATION DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE ....according
to information from the Roseville (Minnesota) Area School District.

Two recent studies have now documented that the Roseville Career Education
Model is making a perceptive difference in the career development of students and
staff. The Roseville Model is focusing on three major areas of Career Education- -
students, staff, and community.

In terms of students, significant gains were noted in the areas of decision-
making, values clarification, and career considerations (decisions). These gains,
according to the information received, were achieved without a significant change
in the students' learning of the basic skills.

In terms of staff development, a study indicates that considerable gains
have been made since the Roseville project (USOE-Incremental) has been in operation.

For further information about the project, contact Vernon Vick, District
Coordinator of Occupational Education, or Arland Benson, Project Director, 1251
West County Road B-2, Roseville, Minnesota 55113.

. .4. . No

[NOTE: AS HAS BEEN POINTED OUT, MUCH MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE THAT
CAREER EDUCATION MAKES IS NEEDED. IF STATE DIRECTORS ARE ACCUMULATING ANY SUCH
DATE ,WE WOULD LIKE TO MENTION IN OUR NEWSLETTER. ]

4$ STATE DIRECTORS/COORDINATORS OF CAREER EDUCATION .... will want to obtain
a copy of a recent report, Career Education: Status and Needed Iiprovements",
thathas just been issued by the General Accounting Office (GAO).

IThe report indicates that before the concept can be fully implemented:

More will have to be known about costs;

More cooperation from teachers is needed;

More information about impact of CE upon
students is necessary; and

More adequate evaluation procedures need
to be developed. State Directors can
obtain a free copy of the report (ND 76-81)
by writing to:

U.S. General Accounting Office
Distribution Section
Room 4522
441 G. Street N.W.

Washington, D.C. 20013.
r.-



FROKKAN3AS .... comes the first issue of Comment, a very neat
publication about ,Career Education in Kansas. Edited by Hazel Rockhold,
Comment contains numerous items of particular interest to Kansas educators.
It also contains many items that will be of interest to State Directors of
Career Education.

In one article in the current issued of Comment, W.A. (Wec) Rumbaugh,
.who is known to many State Directors, observes that:

Kansas has established a sound base for the development and expansion
of Career Education in the state, and it is the mission of the Kansas State
'Department of Education to enable every school to begin implementing Career
Education by 1980.

rl

Approximately one-third of the 308 school districts in Kansas presently
have an approved plan for Career Education, an increase of .50_percent-in-two---7
years. Getting a plan approved and implementing a program are two different
things. We have found that an Intensive retraining program Is needed for
echol personnel, so that they can become knowledgeable about how to use Career
Education concepts in their program area. Industry would call this retooling
for a newly designed system or product. In our case, we hope that a better
-informed and prepared student would be the outcome of our programs.

The future is indeed bright for career education implementation in Kansas.
The ultimate goals in career education are these for all students: (I) To
improve the quality of career choice, (2) To improve the individual's opportunity
to progress in a career.

Contact:

Dr. Hazel Rockhold, Editor
Comment
Kansas State Department'of Education
120 as 10th Street
Topeka, Kansas 66612

THE STATUS AND PROGRESS OF CAkEER EDUCATION a major report prepared
by the CCSSO Career Education Project .... has been accepted for announcement
in the ERIC publication, Resources in Education.

All chief state school officers and state directors/coordinators should
have received a copy of this report. If others are interested in obtaining
copies, they should check the June issue of Resources in Education.

If released for ERIC dissemination, the report may ire ordered from EDRS,
P.O. Box 190, Arlington, VA 22210, using the ED number which will bp assigned
at publication time.



DEFINING CRITICAL TERHS IN, VOCATIONAL EDUCATION is the title of
a recent report prepared by a Task Force of the National Association of
State Directors of Vocational Education. State Directors of Career Educa-
tion will find the entire report to be of value. Of special interest,
however, should be the definitions that have been developed for career
education and vocational education:

(2) CAREER EDUCATION .... Means a process utilized in.both school
and community which enables individuals to make choices leading
to success in life-long developmental patterns of living, learn-
ing, and working. It includes a sequence of educational
experiences, throughout all of education, consisting of develop-
ment of self awareness, career awareness,,exploration of options,
decision making and preparation in one or more alternatives to
achieve the individual's career objective.

0 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION .... Means organized-educational programs,
services, and activities which are directly related to the
preparation of individuals for paid or unpaid employment, or
for additional preparation for a career requiring other than'a
baccalaureate or advanced degree.

CAREER EDUCATION AND THE LOCAL CHURCH .... is the name of a brief
monograph just issued by the National Center for Christian Studies on
Education and Work an arm of the National Council of Churches).

Keith Smith, Director of the Study on Education and Work, has supplied
the project office with sufficient copies for all state directors, and one
is enclosed with this issue of EXCHANGE.

FROM FEEDBACK, (THE NEWSLETTER OF CAREER EDUCATION IN NEW HAMPSHIRE)

"And so he said to I wanted to be a photographer, but nothing

developed.
I wanted to be a plumber, but I didn't have the right connections.

I wanted to be a medium, but I didn't have the spirit.

I wanted to be a shoemaker, but I didn't have the sole.

I wanted to be a geologist, but I took everything for granite.

I wantzd to be a sausage maker, but I didn't have the guts.

I wanted to be a baker, but I didn't have_ehe dough.

I wanted to be a coffee salesman, but it was too much of a grind.

I wanted to be a teacher, but I didn't have any class.

I wanted to be a doctor, but I didn't have the patients.

I wanted to be a tree surgeon, but I wouldn't.. go out on a limb.

I wanted to be a mirror maker, but I couldn't see myself doing it."

1.70
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May 20, 1976

Memorandum

TO: State Directors/Coordinators of Career Education

FROM: Dave Jesserleje.%

SUBJECT: Good News/Bad News

Dr. Byron Hansford has often told the story about the
pilot who announced to his passengers that he had some good
news and some bad newt. *The bad news first: Our compass
went out and we don't know where we are. Now the good news:
We're making mighty good time!"

I don't really think the story applies to the situation
in career education. We do, I think, know where we-are; we
are also making good time. But we have encountered some rough
weather, and it will cause us to alter our plans.

The Perkins Bill

For all intents and purposes, HR11023 is dead for this
session of Congress. It was not reported out of Committee by
May 15, and the rules of Congress require that in order for
legislation having money for the next fiscal year to be con-_
sidered on the floor, it must be reported out by the 15th of
May.

When we got the news, we were rather shocked. We had
been led to believe that it (the Perkin's Bill) would in all
probability be acted upon this year. We were told that
Congressman Perkins was genuinely sorry that other priorities
(relating to expiring legislation) got in the way.

I saw Jack Jennings, the majority counsel, on Tuesday
afternoon in an attempt to find out what might possibly be
done. Mr. Jennings suggested two things that state directors
might do to encourage consideration:

1. Develop an even stronger-base of political
support.

Letters are better than nothing, but
personal contact will not doubt be what
will influence Congressmen. Also, political
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CAREER
DEVELOPMENT
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support will need to result in support
on both sides of the aisle; not just
by Republican or Democratic members.
Lastly, political support should be
visible in both.. houses of ConOess; not
just in the House or in the Sedate.

2. Develop and use.a definition that all
can understand and accept.

According to Jennings, people are still
having problems in understanding what
"career education" means, and seem to
be of the opinion.that it is' ust anoth-
er name for vocational education. The
extent to which this is true indicates
how much work we have to do.

We will have to continue to help
.people, including our own members of
Congress, to understand that there is a
difference, and that the difference
"makes a difference" in .the legislation.
Suggestions:

Make use of our position statement.
Point to the definition we use, or
to one that you use.

Utilize a' graphic model such as
the one from Michigan to emphasize
the all embracing--or integrating
--nature of caTeer'education

CAREER EDUCAT!ON

Self Awareness and Exoleraticn
Career Awareness and ExOlOratton

Decision Making and Planning
Placement

an integrated approach

A Reftionct Gu;dt Goes anci Perfomunce ind,tators. MitnIca Carter Dlestoornent Preearn.
hoklusen °wormy+ t of ii4catIck 1973.

I AC;

CAREER
PREPARATION

Academic Education
Vocational Education'
Technical Education

tr-
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The two problems perceived by Jack Jennings may or may
not bo real. They should, hoever, cause us to review our
own strategies and/or tactics., There seem to be several
options open:

°Future of the Perkins Bill

Earlier, I pointed out that the Perkins Bill is dead
for this session of Congress. This is true, but as I under-
stand it, only because of the inclusion of FY77 money (which
was $5 million for planning).

Again, as I understand it, the Perkins Bill could be
introduced in the next several months if the $5 million for
FY77 were deleted. This would make FY78 the earliest that
funds could be made available.

If you think this to be desirable, it will be necessary
for all of us to encourage Congressman Perkins. It will be
crucial for us to convince our own Congressmen. And, it will
be imperative for us to obtain strong support and commitment
in the Senate.

°Future of the "Hathaway Section" of the Senate Omnibus Bill

As' you are already aware, Senator Hathaway has included
in the Senate Omnibus Bill (already out of Committee) a
Title on Career Development, Guidance, and Counseling. We
are enclosing a copy of the section (Title V), and a copy of
several suggested changes that we feel must be made. We
have been given assurances that the kinds of changes that
are suggested can be made (I would suggest that any endorse-
ment or encouragement include comments about changes that
should be made.]

Again, if we want to support the Hathaway portion with
changes, we will have to generate political support of the
type already mentioned - -on both s9.des of the aisle, and in .

both Houses of Congress.

I think it is possible for us to be consistent, and at
the same time to support both the Perkins Bill and the
Hathaway Bill (with changes). With the Hathaway Bill, no
money would be available until FY78; this would jibe with
the Perkins Bill if the $5 million first year (FY77) were
to be eliminated.

SUGGESTION:

°Talk with your Federal-Legislative Liaison
Representative.

°Talk with your Congressman
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'Talk with your Senators

'Encourage others to do likewise

'Send copies of state reports to your
Congressional representatives

'Send abstracts of your state plan
proposals to your Congressional delegation
with covering information. (Here's what
we plan to do now -- we will need massive
implementation/start-up moneys.)

'Encourage people to write to their
Congressional representatives; make use,
where possible of actual happenings or
anecdotes.

°Collect and transmit information that
clearly shows that career education
really does make a difference in terms
of scholastic achievement, citizenship,
occupational/societal awareness, truancy,
drop-out rate, teacher attitude/attendance, etc.

°Again, work with and through your SEA's Federal
Legislative Liaison Representative.

(A list is enclosed for your information and use.)

'Several other items are enclosed for your information:

°Abstract of the Mississippi State Plan
Proposal (for your Notebook)

'Reprint of article about I-EC Councils
in California

*Memorandum re Telephone Communications
Network
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Director, Career Education
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Supervisor, Career Education
Colorado State Department of Education
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President,
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APPENDIX G

PLANNING FOR CAREER EDUCATION

A National Conference for State Directors /Coor-
dinators of Career,Education sponsored by the
Council of Chief State School Officers and the
project, "Strengthening State Leadership in
Career Education".

November 12-14, 1975
Bilmar Hotel

St. Petersburg, Fla.
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APPENDIX El

COMPETENCIES FOR STATE
R EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

Wean Respon es: 38 State Directors/Coordinators

INSTRUCTIONS

Please reach each statement carefully. You are being asked the degree to
which you feel these competencies should be characteristic of state career
education coordinators.

, Mark both sides. Circle the number corresponding to the degree that best
fits ,your-perception of the competencies.

Competency EXISTS
to a:

1. High degree
2. Moderate degree
3. Low degree
4. Does not exist

High Low

X = Circle

103 4

103 4

1g3 4

1034:

034

Jr

I. PLANNING

A. Needs Assessment - determining
status as it relates to career
educatlion at t

1. regional lev

2.' local level

I3. learner level

11:s. Identification of Goals and
1 Objectives - identifying goals

and objectives on a short\term
and/or long range development
and implementation plan at the
regional level.

C. Developing activities to meet\
goals and objectives.

Competency SHOULD
EXIST to a:

1. High degree
2. Moderate degree
3. Low degrec
4. Does not exist

High-----Low

= Circle

0 2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

02 3 4

® 2 .3 4

6
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High Lots,

X Circle

1034

1034

1034

1034

12@4

1634

1204

12034

1034

1034

12@4

1034

- 2-

High Low

D. Management - managing programs Xis Circle
and activities of career educa-
tion at the state level. (1)2 3 4

E. Identification of Resources (funding) -
necessary to support activities avail-
able from:

1. federal sources

2. state sources

3. regional sources

4. local sources

F. Evaluation - providing information
to decision-makers on;

1., process outcomes

2. product outcomes

II. ORGANIZATION

b234
10234

0 2 3 4

2 3 4

0234
0234

A. State or Regional Advisory Councils -
facilitating activities of a state
advisory council. (1)2 3 4

B. Intradepartmental Task Forces - iden-
tifying, establishing, and facilitating
intra-departmental activities. 02 3 4

C. Interdepartmental Task Forces - identi-
fying, establishing, and facilitating
inter-departmental activities. 02 3 4

D. Legislation - identifying strategies
to facilitate new or continued state
career.education legislation.' (92 3 4

E. Steering Committee - identifying,
establishing, and facilitating
steering committees with specific
charges relating to career education
activities at the state level. 02 3 4
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High- Low

r Circle

1034

1204

11234

la 3 4

12®34

F. Staffing and Organizational High Low
Structure - promoting and establish-
ing an effective staffing pattern T., Circle
and operating within a cooperative
organizational structure in relation-
ship to other personnel in the state
education agency. (i)2 3 4

G. Business/Industry/Labor/Professionals -
identifying, promoting, and establish-
ing cooperative relationships, active
involvement, and open communications
with all segments of the community. 02 3 4

H. State/Regional/Local Agency coordina-
tion - promoting and establishing\
cooperative relationships, open communi-
cations, and responsive linkages be-
tween agencies at the:

1. state level

2. regional level

3. local level

III. DISSEMINATION

0234
02 3 4

01234

A. Needs Assessment - identifying specific.
components to determine the need for
information, materials, human resources,
etc. for dissemination to:

16)3 4 1. internal to the SEA (i)2 3 4

2. internal to the education
103 4 community 02 3 4

1 2®4
3. business/industry/labor/professional

community O 2 3*4

B. Information Sources - identifying sources
or information form all segments of-the

16) 3 4 community.. 02 3 4

C. Collection - identifying techniques for
collection of career education informa-

03 4: tion, materials, human resources, etc. 02 3 4

D. Storage - identifying methods of storage
of collected information to be dis-
seminated. 1 2 3 41204

*.(
J., 3 .
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High Low

X. Circle

1 2 04

1 2 CI 4

1204

1' 204

1® 3 4

10 3 4

1 2 04

1® 3 4

1204

E. Retrieval - identifying an effec-
tive retrieval system for all dis-
semination information materials,
resources, etc.

High Low

s Circle.

1(i)3 4

F. Mbdes - identifying and promoting
various dissemination modes. 1 03 4

G. Feedback and Recording - establish-
ing an effective system for continuous
feedback and recording of all dis-
semination activities.

IV. MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

A. Accountability - establishing an
accountability process for continuous
reporting to those persons, agencies,
and segments of the community involved
in the planning, organization, and
implementation of all career education
activities at the state level.

B. Monitoring and Technical Assistance -
providing monitoring and consultative
services and/or identifying resources
to meet requests for technical
assistance at the

1. state level

2. regional level

3. local level

3 4

2 3 4

CI 2 3 4

0 2 3 4

02 3 4

C. Cost Analysis/Benefit - identifying,
establishing, and operating an
effective cost analysis of all career
education activities as they relate
to state goals and objectives. 1 0 3 4

D. Redesign identifying and establishing
a process for review, modification, and
continuous update of management system
at the state level. 6)2 3 4

Est
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High Low V. FUNDING STRATEGIES High Low

X . Circle A. Potential Sources of Funding - X Circle
identifying and acquiring funds

103 4 from all available sources. 02 3 4

B. Prioritized Budget - developing a
defensible, realistic budget that
clearly identifies the limitations

1(2)3 4 imposed by any cutbacks. (692 3 4

C. Redirection of Existing Resources -
identifying sources and implications
of redirection of existing resources. (1)2 3 4

D. State Legislation for funding -
initiating new funding legislation as
well as infusing career education
funding into parallel legislation. 02 3 4

E. Business, Labor, Industry, and Pro-
fessional Organizations as Funding
Sources - identifying and acquiring
funds from these sources. 6)2 3 4

F. LEA Funding - identifying for LEA's
realistic and defensible budgets for

1® 3 4 career education. (D2 3 4

G. Legislation - providing significant
16)3 4 data for funding career education. (E)2 3 4'

H. Foundation Sources - identifying and
acquiring funding fray, private founda-

1 26)4 tion sources. '02 3 4

I. Identification of Power Bases - identi-
fying and using power bases for i4.17
fluencing the appropriation of funds. 02 3 4

J. Other Government Agencies as Funding
Resources - identifying and acquiring
funds from legisla-

1 2(3)4

1 2 ®4

1 2(94

2 &4

other governmental
1 2(3)4 tion. (1)2 3.4

K. Use of State Legislative Liaison
Officer - identifying and fazilitating
the procurement of funds through the
use of existing legislative liaison

1230 4 people. .6)2 3 4
A
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High Low VI. PROGRAM IIVLBDITATION High Low

3C. Circle A. Nhking available information about Yin Circle
existing career educatiort curricu

1034 lum. 0234
B. Providing technical assistance to

infuse career education into existing
curriculum activities.10234

103 4

103 4

1034

1 2 4

6234

C. Using SEA mechanisms to assume the
scope and sequence as provided for
career education. 02 3 4

D. Identify Target Groups - identifying
target groups necessary for facilitating
program implementation. 02 3 4

E. Staff Development (inservice) - planning
and carrying out effective inservice
training programs and/or assisting
others to provide such training. 02 3 4

F. Staff Development (preservice) - in-
fluencing teacher/counselor training
institutions to prepare graduates to
carry out their respective role related
to career education. CI 2 3 4

G. Technical Assistance - consulting with
LEA's in assisting them to impleMent a

103 4 comprehensive career education program. 02. 3 4

H. Utilization of Community - providing
leadership to engage the community in a
collaborative effort to deliver career

1 204 education. 62 3 4

I. Utilizing a variety of strategies such
as pilot projects, demonstration pro-
jects, and exemplary and innovative
projects to facilitate the implementa-

,.

103 4 tion of career education. 02 3 4

J. Organizing and facilitating the use of
consortium efforts, resource centers,
and interstate cooperation as vehicles

1® 3 4 for implementing career education. - 02.3 4
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REPORT CARD

"STRENOTNENM, STATE LEADERSHIP IN CAREER EDUCATION"

COUNCIL OP cum STATE SCNOOL orrlenns

1. Please check (Vf the uloncies from which you have received career oaucation
WmrmatiJn related to each of the following topics:
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The Council of Chief State School Officers has developed a newsletter, EXCHANMH.
for communicating information regarding career education to State heoartnent
personnel. The following questions/relate to this newsletter. Do you receive
EnTANnr? _2,9 yes _5 ...no . If/you have not received a copy, you do not
nece to complut; the*remainder of/this guestionaire.

4. How do you review EXCHANGE?

(Check (0 /as many as apply)

1 I have not had theceportunitv to examine it
I Scan it rapidly
I read selected 2ortions

3_a4,2_r read it thoroughly
"' Other

(Specify)

3. What is done with ycur copy of EXCHANGE

(Check (l as mar* as apply)

It is retained for my personal use
-It 'is :irculated na.w.47 staff mvulbers
It is forwarded to individuals Autside our state department

7-9-it is placed in a reading area . .......

Items are reproduced in state department publications
==-JECopies are made for circulation

I don't recall
-----Other

(specify)

I -1

s..40

ti
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4. Plusses rate the usefulness of the information you have received from

rXCHAnGC regarding-each of the following career education topics by
4ir:A:t4,J MO appropriate "grade." Thu grading scale to be utitired
i as fGllewl:

Rank of

5

.34

3, 4

2

1

Activi

Rank of
Vem

? - 3

1

7

5

2 -3

A Outstanding C 0 Average
0 Exrelfont 0 Below Average

F Failure
NP 0 Net Presented

in =UM=
In tn.] spec/ to the right please malce comounts related to the information
cemtuni1ated.

Cerrionts--------

i Evaluation 3.1

-

A 8 0 D F HP'

6 23.3

At the levels of info=
needed - summary of, fine
trmrm mpmeifift

Management 3.6

,

A OCDFNP
1 1,3 11 O

,

Planning and 3.6
ASUus3rtAt of
Used

A (i) c o F NP

_2 14 44, 2 1_

Have paid very little al
needs assessment from EZ

runAing
.

A 0 C 0 F NP

-415 9 2 1 -..

_
Legislation 4.0 411) C 'o F NP

11 13 9 1 1

Other CCSSO AISCOFNP
1 1

Initial issues have CO.
geneeraardl terms to this -
be xted

(specify)

ties of Otller States A I C 0 F NP

,

A 8CDF NP

A B C 0 F NP

S. Pleas° rate EXCHANGE on each of the following items by CirclingOthe
.approprate "grade." Place comments regarding these items in the colum
on the right.

,lion

inGs in

COMCNTS

-Lonoth 4.2 ik. 9 c F nP
1-, - 3 1

p About right in length
Mare items needed

Clirity 4.3 e-Th
L D F :IP
14-n 6

A bit illusive - cculd c
s,ecifics that Could be

-----8th----EPO
A B (i) 0 F NP

4_15 16 4

1t 39g ia r "P

Format/Visual
Arpeai 3.5

ant conten

Keel) them cominG - as fr
sible to keen time frame

Timeliness 4.1

Usefulness 4'3 0 B C 0 - NP
1 )3157

Other sources contri nT5
depena on this to be the

= Averz7e Responec

Y.odal Response

LI%

tention to
level

crtratet in
good, should

zrry more
cc=unicatea'

imnortant

event as "s-
c=rcnt
much - can't
one I rely c:



.APPENDIX I (Coat' d)
24:414 of

6. 4.6r.t.)
Item ITER

6
overall Cffectivmese kOr DT MP

'S 11

GRADE COMMENTS

Other
t3P41,04.1.1

A 8 C 0 F NP

ASCOF NP

,111111=MY ABCDF MP

6. Have you submitted any information for tnclusion in EXCHANGE? 264240

7. what topics would you like to have addressed in future isiuos of EXCHANGE?

(See pa3ep 4 and 5)

6. How could tXpi1!:'7n be made more useful to you?

(See page 6)

q. Hod L3 r^ost help:W. to You?

(See pages 7 and 8)

10. Other Cormenta;

(See ease 9)

X = k:ora:e Rocr.cns?

(2 )=. Medal Response
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WHAT TOPICS WOULD YOU LIKE TO HAVE ADDRESSED IN FUTURE ISSUES'OF EXCHANGE?

Examples or productive sound evaluation efrorts. Information on successfa
activities prelects marmlement - more inforration of the nature of

other agency, professional groups, meetings, etc.. regarding
career education activities.

Management and Planning

Incorporation of guidance personnel "Row to".

Continue on funding information legislation (federal) state programs
and processes

Plannir.g and develoPnent

Reeds to focus in on problem areas where implementation is difficult.
Infusion strategies that work - elementary and high schools.
Collaboration strategies that work. Problem of overload of commercial
materials - evaluation techniques.

More on evaluation

Students assessment. MPnegement skills. Curriculum-diireMination
resources including bilingual. Career education for handicapped.
Planning and instructional content.

Evaluation (relating to academic achievement).

State plans - fundirg (keeping up to date).

Anything concerning de4eloyment of state plans.

Management of career education at state level including relative
position in SEA to enable working across and with all bureaus.

Exchange of ideas and !successful activities.

This sounds as if an jr depth article is desired--and I disagree with
that thought.

An idea exchange. Practitioners of good career education.

Results or demonstrative projects in terms of dissemination
especially at high school level. Community reaction to career education
activities. Evaluation (assessment) of attitudinal change.

Other/legislative infornation as it relates to education in general
and career education in specific.

Since I have not been in this lircsent position in the past I believe
pazt issues and Inaterialz shotld be cent to a new director.

Legislation. Reports of outstanding practices.

r-



'APPENDIX (Cont'd)

Status of federal legislation. Specific state projects/contact parsons.
New professional materials available'. New instructional materials that
aro available.

Pertinent Washington news of career education.

Measurement and evaluation.

Try and get something from each region. Ask each state once or twice
a year to submit.

More on c=rurdcation between states.

More on management and evaluation.

A
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HOW COULD 'ZXCIIANGE BE I,ADE MORE USEFUL TO TOU?
# /

Relay pertinent information from USOE, NIE and the National Advisory
Council.

More ,depth

By putting me on the mailing list (L. B. IC et, Minnesota State Department
of Education).



APPENDIX (Cont' d) 7

Epw IS =TAME MOST HELPFUL TO YOU?

Keep ma abreast of current happenings at the federal level. This,
in turn, assists me in planning strategies at the local level.

Keeping abreast of developments in other states.

Method of sharing information among states and to let state know what is
going olli at the national level.

Keeps us posted on the activities of other career education leaders/
states.

i

As infOrmation.

Keepin abreast of current events.

Updating on career' education activities.

Heads meAn the right direction for information!
,

Concise and timely information that I would notootherwise have.

Timeliness

It is a communications link and keeps one current on new developments
nationwide.

Up to date .information on happenings in D. C.

Presenting "state of.the art" succinctly.

It gives me a "vehicle" for learning about what is happening in
career education nationally.

As a means of communication.

Means of staying in contact with some of the monies.

Pertinent news of Washington scene. Other state activities.

Current up to date information from federal level.

Sharing of other state's activities.

It contains the most up to date news.

Learning about career education in other states. -

ti



By keeping ma better toformed regarding developments at the national
level.

Informative

Up to date information

wl
Clarity policy - provide direction

Information or potential salient information source.
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OTMER COMMENTS

Must keep a pulse more concisely, more current in quickly
Obtainable form.

It's too soon for an in-depth evaluation.

You have a good start. Keep up the good work.

With so few issues published to date, it is difficult to evaluate the
EXCHANGE.

I am- not able to comment fully as I am not well related to EXCHANGE.

Care must be taken to not continually duplicate what other newsletters
are doing. I know this is difficult and cannot be avoided completely,
however, the information is not useful .if it merely repeats something
else.

Many thanks for the effort represented by publication of =HAUGE.

Often reports the same information as that of other publications.
How do you obtain copies ox subscribe for local program directors to
receive copies?

I wish I had more time to really think this critique out more carefully.
However, it is difficult to fu.11:7 evaluate a newsletter that has bad
only three issues. I like the information. It gives us some personal
identity with the leadership in Washington and our other friends in the
field.

a.
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APPENDIX J

REP= CARO

STPENCTRENINI STATE LCAZER3110,2N CAREER ERUCATIO))°

Chief State School Officers

COUNCIL CF STATE SCE OFF:CEP1

1

1. Please chock (v, the aenncies from which you have rereliVe4 chroor education
information ruIald to etch of 4..he following topics:

Topic

Evaluation

el

Level

Mana5ement

Natilna.
State

z

t4nl

11

State
1---lntal

f---state
I ;alp:
In--National
7%2=0

. Local
[ ::ar.:anal

AmAte

F57711714-1m
Assesinant
of Pked
Mawr-
stratc7ieg

Legislation

C 01 10 1. u
IA :

4 Z. ti izZtiit u i

.0. 4'4

. 9 c 0
bs o (. - s

U v

A
c g :

4.. 14 t.

al" 2 u 1.4 ig
1

.1.

t J L

41114161.

Other
+S y) Publication 1

lInforr-Ption 1 I 11 i

1

I I L 1 1 1 11LI
The Council of Chief State School Officers has developed a newsletter. Exegemr,
for comv.nicating information regarding career education to State Oepartmen;
personnel. The following questions relate to this 4ewslotter. Co you receive
EXCHAN"':? C yes 7 no . 1:f you have not received a copy. you do not
liecrd'cor:p the remainder of this guestionaire.

4. How do you review EXCHAnGt?

(Check Wid'as many as apply)

fI have no: tne.ceportunitv to examine it
I scan it rapidly .

717/ read selected ?ortions
I read it thoroughly
Other

(specify)

3. What is done with your copy of EXCHANGE?

:Check lyfras many as apply)

tt is retainel for mv personal use
--tir-tt is cirtuUtcd anoit7 staff rer.bcrs

--IE-Lt is forwarded to individuals outside our state departrent
--It is placed in 3 reading area

77-ttems are reprcdtzeed in state dzpartment publications
_Copies arc ma,:e for circulation

:735_1 don't recall
Other

(specify)
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Rank of

3

4 .

5

2

.2.
4. PluSS0 rate the useiutness of the information you have received from

UV:pie:F, regarding ea411 of the following career education topics hy
FIT.::ninZi the apprcpriate "grade." Thq grading scale to bn utilized
in As follows:

A * Outstanding
11.4 EAcellent

C Average
0 1* Below Average

F Failure
. NP * Not Presented

in EXCMN:nE

in The apace to the right please make comments related to the inforrItion
communicated.

Grads Comments-----------

Evaluation
3.7

A ()cot, NP
4 2 3.

.

Management
3.6

C D F rip

3

.
.

.

Planning and
Assessment of 3.5
Need

A (E) C D F NP

5 2 1
Funding Strateile6 0 B 6) D F NP ,

2 1 2

Legislation 0% 0 C D F NP

3 3

.

.

Other ,

IITA71-67--(
ABCDP NP

A ABCDP up

f ABCDFMPI,
A a C D .F NP

.' .

S. Please rate EXCHANGE cm each of the following items by eirclingOthe
apprepriate "grace." Place ecnmentS regarding these items in the column
on the right.

Rank. of

Item
2

3 -4- 5

1

7

3 -4 -5

3 -4- 5

x
=4. comm=as

Lennth 0 D F NP
2

Ctarity 4,} C3 D F NP
3 4 3--.--------17

Relevance
4.4

()
1

RCDF NP
!.:

--

I

Forrat/VisJal
Appeal 3.4

A (F.) C .D F NP

4 1.

Ttmeiiross ,
0.i

? 0 F NP
4

Usvfultcss
3.7

Z 0 C 0 7 n?
1 0
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Ralik of 5. (cont.1
Item ITCM CRADC CON.' ENTS

.3-

6

(.

... --------------

Ovvr4i1 CEEeltitno ..I

... .0'
A C 7 r HP

Otner Ascer NP . .

fspeoi fy)

ABCDFNP
ASCOFHP

6. H011.1e you submitted any inEorration for inclusion in EXCHANGE? Yes 8 No

7. What topics would you like to have addressed in Future issues of EXCHWE?

Evaluation
Implementation strategies
Curriculuz inclusion dc7elopment

I

ea

8. Iftr culd Ex:710.::::r. a.4.a rnre useful to you?

What are otherlstates.doing?
Whet legislations ad funding mechanisms do states have for career education
How do states relate occupational/vocational education programs to
career education ore.TraIs?
Shcv examples of suezens in other states

9. How is herpf..:1 to you?

StiMUlation for SEA Staff _

8 Capsulized inforzation

10. Other Comments:

Please address cosies of all career education materials to the follcuing,
in edition to

Dr. Janice '.:oin=n, Director of Planning
gasstchucottc Do7artment of Education
182 Tremont Street.
Bootoa; 02111

and

Dr. Patrick J. t7,,r.1:reff,
Azoociae Conmis:AOacr for Occupational Education
(sa= L4..1,ress) 4 :

4 4



Rank of
Components

%APPENDIX IC

REPOR" CAR:

0BTBENGTIIENIN4 STATE LEADEOPR7P lN CAREER EDUCATION°
COWCtt. QF 3'M:I =POOL orricus

coNmence ran BTATn hl lETTM/1:10PDINATGAS cr CAM= EDUCATION

November 1214, 1973
St. Petersburg, Florida

I. Background Information

1. Please check 144 your present peoition
State Director/Coordinntor of Career EduCation

."""'""Assistant State Dtructor /Coordinator of Career Education
Other

ispecilyl

3. Now long have you been working in the area of career education?
years (Round to the nearest whole year)

'3. Now long have you been in your present position? ____yeeis (Pound
to the nearest whole year}

II. Quality of the Seminar.

It3t4 the overall quality of the various components of this conference as
compared to other professional eolferences of comparable length ou !rave
attended by circling :,'the appropriate 'grade° for each of the rollaoisn
.components.. Additional cemments, are needed in the column on the eight.

4:Gr1mm:Hoc cottroiltwrs QUALITY RATING

%11%

c c 6 P.
a 113+ 0+ c
4,
es > 54

Ps
34
Ps

0 14
$

4° 9 6 p
o

!- - = 4 u

COMMEN TS

.111111111M

13
I. Pre-Conference Infer- 3!3 A B (E) D F

. ,nation (See pares and 6)

3 2.. Registration ProcedLlre43 b l I 11 F

3. . 3. Meeting Facilities 13 14.7 n D
F

" %- 0. 2.
%. POracnal AcCoMmOdatinnit.5 r

3.3. 1: Meals and Banquets 3.9 r. , ,? D F
44 5 6. choice of Conference 4.2

3
F

4 5 7. Xa3or PF634ntegtiOnS k.2 ,..
3.3. 6 4

C 0 r
.

Topics

10 8. Large Group Sessions 40 4,.., 43 9.C D F

6 9 4. Seall Group Sessions 4.1 ?0, 5, D F

3.2 o6 ..0ii.. ex.thAmge of I:Ifortienil .. cDF
Ideas with other Confer-
ence Participants 4.1

14 150 6 31,)6 9 I I . Organitition of the 4.3. A F
Conference

6 9 12. Conference as a Whole, 14.3. 3- 3 A'2 D F

13. Evaluation Activities 712
.

3-8 :6 1354.)
F

_

I

ice-

r.
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III. Small Croup Susasons

PleoPo ruspond t.1 t1 lollowing swill group so'ngions
*Grade which t.e-t 'Wrens your nDlnion concYrnirgy
rw.la thy. V43111 ; Ati:Al4tin y4ur t%oug!tuf In

usutulness of thy iurmatIon pry/canted in your work
the nmbar of those aosstons you did not attend.Rank of

Effectiveness

4

6 . 7
8

6 -7
2 - 3

Rank of

How EfInctivy? Small Croup Sessions

r t. Alma:wont 4nd Determin.r
tion of Nuyti3.7.

3.5
3.2

3.5
3.9

4.1

3.6

3.g

Effectiveness

new Effective?

2

4

3
1

A 4:) n

3 17 3.1
A 0 O D

It 2.2.10 2
(a,

a13 c 9 02

o c21?

A 86A
11 *13.1

0 a, °
7 o 3 2.

F

1

2.

1

r

r
1

1

2. Evaluation of Effective-
ness

3. Management Plans

4. Funding

5. Manpower Resources

6. Experience Based Career
Education

7. Military DiaisonProject

S. Role of teacher Training
Institutes .

by ctrclinet
(1) rnc 9ffective-
(2) p4tia:t.rdl

setting. ICircXe

Rank of
X. Usei1.13.nesz

Now Useful?

A (7.) C 0 F

8 12106of
A B r

8 PD3
A

A

dif 9e,3 2

4
81 6D4

a2?
F

1 n D F

A a Dr
6 7 5 1

Commphts and Suglcstions:
(See page 7)

IV. M43or Presentations

Please respond to the following major presentations by circlingCthe
"grade' which best reflects your opinion concerning: (L) the effective-
ness of the presentation in stimulating your thought; and (2) the poten-
tial usefulness of the informat:on presented in your work setting.

3.8 4

316 5 - 6
3:.4 8

3.5 7

3.9

4.3

3.6

3.9

4.4 11 3
C F

3'8
4.0 IR 13 9 1
4.5 F

Major Presentationi How Useful?

F Sid Harland

Ken Kooski

Ken hoyt

Sid high

Comments and Suementteus:
. (See pate 8)

3

1

2 - 3

Rank of
usefult-lezz

A4DCDr
3.b 4...23 23

11 13 7 4

7 2D 4.0
14 2 4.7

Is

1
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V. Conferiongu 031ajoatives

Pat/ thn deem/ to wki2h,the Ionfuronca tacilitAted your ability in each
of this following areas au 4L. Ciadtdi to coma odUilation.

Ante Not at all To a limited 1 To a moderate To a great
extant extent extent

,

1. 101assInq 11
1

2 1)040 4

9
2. Organise- 1 2

Vol
4

.
ti on 3 1 6 ,,,,,20 6

3. Coordina- 1

1' 1

2 VJ 4

,
t1on 4 . 22 ' 10

44. Mundlnq I 2
1,,,L) .

,

I

S. Informs- 1. 2 .terO ' 10
4

t:on Dis- 1

.Sominutiot 1

8

3 21 11

Comments and Suggestions:

VI. General Information

1. In general do you feel the conference net the expectations you had
before.yOu came?

_JailLYes 5 No 3 Not Sure

Comments:will DDILV 9)

2. Do you feel that the conference was worth your time and effort?

32 Yes 1 "0 3 Not Sure

convents: (Sep mtse 9)

3. oo you feel that conferc.ncos of this type for state directors/ coor-
dinators of career education should be eontir.ued?

--13-Yea
co,;tentss."See Da ,e 10)

No .....L.Not Sure

4. Would you attend a conferwnor of this type next year?

__36LYes No Not, Sure

Coortents:_1See_pze_2..11

0.11

Rank or
TC. Useful= 4

.0

.8

S. no you feel thot a u3nforen of this type is An effective way to deli
with your profvq:sienal domtplopmcnt ne24107

32 yes

Cerir...nt (ace tale _ _

L,

3 Not Sure

. 2

. 0

2

3 1

5

1 - 2
3 - 4
1 - 2



V' t.

l Row was this COnfOrenem moat helpful. Lvov?

(See paces 12 and 13) tr

1)*

/
.

2. What aapacts of this oinferetwe uera ltast hittfui to :you?

(See page 14)

/
1

3. Pe.w croild the CCSSO take 4'ethforoAcos Of thin type,mor* holpeta to
State DIre4tor4/Coorainators or. career Education7

/

(See pages 1;15 and 16)

r1

-,

4. What topics srould 1u2 adds sod in future conferences of this type:

(See pages 17 eze., 18) _

5. Other Condivnts:

( See page 19)

.............

1

c..;

I's
4 i , -

....

.-..
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QUALITY OF ZII.; SEZVAII

Pre-conference information

Would have found it helpful to have had the actual prove= in
advance:.

. Should have agenda in advance so we can plan arrival and
departure times.

Minimum details

Registration Procedure

Like the personalized folders.

Meeting Facilities

Move airport 'closer.

Choice of Conference TODiCS

Who and why M,=? It was a long day and a= boring presente.tionl

Very timeli for coordinator. Hop we pursue the topics farther.

Ma4fro Presentations

Varied oonsiderably,

Large Groin Sessions

Loose

.Small Groat Sessions

Somewhat unfocused an interrupted.

Might have had e. little more pre - organization.

2 0 Es
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Exchamm of Informational Ideas with Other Conference Particitanta

No question about this being ono of the most outstanding qualities
of all three C=20 career education conferences.

Need more time to interact with USOZ on state plans, etc.

More time for this activity.

Not nearly enough free time during the day to do this.

Needed more free time for this.

Orcanization of the Conference

I could \have used Tuesday and Wednesday better it' I knew in advance
that the visitation cailed off and that no start until 4:00 pm.

CCSSO always does an excellent job of orsazization.

Conference as a.

Believe it did accomplish overall cibjectiVe.'

Some specific problems were not tackled.

ti
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SMALL GROUP SESSIONS

Need time for feedback of groups on Thursday afternoon.

Good ideas were shared! Resources were excellent!

Excellent omportunit7 for interaction.

Need more time (free t i=e) to explore in depth and share ideas
following presentations on en individual basis.

. .

Need detailed infor=ation on teacher training (e.raltalAon must refleat
'academic achievement as it relates to, career education as a result of
the growing back to basics movement across the countrO.

The group sessions could have been =ore "on task",-but the "exchange"
was great--as always--the person to person contacts provide the beat

, possible information.

Time was not denoted in the settings that was expdsed to items 7-8.

lathe s=ell group raetings the time provided vas used productively
on topics discussed but we reallz;had little opportunity to deal in derth
the areas of evaluation, rnagemant plans, i=plementation strategies,
nor developing state plans.



APPENDIX K (Cent id)

I

MAJOR PRESEIITATIONS

IM .P .

Sid's presentation should have been early in the conference. It provides
the sti=lus and tie "gutt7" reason and focus of activity dUring the nett
few weeks.

Effectiveness somewhat reduced by lack of focus. informative, but not
always specifically useful.

.1

S.

h.)
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=RILL =or:limo:1

1. Its general,.dO you feel the conference met the cxp ctations you had
before you came?

No. Probably expected too much at this'poin .

Yes. Good exchangegave a feel of the status or maturity of the
several areas--was hopeful for greateridepth of discussion in
several areas. Evaluation - State plan dev. - management study.

Yes. Mob better than the Denver conference.

Yes. One of the best.

Yes. Wish we had more time to learn what other states are doing.
Mostly reports was centered around state reporting, which was very
good.

No. Feel more was needed on "State Plans" but this evaluation
was before Sid High - so really not fair.

No. Expected more on developing a State plan.

Not Sure. y particular small group spent the time going over the
competen.iies questionnaire and did not address evaluation,. Nading,
and management.

No. Thought I'd learn more about specific things being done in
career education around the country.

Do you feel that the conference as worth your time and effort?

Yes. Nighly beneficial and am deeply indebted to those who
"pt it", together. . -

Yes. It should have been longer.

Yes. Ilost helpful.

-'Yes. I would like to See more conferences pursuing competencies
proposed.

11
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3. Do you feel that conferences of this type for state directors/coordinators
of career education should be continued?

Yia.. This definitely adds unity and coordination to the national
effort for career education.

YeS Financial assistance has been identified as .a major
constraint. Etture eefort: should provide assistance in this regard.

Yes. Bighly essential if ve are to move the career edunation
concept to serving more kids at all levels.

Not Sure. Instead of siMply discussing things with,soeeches by the
"big shots"--more state directorsshould discuss things that are
and are not working.

Its. It is essential that expenses be paid by the conference. It
is getting next to impossible to attend conferences en regular
travel budget.

Yes. Did receive some benefits--A/he expected too such. Really
felt more "neat" inDenver,conference.

Yes. Travel funds. need to be provided.

Yes. S feel they are needed but I feel more time is needed to add
.more depth 'to the dismission.

Yes. This, is extremely important:

Yes. Better chance of attending if 'Maids were provided for
travel and ter diem.

Yes. Would have better chance of attendingat funds were provided.

Yes, but need travel funds to attend.

Yes. This is the only time -4e get together and share ideas.

Yes, but include some local directors from large districts.
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if, Would you attend a conference of this typo next year?

Yes. If we can secure funding.

Yes. If travel is provided.

Yes. Always can learn something.

Yes. If SEA travel policy does not freeze me out.

Yes. Especially as we continue to pursue of specific areas designed
to assist coordinator gain handle on how they can implement
back home.

0, Po yaa feel that a conference of this .type is an effective way to deal
with your professional development needs?

Yes. Me ease with which this group works is invaluable for giving
us the voice, know how and resources linkages essential to the
success of career education.

Yes. Exchange is very valuable.

Yes. But I think we're going to need some additional types of °
inservice strategies in future conferences.

Yes. We are doing and have in effect all of the aspects considered
on the agenda. But it is refreshing to learn how someone else is
approaching the same problem.

Yes. Gain much from just talking with others involved in career
education othar than fo=al meetings.

Yes. Conferences of this type are definitely an asset to
state leaders.

Yes. With appropriate attention 'to needs of participants and key
resource people.

Yes. With reservations.

215
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HOW WAS THIS CO:27..RENCI"MOST HELPFUL TO YOU?

Federal level.information and directions.

Contacts with leaders and those on firing line.

Identifyinz cempetencies for state leaders. Bringing into focus the
fact that other mates are having similar problems.

&change of ideas

Learning' about funding and other systems or/efforts being developed for
assesszient purponas

In needs assessnent and teacher training-- contacts made, ideas
beard, knowledge of available materials.

Information disseminated was current, not otKerwise available to me:
Interaction with federal and state. Personnel is available.

Gave sense of level of instruction too coneett where various states are
new.

Gave ideas - opportunity to pursue more in depth with the individuals.

Broadened by knowledge of career education efforts. Grew to appreciate
problems of evaluation and the =any restrictions and tine ccas=ing
requirements.

Meeting and tal:.-tins with people fr.oni. other *states about career education

and products related to.

Learning more about project care. Learning more about project evaluation
and; having the input for guidelines.

Enabling conmunicationwith other state coordinators.

Provides the opportunity to meet with national leaders in CE
(Tiedeman, Hampson, Brae, Eoyt, etc.)

area

Planning - information - organization

Gat needed information. Shared with others. Learned many of vs have`
the sane problems.

Good shot in the air to be able to interact with other states. Pertinent
topics of infcrnation. Sharing of ideas and strategies.

Information on EBCE and state plan funding

change of good idezo. Infornation presented by zany speakers useful
in home state implenentntion.

216
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Mettinc utth individuzls with common goods.

EXchatge and interchange of ideas.

Personal contacts

Information exchange - new linkages established.

Funding information session on teacher preservice and inservice
session on assessment.

Met my true reference group.
-

Opportunities to exchange ideas with others whose concerns are the same.

Contacts and discussion with other coordinators.

Gained ideas regarding rending strategy.

tl
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WHAT ASPECTS OF THIS COUPE:1E7;CE WERE LEAST HELPFUL TO YOU?

Hoyt's remarks.

Small group and Ken Hoyt.

Weather - ocean

The EPIE session

Location - need more lead time for trip planning.

Inability to get to.more small groups of interest to me.

EPIE Presentation

The work sessions.

Ebyt's presentation

Ken Komoski session

The EPIE presentation

Evaluation career education - have liothing to take 'hack - ideas,
procedures, systems, resources persons.

Si aU group sessions might have been more effective with additinns.

Group tiie spent completing comItetencies questionnaire. The questionnaLre
is necessary and good, but should have been done on own time instead of
taking group time.

The materials display.

Me l= presentation.

Interrupted, brief small sessions - not clear regarding assignment.

Too much oho:, and tell and not enough work on the way to solve the
"_ broad problems.

*0
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HOW COU/D THE CCSSO MAKE COITFEREI;CES OP THIS TYPE MHZ HELPFUL TO
STATE DMZ203/CCORD=A202S OF CAZEZR =ATI=

Have a few relreeentatiyes from institutions of higher education to
identify committtents thgyiwill make to,this effort and how they will
do it. .

P adua in on specifics and report back from small groups.

Farther refinement of competeneies,and develpptent of competencies for
local career education coordinators/directors. Inservice for teacher
training. State plan development.

Assist in getting across the point that many aspects of the state school
gyitem needs to be involved in ter ,area of expertise and that career
education doesn't happen as a result of one office.

C

Discussion leaders direct conversation to the topic unless it is agreed
by all to deviate,.

Assure more in -depth mursuit of key issues. Identify kgy resources
personnel and have mersonnel itstrutentation and procedures available
for review, etc.

Provide information to the Chief State School Officer ct each state. Not
all state coordinators have direct contact with their chief. !Woe
apresentation at those national meetings.

.

Combine meetiri;:of career education coordinators and CCSSO council so
there could be ote day overlap facilitating communication between
loth groups, .

Alrea4y.optional

Croup sessions should be more informative; e.g., the one we bad on
planning, evaluation, etc. vas so unstructured that I' didn't know what
was the use of it

Continue communication and dialogue. Continue requesting input from
state coordinators en agenda.

Provide more time to attend more smail groups.

Individualized packages that the military already have.

Small group sensions with coordinators being similar concerns,

More time in groums on pertinent topics.

Better pre meeting information

Regionalize first, then run with one national session per year.

Communication

Continue on same basis.
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Have mini in-service training sessions on various aspects of implementing
and evaluating, career education pr*graTs.

Provide funding

More time to discuss activities that are happening in our states and
problems to be Solved.

)lore of the commissioners present - involve legislators from the
area, etc.

Somehow record as minutes the sessions as they unfold, type and duplicata
them, at a later date for all of us. Too ranzt jewels o:7 thought are
lost simply by'noting bighli4ghts.

Assist in getting across the point that many aspects of the state school
system needs to be involved in their area of expertise and that career
education 'doesn't happen as a result of one office.
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WKAT %TICS. CI:CUM BZ AZDZ:',SZZD Ei ptraElz. CO Z: op THIS TYPE?

Some stet...a ray benefit by working together. Those that have things
in common..

More emphtsi: on district organization of career education ttdels that
are successful.

Funding sources other than federal.

Curriculum infUsion technioues.

State plan - pre-service ideas

State of art report and discussion. This should be sent out prier to
conference. Assesstent and future of career education.

(Stronger) Interstate communiCations network regional conference.

Have coordinator 1st concerns or problem and then have them share
with others.

The development of state plans.

Evaluation - product

Possible establistnent of state career education offices and staffing
of sane organizing state mini-conferences.

Staff develaxent at Ste, level. Funding. Evaluation. Business/induntrY/
lOorinvolvetent. Cemmunications

More on management plans. Evaluation of career education programs.

Rephrt on career education nrcjects under development and what products
from those projects will be.

More on legislation.

.State plans - teacher training - funding

Involve career education advisory =nail representative. Identify and
present success efforts in planning evaluation. Plan for tee type
representation from state - to administrators, advisory council,
.career education coordinators.

Evaluation

Businens/labor/iniustryiprofesaional coordination. Inservica for
teacher edUcatora. Need& assessment. Advisory councils. ,State ulan'
development.
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Moving toward quality - what processes really are working? What products
really are er.sn0.7.1# S:=Inz :lurt conce:ned with quality =ther
than just cataoging quantitie's of activities.

Federal guidelines, funding projections

Funding.sources
makers. .

Specifics of what

i=plementation strctegies - orienting thc'decision

works and what doeSnit.

0

r
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Brrt

OT MR coi.tstas

Many of us have increasing diffieulty'in obtaining funds for this type
of conXerence. Some provision should be made to pay at least part

your This ?: ;td of partial reimbursement would increase the
mmtber of states parqcipating. .

Right sessions should be earlier: or later so dinner is not so rushed.

Fantastic conference - need more free time!!!

Due'to time limitations, I was not able to attend to the group on
career education and teacher training..

Recommendation: Conference should be scheduled for three full dayz or
one evening, two days and one morning as we seem to alwayJ have more
'tban enougii items on the agenda, never enough time and much too tight:
of a schedule! °.

Thank you! .
C

This one did not meet expectation, others have been excellent.
We should continue with better pre-n? anniAg as my major suggestion.

A beautit\ti experience.

I commend you for having an outstanding conference.

Best conferpnce of the three,

Good conference.

.2"
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'STRENGTHENING STATE LEADERSHIP IN CARECR EDUCATION"

comich or CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICCRS

1. Please check 11,41 the agencies from which youthewe received career education
information related to each of the following- topics:

Topic

turawcr5g--

Level
. .

042 a
2

4-17,)1.-121-7"--rrr7110
e a09
TA 1
0 14

11

1 0
4 V

Agency
Ir--70---=

4,1 110

104+1

tA

Vy

.MALL,

.ZWCI'-oia
. 0 *44

1,11u
CLI 0 L.

m
W
A
f2

glataTa
State ir I 7 2
Local

'le 1-
Management National (0. I I _ L. J2 2

State 1 1 1 4 _ 9 -c:
Weal 'A A r

FMNIng and
Assessment
of Need

National i / Li .2
State j i ,
Local l S ...

Funding
Strategies

National it i5 I 2 // 4 ..1_
.State 1 2 3 yr 4 ' 0

Local 2 2 .J 4 I
Legislation National 't /4, LS'

State AL '34 -1 rr 7
,

Other:
(Specify)

.

The Council of Chief State School Officers has developed a newsletter. EXCHANGE.
for communicating information regarding career education to State Department
personnel. The-followinq questions relate to this newsletter. Do you receive
EXCHANGE? ;.(/ yes no If you have not received a copy, you do not
FaR757complete the rema nder of this guestionaire.

2. Now do you review EXCHANGE?

ICheck.14° as many as -apply)

I have not had the ooportuaitie to examine it
J. I scan it rapidly
y I.read selected portions

I read it thoroughly
Other

'specify)

3. What is done with youC copy of EXCHANGE?

(Check ("as many as apply)

9 It is retained for.my persona! use
_a it is circulated-among staff members

..tt is forwarded to individuals outside our state department
7 ft is placed in a reading area

07 Items are reproduced in stoic department publications
it, Copies are made for circulation

I don'trecall
JT Other

(specify) .
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3.5

3 I/.

I
5.

- 2 w

4. Please rate the usetuinuas of the information you have received from
OACuAtial regarding each of the fellowtng career education topics iy
nwracio the appropriate "grade." The grading scale to be utilised
is as followeo

A Outstanding
A excellent

C Average F Failure
0 Below Average NP Not Presented

in tXCOANGE

In the space to the right please make comments related to the infornation
communicated.

TO LC Grade ''Comments

' evaluation A e) C 0 F NP

I

Management , At2c or
5 /0 to

An

Planning and
Assessment of
heed

A 6) C 0 F

pi 9 /
NP .

.

Funding Strategies A 1..DC 0 F

Al itt 3 1

NP

r.
tegtslation

*Ws
A 4)"C 0 F NP

P

_-_-,-_-____------

Other
Twiparru--

(9 a c 0 F

...Z

NIP

A .8 C D F. NP
.

----- .

--- A 8 C 0 F NP

---

---
..

A 8 C D. F NP

5. Please rate EXCHANGE on each' of the following items by eirelingt. tbo
appropriate TiF3aF7 Place eommerts regarding these items in the enthral
en the 'sok.

..... ..._.:......

.c LAC./ Length

/°2"73 *to Clarity

,- r:= 4i4, Relevance

v vm.v. v. v.

P'
n el) F NP

C
. C' 0 F NP
/41

m.m..

<3)8 C 0 F NP
T

Format/Visual
Appeal

A V C 0 F NP

.7 11 t,

?inlet i rriX C .D F HP

jr-3. 7
Usefulooss A./ h 0 F .NP7

v.
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5. (CUnta)

- 3 -

GRADE
1 1

COMMENTS-----------,

Overall Effectiveness .DCOF NP
.

Other Aectir NP

/

.

(specify)

\ ADCOF NP
.

.

ABCDFNP .

.

.
.

-

6. Have you submittod'any information for inclusion tn.!: cumnr7 g &go
7. What topirg would you like -to h:ivo Marmoset) in tattoo issue or 1;:k91A10117

.

8. How could EXCHANGE be made more useful to you!

9. How is =HAMM most helpful to you?

115. Throeohool the y.ir, nomh. of memorana., Is.
ntat DoreetorienOrdimoor of Careot !;ix'4h:ts or oontrastinq
aajeouves that could be osed'to describe these memoranda arc listed below.
Seven btoks.scparate each set of adjectives. Foi each set. place a
check 401 on the blank that most closely represents your feelings toward
these memoranda.

Meaningful

Not Helpful

Unpleasant

talore)ttin9

WorPhlf,mm

I mportant

4) -Trr- (6) -Tri-
If

(7)

/0
trr 11

;11--

00 Ii-
C

14) -T3T TWT

lir° -TTT- 1) -TIT-
L-_
(1) 12J

II)

-11T-. 72) 13) TT--

. (

Other CoMments: (Ilea.'e 1 eh^ hark if tAcessarv)

226

Meaningless

Helpful

Pleasant

Goring

Valuable.

Unimportant

.5
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What topics would you like to have addressed in future issues of EXCHAVon

Dave has covered all areas I could think of

More legiilative information

Status reports on Houston conference from each 'state.

EValuation, curriculum-

Information on Commissioner's Conference

Continue as effective as has been!

State planning acproaches/State.Advisory Council activities

One major topic, e.g., evaluation, issues.

State plan progresa.reports and results of FY 1976 Re: 406 Projects

24 ,

40"
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):How-could-EXCHANGE be made more useful to you?

Continue update on legislation

To have comments from state'Directors on their on-going prograsi

More frequent issues

Send (4) copies - To be 'distributed to Unit Director, Director of Regional
Field Coordinator, Fed Liaison Officer and Chief

can duplicate

Keep it coming

Copies to send to local program director

More specific information on projects dealing with assessments, evaluation,
etc.

AM
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Now is MANGE most helpfal to you?

National scope

Keeps me current

Providing information in a brief and concise form. It's readable!

Informative

'Updat on legislation and the Washington scene

Current information

Best career education-dissemination/communication vechicle available! EXCHANGE
is vital!

Keeps'me abreast of current happenings and issues .in Career Education.

Up -to -date information on variety of subjects.

Keeps we informed of current activities related to career education
nationally and in various states. This document really fulfills its
communication function.

Up-to-date information.

Information on legislation and information on national conference for
state coordinators.

In promotion of career education Amend MA's

Sharing and updating of ideas in the span between these meetings.
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APPENDIX M
Ur lift win

"STKLICTIbillilti ATM UAW PIAllt ill CARIth 1:()UCATIt40
COUNCIL or char STAll SCHOOL otortcrwi

CONVALDCR ron STATL USR/CTOkS COANDIDATORZ pr CARMR COMMON

MAY 1 .4. 1976
PhofniS AriSono

J. background Intormatiun

1. Ploaan check, iv 1) your peasant ',Watson.

00/ 144t WVC10r/VmUrOkilatur of CA,Pr LOOUAt$40
Aasiqteht State Utrector/Comidteuliur er
other ispecityl . an= -

2. hue Ione have you lien working in the area of comer oducocion?

(Round to the naarase whale year!

S. Mow long have you been to your present position?

years Mound to the nearest whole year)

Quality of the Seminar

Nate tha overall quality of the various coMponents of this rah:erence as compared to other
professional conferences otcomparabla length you have ateended by circling 0 the ap-
propriace "grade' for each of the following components. Additinnal comments Are needed
in the column on vie right.

ccurtauct compcsurrs

wwWwla.WWwwww

"
3 2.

V; a 3
3./ 4.

3, :3 s.

3 a'
y. 2... 7.

3.Y kg.

1/,

10.

11.

w011 M111.11

QUALITY ATINC

Prc- conference intorma-

4 4 I.

/5 11 & I
tion OCPF
Registration Procedure i 6 fe 0 F

beating Facilities III 0 c. 0 F

Personal Accommodations 1A1 0 0 F
2 a /..1 ; ..

....
Meals and Banquets A IliF/OF

Choice of conference 6 9 1
Topics II C 0 F

zi L1 *
General Sessinns A qv C 0 F

Separate Interest Sessions r. g ? 0 F
/

.. ..-

Exchange of Informational ,-.

Ideas with ether Confer- e0 a 3
once Participants B t 0 F

cow ixrs

qwwWww.... awwledwdw wWW. 0.4Pm..www

=111.www owww......rwwmwd

Organisation of the
Conference

. Conference as a whole

mmidm w or amm,ww em.ow

9 /1'5 t
A (39 C V

(13 C u r

2 ..tj

111.11

.
dmwomwomww...amw..+.

...we w .1 ww.
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III. General Sessions

Maass respond to the following general oelptinti by clrelimiCithe "grade" which beat

tisfieetit your viotnion coneceningi ill the effecrivanaso of rho presentation In tInglArinq

your thought+i and 04 the potential taiefulnea of the infotmatten presented in your
work setting.

-1/

K 7 How kffectivo, General Session How Useful/ /(0.w.k.

5 -3.6 A to Dr Rational bicentennial Conference Plans A Mij
_el 1 .3

C D P ..?, 6 n

1 1 PA 01 u r JELOOR (Joint Education Liaison Director/ of
?ee 2
A 0 ../P b I .3. 'I V4."

Alicur AIR Survey Report AOCDI

Recruiting) Report

a,f 5I IA 14:t 4 r Sen Stereotyping Illa ()BCOf

3 ip.1011' e u F Career EducatIon/SusinevanAn Film
fy_R (1.'
Q..) P C' U F IA .3 J

i
iii 3

/6 /02 cg. /
r Critique of State plan Proposals

Id
1'1

a
. )C b . ii. 6 I

Comments and Suggestions:.

W. General information

1. In evnerat, do you feel the conference mot the expectations you had tfore you came/

Vvo

GOmmentu:

wo Hot'Uure

I. Ho you feet that the conference was worth your time and effort/

0 Ho 3 Hot Sure

Comments:

X

3. Uo you fort that conferences of this type for state directors /coordinators at career
education should be continued)

'13 Yes _.ci no _L Hot Sure

Coasilents:

4. vngid y.0 Attend a cont.:L.4:mo, of this type nen' year

22 Vet

Goevents;

_/ No .;5 Hot Sure

mm.m

S. tna you ":el that a conference of this type is an effective way to deal with your
professional development needs/

.33 Yes

Comments:

_au. ..h...71.Hot rare

wmw....w..w.rmwqw4mwwwem.,."...m...g.m..rOwmmrmb wor+m.m...
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Wow was this conference Most helpful, to you?

What especte of tills conference were least helpful to you?

-

flow could tM CCSSO make conferences of tine type more helpful to State Okractors/
Coordlnetors of Career Lducation7

9. What topics should Le addressed In future conferences of this type,

1U. Othwc C000mst*:

Y
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I. In general, do you feel
you camp?

'4

tho cionferences mat the expectations you had before

I Would'have liked more specifics related to assessment.

Not enough information in interest sessions.

Separate interest sessions needed to be longer and more of them we
needed a chance for participation in more than one topic.

Special group sessions:were limited poorly managed and not enough time!
No flexibility to have opportunity to address several needs: ,Example:
Evaluation and Needs Assessment.

Need more time, should duplicate sessions \

would have liked to had the opportunity to attend more than one
small group session.

Not appropriate forme to judge as I had little prior perception of goals of
this specific meeting.

Disappointed in the information provided on Needs Assessment

Better than expected

I have a couple of good ideas for change

More information on particular states and particular segments and components
of C. E.
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'1.0o you feel that the conference was worth your time and effort?

Yes, but only because I had never met with this group before

I have a couple of good ideas for change

Plans for, negotiating budget of state plan writing next state plan

Exchange with other coordinators, (briefly because of time restrictions)
AT & T presentations, information from Dave,,Sid, Ken, and panels!

General sessions very good.

The mix of ideas with people was valuable! The panel on state plans
helped; films were great.
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3. Do you fool that con crences of this typo for state directors/coordinators of
career ,education sho ld be continued?

They have been very help 1. It is 11. means for maintaining working
icelations with state coor nators.

Definitely.

Longer periods of time and more intensive staff development/leadership
training components. i )

-Essential

Need to bear about the experience of our collegues.

With appropriate planning

Excellent idea

Definitely needed.

Two days is not enough time to cover the topics adequately.

With moderation, more of a workshop

Most essential - we are just beginning to function suggest' addition time
for workshop topic development and completion

Need better planning and organization
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$ Would you attend a conference of this type next year?

Need at least one' evening free one of the incentives for conference
attendance is.to see local color. All I know about Phoenix is the
Ramada Inn. NO opportunity for site visitation.

Mbney coed be a problem

Yes, but fewer meetings or pay travel expenses - also not late May or
at end of fiscal year - more refusal of travel.

Maybe one not two.
.

It should be a minimum of three'days and at least one evening free.

If travel funds are available

Dependent upon planning

Provided. some financial support' for travel is provided

Change in position.

With some revisions and extension of time

If funds available

It depends on the topics and length of the meeting.,

1
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;j, Do you feel that a conference of this type is an effective way to deal with
your prOfessional development needs?

It can be. Perhaps the fault is ours (mine) in that we don't.express our
needs.

Definitely -.can also serve as a model for their EEA career education
staff development conference.

Can be even more effective!

Partially

In part it does. I would like to seespecific "How to' sessions.

If improved in content and organization.

O
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C.. How was this conference most helpful to you /

Special interest session

Interchange with other coordinators, information from Dave, Sid and Panels,

State Plan critique promoted future thinking and planning
Bicentennial conference session, too, provided reassurance that we are all
faced with a monumental task
Special- interest sections could have been with different resource persons
and longer time period

1 6.

Large group session

Exchange with others - state plan - films

Information from Dr. High

Sharing ideas and sub-groups for Advisory Groups

1. Contact with other Directors
2. Informational session

Provided valuable information in developing and using a needs assessment
process

Meet people active in field

Learning of the things that other states are doing. Learning of techniques
for implementation

Information provided about the upcoming Commissioner's Confereime in
Houston

Information sharing sessions - excellent consultants - discussion of commissions
conference

Long trip, just getting started and.time was up.

Needed the details relative to Commissioner's CE Conference at Houston
Needs Assessment Workshop development

The interchange among Directors

Working with people who are really dedicated to the career education concept

Meeting with other State coordinators

Chance to share with others

vit

4.
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1. Exchange of information
2. See what other states are doing
3. Status of Federal CE. Office work

Learning of materials, activities other states or what group leaders brought

Talking with other states, particularly in special interest sessions and informal'

State Plans, Houston information-

Provides specific clue on needs assessment
Provided detail on National Bicentennial
Provided specific detail on State Planning

A way to share ideas etc. and the opportunity to recommend to CCSSO our opinions.

We are finally getting to specific issues

Found out about advisory councils and how to use them

Learning experiences of others

'Discussion of State Plan Critiques

Orientation

Meeting peers, small group interest areas

Irt
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s.

'71 What aspects of this conference *were least helpful to you?

Nite sessions

Small group sessions

Films

Social Activities

The first nights discussion of the Houston Conference

Group session

Not enough time to really develop small group projects. Some members left
early on last day which broke up continuity.

Length of Personal Comments in general session

None - everything helpful to some degree

Small group bn Needs Assessment - only partially useful

Monday night session

None

Dr. Hoyt's Presentation

Would have preferred additional time for Needs Assessment workshop
development and completion

In my present position, the small group meetings were' least useful,
but still quite interesting because of my earlier career education
associations and work in Oregon and Ohio.

Parts relative to Houston conference

Information` available about Houston conference

Too much activity crowded into short.period of time

Couldn't attend all small groups

First night on the Houston conference. First half day in small groups

Interest session

JELDOR and AT & T materials - as had previous exposuri,to them

Small group sessions!

Information on Houston

2.
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How could the CC= make conferenCes of this type morn helpful to State
Directors /Coordinators of Caroor Education?

Expand/extendtime or length of conference
More opportunities to address maw areas of concern at this,time

Longer sessions for more indepth concentration in interest sessions

Because of travel limitations, write in your proposal, funding for state
coordinators and funding for representatives of business and labor who
should attend theSe conferences.

Need to develop more "products" from work sessions

Longer timeineeded

C ntinue as in the past

One evening should be free for participants to mix with the local
environment.

Getting new ideas from other states.

Continued articulation of resources sharing'compon approach to some
universal planning and policy' recommendations

More time for informal exchange of ideas

More time to exchange ideas

By disseminating more information on what other states are doing,
how they are organized, what mandates they have, successes achieved, failures,
etc.

Keep Dave Jesser on Board'

A good job this time

More technical workshop type activities (i.e., expansion of special interest
groups, opportunity to participate in more than one group, etc.)

National scene information

Keep zeroing in on special interest areas

Continue with limited work sessions but arrange so we might attend more than
one.

We are on the right track with specific issues. This kind of format
relating to state planning will be usefa.

Zero in on one topic for longer time

Longer

Meet with chiefs if possible

VI

9.-
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1. 'What topics should be addiessed in future conferences of this type?

Indepth interest sessions

Implementation of State Plan Developing
Staff-development on federal program particiption

.State Plan Programs

State planning procedures
Advisory council-"show and-tell" sessions
Classroom demonstration sessions

Find:out where on.continium various states operate in terms of career education
(comprehensive) and Vocational Education

Specific information about writing proposals

Proposal writing

By disseminating more information on what other states are doing,
how they are organized, what mandates they have, successes acheived,
failures, etc.

Some specific areas being dealt with

More regarding federal legislation

Inservice re project management and evaluation and federal legislation

Student Assessment
Curriculum Development
Occupational Cluster Concept

State Plans
Implementation methods

The same topics should be included on the programs; more time for
groups to work! Each participant should be able to participate in at
least two working groups.

Wbat role should-the military really have 1.6 Career Education development,
dissemination and

Progress reports

PoSsible State Legislation mandates. and without mandating but
encouraging career education with funding

Needs assessment and evaluation (specific and existent examples)
Pi-esentations by business and industry/ need to know More of their
"needs" and concerns

How to prepare a proposal
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(owl.)
Evaluation

-14-

You should continue to pursue the question a adequate, effective evaluation.
You should address the questions of community involvement and interpretation
of career education and its results to the various publics, including
state legislatures.

Development to proposal.
Development of planned implementation

Same topics plus operational plans

Similar to these

EValuation
Needs Assessment
Advisory Councils (state and local)
Involving Business and Industry Strategies
Dissemination/PR strategies at state level
Maintaining State Leadership Strategies

14
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/ C. Othe7Corments:

State Coordinators'need CCSSO1 It is our only and most important support
asteml

Some of the people who come to these are not state directors/coordinators
and, therefore, are somewhat "out of things" untill 'the boss says'
you will go. Perhaps CCSSO (Dave?) could communicate with each director
and wage them to identify one other person in their section who might
be attending then communicate with them directly and at the same level
as you communicate with the state director/coordinator. However; I
do thank you for communicating everything after I found I was to come.
This has happened. twice..

These national career education conferences have consistently improved
because of the leadership of the CCSSO Career Education Committee
and the CCSSO,project Director

Appreciated the opportunity of observing and participating

Basically at St. Pete I got some good information on assessment and evaluabicn
and here on Advisory committees. I need to get into some of the other
areas.

Gets better everytim-. Consider California next site- one unencumbered
evening for cultural improvement

Good meeting as usual - but more time for informal exchange of ideas
would be helpful

If you are going to present small groups on topics like Needs Assessment the
presentors, faciliator, out to be expert both in content and process.

Leave one night open withmita scheduled meeting.

The conference was heavily bonded as to use of time. I don't know how
much of the input could be internalized when the, hours are so filled'
with structured programs. I also see value in allowing more time to
interact informally, to be able to seek out persons in information related
to individual needs as evidenced in the mini-sessions, and just have time to
eat.

Dave has done a great job to put this conference together!


